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Sylvia Garland’s Broken Heart 
Helen Harris

‘… one of those rare novels that makes you 
brood on its characters in the intervals 
when you are not reading, and wonder 
what is happening to them… Harris 
turns out to be a virtuoso when it comes 
to understanding family… The result is  
sympathetic, funny and truthful.’  
Kate Kellaway, The Observer
 

Death & Texas 
Clive Sinclair

‘Clive Sinclair at his very best. And short 
stories don't come much better than that.'  
David Herman, Jewish Chronicle

‘The humour … is driven by vigorous, inventive 
language. Sinclair delivers his words with 
the energy, pace and swing of a top-class 
fast bowler.' 
Gerald Jacobs, The Telegraph

Duet in Beirut 
Mishka Ben-David

‘In the meticulous layering of detail about 
a dangerous Mossad initiative in Lebanon, 
Ben-David almost – but not quite – provides 
a handbook to the inside track of Israeli 
intelligence… There is certainly the whiff 
of authenticity and the aura of clear  
and present danger. But more than that, 
this is a book with proper adult themes 
of love, patriotism, regret and shame.’   
Jenni Frazer, Jewish Chronicle   
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The House of Twenty Thousand Books 
Sasha Abramsky

‘Sasha Abramsky’s tender, intelligent, many-layered memoir 
of his grandparents is … at once epic and intimate, rooted in 
family life but encompassing the sweep of history. ’
Rebecca Abrams, Financial Times                                                                                                

‘Sasha Abramsky has produced a wonderful addition to the 
canon of Jewish grandchild literature: one that would be well 
worth its place in Chimen Abramsky’s now immortal house 
of books.’ 
Toby Lichtig, TLS

Included in TLS and The Tablet’s ‘Books of 2014’
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Motherland 
Rita Goldberg

‘Ms Goldberg's book is an exemplary attempt to confront 
the complex fate of these families [of survivors] cut brutally 
from their own history. Motherland is a double memoir 
that braids her parents' story with her own, and succeeds in  
articulating a difficult truth. While the suffering was not hers, 
but her parents', it has nonetheless had a corrosive effect on 
her life’… ‘I have tried…to raise [these ghosts] at least a little 
from their bed of ashes,’ [Rita Goldberg] writes, ‘and make 
them live again in the imaginations of their descendants.’ 
The Economist
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Editorial

The production of this issue 
of the Jewish Quarterly was 
overshadowed by the appalling 
killings at the offices of Charlie 
Hebdo and the kosher supermarket 
Hyper Cache on 7-9 January. 

As ever, in our pursuit of ‘slow’ and 
considered writing, we were wary of 
adding to the mountain of commentary 
on the massacre produced at the time 
(some of which was profound; much of 
which was ill-considered). But we felt 
that this was an event that we had to 
mark in some way: both because we are 
a Jewish publication, and because we 
are a publication that often publishes 
challenging content.

It seemed appropriate to emphasise 
the visual in our response. Accordingly, 
we asked a number of Jewish artists 
and cartoonists to send us their 
reactions. One of them—by regular JQ 
contributor Josh Baum—adorns this 
page: it represents with stark economy 
the journey between loving embrace 
and violent conflict. The three other 
cartoons published later in this issue—
by Keren Katz, Sam Cowan and Ilana 
Zeffren—are also beautifully simple. 

We also commissioned a piece 
by Laurence Grove, an expert on the 
French cartooning tradition, to explain 
the context in which to situate Charlie 

Hebdo—a context often neglected in 
English-speaking commentary.

Aside from these responses, the JQ 
continues to ‘keep calm and carry on’ 
at a time when dire prognostications 
about the future of European Jewry 
abound. As ever, this issue tries to 
embody the irrepressible diversity and 
vitality of contemporary Jewish life—in 
the UK, Europe and elsewhere:

• There is hard-nosed political 
engagement—as in Joseph Finlay’s 
deconstruction of the British 
Board of Deputies’ democratic 
credentials, and in our panel on 
British Jews and the right.

• There is playfulness—as in 14 year-
old cartooning wunderkind Zoom 
Rockman’s comic  ‘Homeschool’, a 
parody of the TV series Homeland, 
transplanted to Barnet’s Jewish 
Community Secondary School.

• There is history and 
memorialization—as in Ross Perlin’s 
discussion of the endangered Jewish 
language of Juhuri, Adam Blitz’s 
reflections on the archeological 
site of Dura–Europos and Matthew 
Despard’s essay on the new Polish 
Jewish Museum.

• There is poetry—with subtle 
and moving contributions by six 
authors, including the veteran poet 
Bernard Kops.

• There is literature—with the 
extraordinary depth and breadth 
of Jewish life reflected in articles 
and reviews on everything from 
the work of sci-fi author Michael 
Moorcock to the Yiddish proto-
feminist Esther Kreitman.

• …and there is much more that 
doesn’t fall into any clear category.

The attacks in Paris were attacks 
on diversity, on complexity and 
on challenging forms of cultural 
expression. In re-affirming—as 
we strive to in every issue—our 
commitment to a lively and 
stimulating Jewish cultural life, we 
also push back against those who are 
trying to flatten out the wondrous and 
infuriating intricacy of human life.

We are a small magazine, but 
perhaps we can be  part of a larger 
movement that refuses to give in to 
pessimism. Let us hope that such 
optimism, in the face of so much 
horror, will ultimately prevail. — JQ
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2015.1010383 ©Keith Kahn-Harris 2015

K e i t h  K a h n - h a r r i s 
e d i t o r 
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If we go back to the first collection of French illustrated 
tales, the Cent Nouvelles Nouvelles or One Hundred New 
Stories of around 1462, we find that the follies of all society 
are ridiculed, but prominent are those of the priesthood 
and the nunneries. In the twenty-first tale, for instance, 
the ailing abbess finds the cure for her deadly malaise 
to be copulation, but in order for no shame to be felt, the 
selfless sisters volunteer that they too should partake of 
the ‘medication’, which is duly administered by local 
monks, priests and clerics. The illustration, both in the 
presentation manuscript and in the printed version of 1486, 
entices us in with the alluring ladies in a two-frame comic 
composition—although this one is far from the raunchiest, 
with other vignettes showing three-in-bed shuffles, bare 
bottoms and worse, and objects going where they would 
not normally go.    

In the wake of the 16th-century French wars of 
religion, printed broadsheets and best-selling picture 
books would use the caricatures to mock the powers-
that-be—although it was in the nineteenth century that 
it became an industrial art. The development of the 
lithograph, coupled with mechanical presses, allowed 
for large-scale distribution, meaning the satires of 
Philipon, Daumier, Doré, and others could reach a 
mass audience eager to snap up the new illustrated 
magazines. As with Charlie Hebdo, the line between 
cutting social satire and provocative racism could be 
thin and debateable. Caran d’Ache’s Carnet de chèques 

of 1892, a set of cartoons in the form of a chequebook, 
satirises the Panama Canal Scandal, but does so 
by showing antisemitic caricatures eagerly making 
business profit out of the political situation.

As illustrated journals for adults evolved towards 
the bande dessinée (or comic strip, nowadays dubbed as 
France’s Ninth Art), visual caricature would hold strong, 
even in publications ostensibly aimed at children. An 
example that escaped the history books for many years 
was the collaborationist wartime Téméraire, wherein 
exaggerated physiognomy made it clear that the Jews 
were the baddies. And although many of those who were 
believed to have supported the Nazis in other cultural 
domains—Sacha Guitry for cinema, Paul de Man for 
philosophy—were publically taken to task, those who 
drew collaborationist and antisemitic cartoons went on 
to long and healthy careers.

Post-1968, comics were not left out of the social 
revolution, and went openly adult. L’Echo des Savanes 
took authors from René Goscinny’s Pilote (of Astérix 
fame) and had them throw sexy and rude metaphorical 
bricks at the establishment; in the mid-1970s, Ah! Nana 
launched female-run and feminist satire, only to fall foul 
of the censor—ostensibly for its number on incest—and 
fold nine issues later. The precursor to Charlie Hebdo, 
Hara-Kiri Hebdo, was famously banned for mocking De 
Gaulle’s death on the cover of a 1970 issue. And then 
came Charlie itself....

Charlie
Hebdo

is

LaurenCe Grove

Since January’s tragic events in Paris, Charlie Hebdo is undoubtedly the 
planet’s best-known journal of satirical cartooning, as well as now being 
the one with by far the highest sales. Yet its trademark features—scatology, 
vivid sexual humour, and the breaking of taboos, above with respect to, but 
showing no respect for, religious beliefs—are nothing new in France.

nothing
new
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Why does France seem to specialise in cartoon satire? 
Perhaps that is as hard to answer as why is Germany good 
at football, or why are the Swiss excellent chocolate 
makers. Part of the answer must have to do with the fact 
that it’s something they have always done. When the 
image first came to be mass-produced in Europe, via the 
printing presses of the 15th and 16th centuries, France was 
at a geographic crossroads, meaning Lyon and Paris had 
become centres for the new technology. This technology 
took us from the visual age of the stained-glass storytelling 
of the great cathedrals, to a mixed-medium text and image 
distribution, before text came to dominate the printing 
trade, and we saw the wordy novels of the nineteenth 
century. We are now back in a hybrid world, as visual 
technology is all around us, but text is what we learn at 
school. And again, France is at the forefront of the new 
technologies, having invented the cinema (the Lumière 
Brothers), and almost invented the internet (via the Minitel 
system). The shift to a completely visual culture is not 
complete, and as a result, hybrid text/image forms, such 
as cartooning, thrive. The image draws us in, but the text 
pinpoints (or anchors) the specifics of sense. 

In addition, social upheaval has always helped 
counter-culture flourish, and here, France has had its 
fair share: the wars of the religion at the time of the 
Renaissance, the Revolution prior to the Industrial 
Revolution, and then the Nazi occupation, are just three 
examples. Pitch counter-culture against the kind of 
strongly centralised state mechanism at which France 
has excelled since the days of Napoleon, and the result 
is not just strikes and demonstrations, but also satire that 
strongly says merde.

Not just says merde, but also shows it to us when it’s 
hot and steaming. Although in England, Private Eye was 
famously founded and run by members of the Oxbridge 
social elite, in general the establishment is slow to accept 
popular visual culture. My feeling is, it would be difficult to 
persuade a funding body such as the British Academy to 
support a National Comics Academy, even if the world’s 
media are buzzing with Charlie Hebdo. Visual satire has 
to operate through a healthy system of going against the 
grain, which, history tells us (like petits four), is often best 
served in France.

So, where are we now? To return to our opening 
example, the medieval One Hundred New Stories, it is 
interesting to note that throughout the early part of the 
20th century, all scholarly editions omitted the images, 
even though these are central to the tone and reception of 
the stories. Now, in the 21st century, images are not omitted, 
but in wider society, images still have the power to offend 
and shock on a grand scale. Such was the case for the front 
cover of the post-7 January Charlie Hebdo, which shows the 
Prophet Mohammed telling us, “all is forgiven”—but it can 
only have such an effect because an equal part of our new 
visual age is the looping sound-bite videos through which TV 
and the web send Charlie Hebdo (to say nothing of terrorist 
propaganda) around the world. — JQ
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Top: Scene from Cent Nouvelles Nouvelles 
pHoto: universitY oF GLasGow LibrarY, speCiaL CoLLeCtions

Above: Antisemitic caricature from Caran
d’Ache’s Carnet de chèques
Below: Jewish villains from Téméraire

DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2015.1013797 © Laurence Grove 2015
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By Keren Katz - After 'Lord Randall'
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Do not place frill, or border, or bouquet
around the monuments that hide these bones.
Life sent no wreath to ease them on their way
but stone. On these, heap only stones.

These ancestors in exile, who were driven
from land to land with mockery and jibe,
in the ghetto’s age-long dark were given
no view of dawn for our defeated tribe.

Here sleep arrives at last for persecuted
wanderers footsore from the thistle path
and numbness for the homesick heart confuted
by its own tears, and others’ scorn or wrath.

Here do not taunt with any summer promise
the deathly stillness they have made their own.
Do not bring flowers here in loving homage,
or sprays, or twigs of green. Bring stone.

DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2015.1010382 © Richard Berengarten 2015

R I C H A R D  B E R E N G A R T E N 
Richard Berengarten is a Bye-Fellow of 
Downing College, Cambridge. His latest 
volumes of poems are Manual and Notness, 
both published by Shearsman Books, Bristol.   

Poem by Oscar Levertin  
(Translated from the Swedish by Richard Berengarten and Göran Printz-Påhlson)

At the Jewish Cemetery in Prague

G Ö R A N  P R I N T Z - P Å H L S O N
Göran Printz-Påhlson (1931–2006) was 
a Swedish poet, essayist, translator and 
literary critic. He headed Scandinavian 
Studies at the University of Cambridge, 
where he was a Fellow of Clare Hall.   

O S C A R  L E V E R T I N 
Oscar Levertin (1862 –1906) was a Swedish 
poet, critic and literary historian. From 
1899 until his early death, he occupied 
the first chair in Literary History at the 
University of Stockholm.   

My tongue and palette
Question each other
But can’t separate.

My mind, eyes, ears
Confound themselves

No one answers
Listens, looks
When I ask, hear, see.

The search doesn’t find me
Companions, compatriots.

 

DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2015.1010380 © Yvonne Green 2015

Y V O N N E  G R E E N 
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Poem by Yvonne Green

Dumb
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¶ Some may say “two Jews, three opinions,” but 
for some years in London—and elsewhere—it’s 
been “two Jews, three buildings.”  

We know that property is the best way to 
prove we’ve arrived. The wandering’s over and 
we’ve set down roots, and we’re all a lot more 
out and proud than previous generations—but 
our New Jew/Cultural Jew credentials have 
maybe spawned more events than we know 
what to do with. 

Take London’s two cultural behemoths—the 
LJCC and JW3 (formerly JCC for London). To the 
untrained eye, they look like they do something 
quite similar, and their dual existence clearly 
demonstrates a rebirth in UK Jewish culture. 
But it seems to me they’re complementary, 
serving similar yet different parts of the cultural 
Jewish (cheese)cake—whether that’s theatre 
buffs, language mavens, families, Israelis, 
youth, foodies, or culture seekers. Their merger, 
announced last year, will likely synthesise the 
best each has to offer, while reducing any overlap, 
saving some money, and delivering it all in 
one fabulous building. Of course, there may be 
more than one opinion on the building location 
and parking, but perhaps we’ll spend our time 
engaging in the creative cultural offerings, rather 
than bemoaning our bus-ride. 

And don't forget Jewish Book Week, 
Gefiltefest, UK Jewish Film Festival, JFest up 
in Leeds, JW3's now annual Comedy Festival 
and its slated Kafka Festival, many flavours of 
Limmud, and salons till they're coming out of 
your grandma’s best tea service—the UK is truly 
the (Jewish) cultural capital of Europe. 

A major community-within-a-community 
(and with their own publication, Alondon), 
Israelis in London now number between eighty 
and one hundred thousand. You’ll definitely 
find them hanging out in the café at JW3, as 
well as in hip pockets all over the suburban 
landscape; maybe their numbers have spawned 
the recent interest in hummus in particular, and 
Mediterranean food in general. 

Time was, the only way to get real hummus 
was the Tel Aviv bus station, and that’s a long way 
when you’re chalishing in North London. 

From Hummus Brothers, a fastish-food chain 
branding themselves as the Levantine Kitchen, 
to a whole slew of new openings, falafel and its 
friends are fast becoming the new fish and chips. 

These are not the kosher restaurants of 
yore, menus running through global cuisine 
like a Barmitzvah safari. These are stylish, 
contemporary Mediterranean restaurants with an 

Sasha Frieze 
London: Jewish cultural 
capital of Europe? 

JW3
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¶ Last December, as Ruby Wax, David Baddiel, 
and comedy legend Arnold Brown were playing 
to packed houses as part of the celebratory 
JW3 Jewish Comedy festival, an argument was 
brewing between Hampstead Comedy Club 
promoter Ivor Dembina and a number of Jewish 
comics. Dembina has always been vocally pro-
Palestinian, but recently stopped booking stand-

Dave Cohen
Wars, fights,  
bust-ups—and that's  
just the comedians. 

Joshua Ross   
P h o t o :  @ j o s h y r o s s
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out-and-proud Israeli heritage, great, sassy food, 
replete with octopus, pork and oysters. Gantze 
treif, as my grandma would say. 

Yottam Ottolenghi may have inspired a 
generation when he brought his Jerusalem 
fusion food to London. From husband-and-
wife Sarit Packer and Itamar Srulovich’s feted 
yet tiny Honey & Co on Warren Street, to Eran 
Tibi’s Zest at JW3, Yottam is everyone’s culinary 
rabbi, and has spawned a series of relaxed, 
Israeli-style tapas eateries, as well as a recipe 
book franchise to die for. 

Palomar, tucked away on Rupert Street, 
Soho, is a straight Israeli import—Jerusalem’s 
Machneyuda restaurant reconceived by hot-
off-the-plane chef trio Assaf Granit (a winner of 
Israel’s Iron Chef ), Yossi Elad, and Uri Navon—
and is already the new Chiltern Firehouse. 

And I hear news that chef Josh Katz—one 
half of the founding Zest duo and another 
Ottolenghi alumnus—is opening Berber & Q 
in funky Haggerston next month, with “dishes 
inspired by his travels in Israel and growing up in 
North London.” So, chicken soup and rock-hard 
kneidlach, anyone?

There’s been something of an exodus East 
for the lost generation of twenty- and thirty-
something Jews seeking new ways to explore 
their identity, and often that’s about avoiding 
Jewish buildings by any means necessary. Pop-up 
communities like Moishe House, Grassroots 
Jews, and Jewdas are just as likely to engage them 
without an edifice, offering an enticing creativity 
and originality—although, for some, this may be 
more about a temporary change of scenery before 
settling down to live a life much like their parents. 

True story: at a Jewdas warehouse party in 
SE16, I overhead two well-turned out twenty-
somethings discussing the relative of merits of the 
Goldman Sachs job offer over the Citibank one.

Might be two Jews, three funky hangouts. 
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2015.1010385 © Sasha Frieze 2015

ups who have performed at pro-Israel shows.  
It was a minor drama, played out across a 

small corner of London NW3, but typical of 
what's been happening everywhere across the 
diaspora since last summer: in comedy, like the 
rest of our culture, the 
political got personal.

Jews have always 
been massively over-
represented in comedy. 
In America, the nation of 
immigrants immediately 
understood the Jewish 
character of the outsider. 
And in Britain, since 
the explosion of live 
comedy in the late 1970s, 
there has been a hugely 
disproportionate number 
of Jewish performers and writers. 

In Britain, this can be explained partly by our 
underdog status, plus the fact that we're mostly the 
same skin colour as our fellow countrymen. Like 
all immigrant communities, we're outsiders—but 
like our fellow comic travellers, the Irish, we blend 
in relatively unnoticed. Also, the liberal and left-
leaning consensus of Jewish youth movements 
of the 1960s and ‘70s was the perfect training 
ground not just for comedians but also the kind of 
audience who come to see live comedy.

Our most successful acts have always been 
good at reflecting English and British types back 
at themselves. Matt Lucas, Sacha Baron Cohen, 
and Simon Brodkin create characters that in other 
hands might come across as cruel caricatures, but 
as outsiders themselves they bring a sympathy 
and warmth to Ali G, Vicky Pollard and the rest.

One subject we haven't always dealt with so 
successfully is the politics of the Middle East. 
Around ten years ago, Dembina created a show 
called “This Is Not A Subject For Comedy,” 
about a week he spent performing in Israel and 
the West Bank. The title came from something 
he’d said to an Israeli soldier, who’d kidded with 
Dembina that the family 
home of a suicide bomber 
recently destroyed by the 
Israeli army, “wasn’t their 
home anymore.” 

The show was 
well-crafted and even-
handed, and was well 
received at the time. 
But as the years have 
passed and the situation 
has deteriorated, the 
growing lack of tolerance 
towards other people's 
opinions on Israel has soured the normally 
cordial relationships between Jews on the 
comedy circuit. 

The current ill-feeling between comics is 
notable only in that it reflects a growing trend 

Ivor Dembina   
P h o t o :  I v o r ' s  w e b s I t e , 

t h I n k b e f o r e y o u l a u g h . c o m 
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in a community polarised by the conflicts in 
Gaza. Last summer, that polarisation in the arts 
became national news, when at the height of the 
war, the Tricycle Theatre announced it would 
be withdrawing its support for the Jewish Film 
Festival. After a few messy weeks, a compromise 
was reached, but at the time, it felt like a 
fundamental shift in the perception of Jews in 
popular live culture. 

The JW3 building reflects this dichotomy: 
it's bold and bright, while huge glass windows 
dominate the front, inviting you to come and 
take part. But, like an increasing number of 
Jewish buildings around the country, there's a tall 
perimeter fence surrounding the building and a 
security guard at the gate. 

Despite all this, there are plenty of reasons 
to be optimistic about the health of Jewish 
comedy. One of the highlights of the JW3 week 
was the competition to find Jewish Comedian 
of the year. The passion of Raymond Simonson, 
who runs JW3, shines through every event in 
the centre's packed programme—and he also 
happens to be a massive comedy fan. Joshua 
Ross, worthy winner of the title, is a comedy 
star in the making.

Meanwhile, others are approaching the 
Muslim-Jewish battleground head-on, 
determined to use our famed comedy skills to 
create a dialogue between the warring factions. 
The Infidel, written first as a film, then turned 
into a musical by David Baddiel, is the story of 
an adopted Muslim who finds out he was born 
Jewish. The extension of its recent sold-out run 
at Stratford Theatre Royal suggests there’s still 
plenty of life in the show.

And the Tricycle Theatre, seen this summer 
as problematic, may also be part of the solution. 
It has long been the home of Muju, the Muslim-
Jewish comedy group that has been creating 
shows for many years, exploring the conflicts 
and common ground between the two faiths. 
This summer, they will be hosting a brand new 
show from Muju (“Come In Sit Down!”) that 
promises boldly to bring laughs to the grim 
events of the last year.

It's not going to be easy. But even in the 
aftermath of the shocking attacks on the French 
cartoonists in January, there's never been a 
better time to disprove Ivor Dembina's comment: 
It is, most definitely, a subject for comedy.

'Come In Sit Down!' runs from 27 July - 2 August 
2015 at the Tricycle Theatre 
 
Dave Cohen is a Perrier-nominated comedian 
who co-founded The Comedy Store Players, and 
is currently best known for writing the songs for 
CBBC's hit TV show Horrible Histories. His book 
How To Be Averagely Successful At Comedy is 
published by Acorn Press.
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2015.1010386 © Dave Cohen 2015

¶ On 17th August 2014, a small party was held in 
a modest house in Barnes, south London. Most of 
the people there had not seen each other for at least 
five years, and some had travelled many thousands 
of miles to be together. Everyone knew it would be 
the last time they would all be together.

Every 10 years since the end of World War 
Two, similar meetings had taken place. Although 
a decade would pass between one and the 
next, the connection between these people is 
so strong that their children and grandchildren 
now maintain the tradition of attending these 
reunions. This quiet but remarkable tradition 
is the legacy of one extraordinary family—the 
Schlesingers—who saved the lives of 13 children, 
thereby creating this tiny and lasting community.

This particular occasion in 2014 marked the 75th 
anniversary of the rescue of those 13 Jewish children 
from Nazi Germany. They were all between 8 and 
12 years old at the time. One of the children, who 
is now 83 years old, read out the following poem 
written in July 1939, by his late mother:

As sleep escapes me - as fear torments me
Nights and days uncountable
When I think of you all
One thought gives me strength
...
Think of me, though I am melancholy
When you are well, I am at peace
Do not forget
Your old Katherine

“One thought gives me strength”—this  was 
knowing that her eight year-old son would have 
a chance of a new life. She was remembering the 
day in March 1939, when she put her son on a 
train in Berlin with hundreds of other frightened 
children who made up the extraordinary 

Deborah Cowen 
A reunion 
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exodus called the 
Kindertransport.

Her name was 
Katherein Kahorn. 
Her son’s name was 
Wolfgang.

Wolfgang, along 
with 12 others, was 
saved by the kindness 
and foresight of the 
Schlesinger family. Dr Bernard Schlesinger and 
his wife Winifred established a hostel for them 
and gave them a home and sanctuary in London. 

Wolfgang survived the war (later changing his 
name to Mark Kneale), and has lived a long and 
happy life in the UK. His mother Katherein and 
father Oskar were murdered in Riga in 1942. 

The Schlesingers were a successful, assimilated 
Jewish family living in Hampstead. Dr Bernard 
Schlesinger was a senior paediatrician at Great 
Ormond Street Hospital. Setting up the hostel was 
an enormous undertaking, both in money and 
time. They searched London for an appropriate 
property, and settled on a large Edwardian 
house on Shepherds Hill in Highgate. However, 
there was local council opposition to the idea 
of establishing a home for refugees in a genteel 
residential street—which had to be overcome, in 
addition to the logistics, by dealing with refugee 
agencies both in London and Berlin.

In the summer of 1938, before anyone else 
had thought of creating hostels for refugee 
children from Germany, Bernard and Winifred 
started to implement their plan. This plan took 
on extra momentum and urgency after the 
nightmare of Kristallnacht in November 1938. 
The British Government allowed refugee children 
temporarily into the UK. This provided the 
Schlesingers with the mechanism for transporting 
the children from Berlin to Highgate. 

So much care and thought was put into the 
hostel that the special bond between the children 
and Schlesinger family continues to this day. Of 
the 13 children who were rescued, only 6 were 
able to attend this 75th reunion. Some were 
too poorly to travel; others have passed away. 
It is remarkable that this strong link between 
the children and the Schlesingers continues 
to subsequent generations. One of the hostel 
children, Ilse Henry, née Jacobsohn, passed 
away in April 2013, but her daughter, Wendy, 
came to the 75threunion in her place. She felt an 
immediate kinship with the daughter of another 
of the hostel children, noting, “It was a feeling of 
familiarity, of shared experience.”

It was clear that Bernard and Winifred had 
a profound effect on Ilse’s life. Wendy Henry 
remembers that her mother “always emulated what 
she felt the Schlesingers did for her and the others.” 
Growing up, her home “was a haven for others,” 
and her mother spent her life helping other people. 

There is an unanswered question at the 
heart of this story. Why did the Schlesingers 

become rescuers and 
saviours? What gave 
them the bravery and 
confidence to act so 
decisively and with 
boundless generosity? 

Ian Buruma is 
a grandson of the 
Schlesingers. He is 
also a well-known 

writer on politics, history and culture. Recently, 
he has been going through his grandparents’ 
letters in search of an answer to these and other 
questions. Ian observes, in one of Bernard’s 
letters, that perhaps it was his grandfather’s 
personal experience of antisemitism—having 
applied to several hospitals early on in his career 
and being uniformly rejected because he was a 
Jew—which motivated him to rescue the children 
and establish the Shepherds Hill hostel.  

The other extraordinary feature of this story was 
that the Schlesingers had a very particular vision 
of the kind of home they wanted to create. They 
didn’t just want to rescue children; they wanted 
them to become part of their extended family. 

We have a remarkable document, which 
gives us insight into how the children saw 
themselves at the time: a hostel ‘newspaper’ 
in which the children described their daily 
activities and feelings. 

Twelve children from Germany, eight to 
twelve year olds have found a home through the 
sense of community and commitment of their 
fellow human beings.

It seems unusual for such young children 
to write about a “sense of community” among 
people they had only just met, and at a time 
when they had been recently separated from 
their parents and homeland. This statement is 
a strong indication of the guiding hand of the 
Schlesingers—giving the children a sense of the 
cohesive community they wanted to engender. 

The fact that the Schlesingers planned to rescue 
German Jewish children, at a time before anyone 
else had thought of doing so, is exceptional. They 
took deliberate care to create a home from home, 
so that it would not feel like a refugee centre. They 
built a sense of community and friendship between 
themselves and the children, which has led to this 
lasting legacy. But is was more than just friendship; 
it was family—and like any successful family, the 
ties continue from generation to generation. 

At each reunion, the numbers increased 
as new generations came together to learn of 
their remarkable shared past. And the power of 
kindness, embodied by the selfless generosity of 
two people, should never be forgotten.

Debbie Cowen is an active and involved member 
of her community in Highgate.
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2015.1010387 © Deborah Cowen 2015
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Democracy is the only game in town. In the modern liberal 
world, to be an opponent of democracy is to be a political 
pariah. This is especially true among Jews who, being 
quintessential moderns, are deeply committed to liberal 
democratic principles. American Jews are known to display 
one of the highest electoral turnouts of any ethnic group, 
and Jewish supporters of Israel proudly repeat the mantra 
‘Israel is the only democracy in the Middle East’.      

In the internal politics of the Jewish diaspora, however, 
democracy is the exception rather than the rule. Power 
frequently remains in the hands of the great and the good: 
a self-appointed collective of wealthy individuals leading 
negotiations with the outside world. Perhaps this lack of 
democracy is a hangover from the definition of Judaism 
as purely a religion (a tactical move in the enlightenment 
era designed to gain tolerance and civil rights)—a secular 
continuation of rule by rabbinic fiat. Perhaps it can be 

Jewish

and 
democratic? 
the state of the 
Board of deputiesross Perlin

Joseph Finlay questions the 
democratic credentials of 
UK Jewry’s representative 
body—and outlines a truly 
democratic alternative.
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explained by Jewish minority status; in the modern world, 
it is states that are seen to have the primary obligation to 
be democratic, while religious and ethnic minorities are 
viewed as private clubs and thus permitted to be feudal, 
collectivist, and autocratic. Whatever the explanation, the 
Jewish passion for democracy is rarely expressed in the 
internal structures of the Jewish community.

Democracy was not a feature of the early history of the 
Board of Deputies—the organisation that aspires to lead 
British Jewry and represent it to the outside world. Formed 
in the distinctly pre-democratic 1760s out of a desire for 
the Sephardi and Ashkenazi communities to work together 
when dealing with the British establishment, the Board 
has long been the vehicle through which privileged Jews 
sought to placate the British governing elite and to prove 
that Jews in Britain could be respectable and assimilated. 
Strongly hierarchical governance, such as that provided 
by Moses Montefiore, Board President from 1838 to 1874, 
was the means to that end. Nowadays, however, unelected 
hierarchy is out of fashion, and the Board is keen to promote 
itself as a democracy, describing itself on its website as 
the “democratically elected voice of British Jewry.” This 
designation allows the Jewish community to feel that 
its democratic instincts are reflected in its governance 
structure, and also grants legitimacy: when a delegation 
goes to meet government ministers, they can claim a 
democratic mandate. When the lobbying is done by an 
organisation like the Jewish Leadership Council that does 
not describe itself as democratic, and is instead comprised 
of the heads of various organisations, the presence of the 
President of the Board provides a helpful democratic fig leaf. 

The Board’s claim to be democratic is, however, 
distinctly tenuous. There are no British Jewish elections, no 
direct way for all British Jews to directly elect the board’s 300 
Deputies. To be involved in electing Deputies, one must be 
a member of one or more of approximately 138 synagogues, 
or be connected to one of 34 ‘communal organisations’ (such 
as the UJIA or Reform Judaism) that are affiliated with the 
Board, all of which elect one to five Deputies—anyone not 
involved with these institutions does not have a vote, despite 
the Board still claiming to speak on their behalf. Inevitably, 
some individuals may be represented multiple times, 
through being members of more than one organisation. 

The biggest problem, however, is with the elections 
held by affiliate organisations to select their deputies—it is 
these that justify the Board’s claim to be a representative 
democracy. Transparency is a fundamental requirement 
of democracy—there needs to be openness as to who the 
electorate is and how many of them turn out in order for 
any election to be considered legitimate. Despite its own 
constitution obliging it to receive the data (Appendix 
A, Clause 3: “the election shall not be validated unless 
the form incorporates… the total number of members 
of the congregation… and the number who attended 
the election meeting”), the Board does not release a 
list of the membership size or the numbers voting in 
each affiliate organisation, and claims to have no idea 
what the numbers might be. The Board’s spokesman 

explained to me that, “While we do need to be more 
thorough in collecting statistics, these figures wouldn’t 
add anything—they don’t speak to the democratic 
legitimacy of the organisation or to anything else.” This 
seems extraordinarily complacent—can we imagine a 
British election in which the size of the electorate, the 
list of candidates standing, and the turnout remained 
secret? It would be regarded as an affront to democracy. 

If the Board is to continue to use the language of 
democracy, it must, at a minimum, collect and release 
these figures following the next set of elections in 2015. 
The likelihood is that the vast majority of elections are 
uncontested, and the number of people voting in them 
constitutes no more than a few thousand in total—or, around 
1% of the overall number of British Jews, of which the Board 
claims to represent the totality. In response to this presumed 
low turnout, the Board’s spokesman argues, “Every member 
of every one of the BoD’s constituent members received a 
calling notice for the meeting and notice of the election. 
Some come; most don’t—but you can’t infer too much from 
that.” A situation where the overwhelming majority choose 
not to vote is a pretty sure signpost of a rotten system—the 
opportunity to vote for an uncontested candidate that has 
no defined manifesto is hardly an enticing one. 

The Board seems to be in denial, saying, “It’s hardly 
surprising that many people don’t bother to vote when 
there is a sole candidate for the post. It doesn’t make the 
election undemocratic.” Let’s imagine a small country. It 
has elections under a first past the post system with 100 
constituencies. In the majority of these, there is only one 
candidate. Some people have two or three votes. The size 
of the electorate and the turnout are never revealed. No 
one would seriously consider this a democracy, yet this 
is the system the Board of Deputies continues to defend. 

Given all this, the most honest way forward would 
be for the Board to cease to describe itself as democratic. 
It could instead admit that it is a largely appointed 
body and acknowledge that its claim to represent the 
community is in fact based on regular consultations with 
community stakeholders and donors. This is probably 
how the government and much of the community already 
view the Board. 
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‘Can we imagine a British election 
in which the size of the electorate, 
the list of candidates standing, 
and the turnout remained  
secret? It would be regarded as  
an affront to democracy’
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not merely those held by Jewish professionals and donors. 
Turnout would likely be far higher than at present; these 
would be genuine contested elections for parties with 
defined manifestos, as opposed to the current coronations of 
candidates in half-empty synagogue AGMs. It would also be 
far easier to find candidates willing to stand for election—it 
is surely more attractive to face election for a body with 
genuine democratic legitimacy than one whose democracy 
looks more like the British Parliament of the 18th century, 
complete with rotten boroughs and patronage. 

A system reformed on these lines might also attract 
more participation from Haredi Jews. Under the current 
system, Haredi community organisations refuse to 
affiliate with the Board, largely due to the inclusion of 
non-orthodox groups; but individual registration would 
allow individual Haredim to join, whatever the views of 
their community leaders.

This suggestion offers the possibility of a genuine, 
contested UK Jewish Politics in which issues could be 
brought into the open, and all British Jews included, 
whatever their views. It would put an end to what JQ 
editor Keith Kahn-Harris has described as a “denial of 
politics”—in which those who effectively govern the 
community are seen to be simply doing public service, 
with no recognition of the power they hold and the specific 
ideological baggage they carry. A reformed democratic 
body could contain an ‘official opposition’—a powerful 
representative of the views of those who do not constitute 
the majority, but desire to be properly represented within 
the community. A genuine democracy would also limit 
the power of major donors to dictate policy—at present, 
the Jewish community can be best defined as a plutocracy 
in which a handful of very wealthy (and usually middle-
aged male) individuals make all the key decisions. 

It is true that such a reform—in which a religious or 
ethnic minority group creates a system of ‘one member 
one vote’ democracy—would be a first in the UK (and 
perhaps globally). But it is hard to imagine which group 
could lead on this issue, if not British Jews. As one of the 
UK’s oldest minority communities, we have defined the 
terms for later immigrant and other religious collectives: 
how to assimilate into Britishness while maintaining a 
degree of autonomy. Recently constituted bodies such 
as the Muslim Council of Britain, Hindu Council UK, and 
Sikh Council UK, are clearly modelled on the Board of 
Deputies. Jews are regularly held up (by leading politicians 
at CST or Norwood dinners) as the integrated minority 
par excellence—but so far, this has been achieved by 
suppressing the diversity of the Jewish community in 
favour of a tightly defined, narrow model of how to be a Jew 
in the UK. Democratising ourselves would be the greatest 
gift we could give to other communities: to demonstrate 
that maintaining a separate cultural identity need not 
require corrupt communitarianism and oligarchy. 

Given the flagrantly unsatisfactory nature of the status 
quo and the existent of a clear alternative, why, beyond 

JosePh Finlay 

In addition, it would need to stop trying to speak for 
all British Jews on matters that are deeply contested. While 
it may be reasonable for the Board to negotiate with state 
agencies on uncontroversial issues—such as welfare for 
the Jewish elderly or the continued right of Jewish schools 
to teach Hebrew as their primary modern language—
issues around Israel are highly contentious, and the Board 
cannot speak for the entire Jewish community in this area. 
British Jews hold the full range of view on Israel, from the 
annexationist right to the BDS left, and it is impossible for 
a single, undemocratic body to represent all of them.

The alternative is to take the opposite path; to turn the 
Board of Deputies into a genuine one-member-one-vote 
body. An electoral roll would be created, using synagogue 
membership lists as a basis, with those who did not want 
to be on the new register having to specifically opt out. 
Anyone who self-defines as being part of the UK Jewish 
community would be able to register, thus including the 
large number of Jews who are not members of any Jewish 
organisation and are at present entirely unrepresented. 
Naturally, it would take time to build up a register—but it 
would not take long to increase it far beyond the 1000-
3,000 that are likely to currently vote in Board of Deputies 
elections. Something in the neighbourhood of 20,000 
would be a credible medium term target. 

Once there is such a register, there would be regular 
elections to elect slates of candidates, ideally using list-
based proportional representation, so parties would 
receive a number of seats equivalent to the percentage 
of the vote they received. The leader of the largest slate, 
or the one able to command a majority, would become the 
president. The electoral process could easily be carried out 
by an outside body, like Electoral Reform Services, who 
already do this for a wide range of organisations. 

Parties in this new Board might be based on 
denominational lines, or around differing views on Israel, 
or on other issues. Crucially, the new body would represent 
the wide range of views held within the Jewish community, 

‘This suggestion offers the 
possibility of a genuine, 
contested UK Jewish Politics 
in which issues could be 
brought into the open, and 
all British Jews included, 
whatever their views.’
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inertia, do undemocratic structures persist? I would suggest 
that antipathy to communal democratisation comes from 
two intellectual sources present in the Jewish community—
if not specifically motivating the Board of Deputies 
itself. Firstly, the post-enlightenment identification 
of Judaism as a religion—necessitating hierarchical, 
rabbinic decision-making, as opposed to democracy. 
This is reflected in the fact that control of conversions, 
weddings and burials remains in rabbinic hands, even in 
non-orthodox denominations. A system that allows all 
religious decisions to remain in the hands of a small rabbinic 
hierarchy will find it inevitable that ‘civil’ decisions should 
be equally controlled by a privileged minority. Though it is 
predominantly non-Jews (and those Jews who are distanced 
from the community) who continue to view Judaism purely 
as a religion, the hierarchical organisational style persists—
not least because it is so convenient for those who already 
hold political power within the community.

The other source of opposition to UK Jewish 
democracy is the underlying Zionist ideology found 
amongst a section of the community: surely the place 
where Jews can express themselves democratically as 
part of a modern governmental system is in the Jewish 
state? There is thus an unspoken tendency to view the 
diaspora as a waiting chamber, the purpose of which is to 
care for and bury the elderly while educating the young 
so they will be ready to move to Israel, where they can 
finally live a full Jewish life. The key function of those 
who remain, according to this viewpoint, is to a) offer 
moral and financial support to Israel, and b) practice 
endogamy, so that future generations will be recognised 
as Jews for the purposes of aliyah and life in Israel. This 
worldview (even when largely unarticulated) is unlikely 
to place much importance on the governance structure 
of a community that it views as essentially temporary.

A call for a rejuvenated British Jewish community 
based on democratisation implicitly views the community 
neither as a religious sect nor a group of proto-Israelis, but 
rather as a quasi-national collective, with shared practices, 
linguistic conventions, and common institutions. While 
most contemporary political thought sees the state as 
the only possible unit of government, theorists like Karl 
Renner and Otto Bauer (writing in the aftermath of the 
Austro-Hungarian empire) imagined systems of non-
territorial autonomy in which linguistic and cultural 
minority groups might run their own affairs without ever 
being in control of a nation state. While this may sound 
like a communitarian dystopia, Bauer and Renner insisted 
that their system of ‘diaspora nationalism’ would have to 
be democratic: citizens would opt to register as a member 
of an autonomous group and then vote to decide its leaders 
and policies. While the UK is not about to implement 
anything as radical as this (the Austro Marxists planned to 
give autonomous communities a share of taxation income 
and limited judicial powers), the Jewish community (not 
least because of the wealth it holds) already functions like 

this—it has its own schools, cultural institutions, welfare 
infrastructure, media, and politics. The only step needed 
for British Jews to fully embrace a definition of cultural 
autonomy is to democratise its structures, so that the 
power that is currently in the hands of the privileged few 
is opened to all members of the community.

An approach such as this is unlikely to sway many 
in the anti-intellectual corridors of British-Jewish power. 
But when has democratic reform ever come from above? 
Change will only come when enough British Jews demand 
it—and it is likely to be Israel, that most divisive of issues, 
that acts as the trigger. We can learn lessons from two past 
attempts at change, the first being the establishment, in 
2007, of Independent Jewish Voices. This criticised the 
Board’s failure to represent the diversity of opinion on 
Israel within the community. But rather than proposing a 
democratic overhaul of the Board, it instead founded a new 
group—a left wing organisation that mirrored the Board’s 
status as a right wing one. IJV has not had the impact it 
hoped to achieve, perhaps because of a lack of clarity over 
what Jewish communal organisations would have to do in 
order to answer the critique the group was making. 

Secondly, after a long campaign, the ‘Pro Israel-Pro 
Peace’ group Yachad was, in 2014, accepted as a member of 
the Board of Deputies, signalling for many an acceptance 
of the group as part of the British Jewish establishment. 
Perhaps Yachad secretly hoped for rejection—so it could, 
in turn, condemn the Board as being out of touch; but 
the eventual acceptance allowed the Deputies to position 
themselves as modern and inclusive, while the institution 
remained as undemocratic as ever.  

Criticisms of the Board’s structures have been made 
beyond those groups with a left-wing stance on Israel. The 
recent ‘Change The Board’ campaign limited itself to calling 
for more women and young people to become deputies—
without commenting on the lack of democracy inherent 
in the system. And Jewish chronicle columnist Geoffrey 
Alderman, while a conservative voice on some matters, 
has critiqued the increasing inclusion of non-membership 
bodies such as Yachad and UJS—pointing to the dangers 
of people being represented twice through different 
organisations. But critics of the Board need to go further 
and be more ambitious. They should demand that existing 
structures are overhauled in order to become genuinely 
representative—and they should lobby government 
agencies not to consider the Board a representative of the 
Jewish community until it holds contested elections to 
ascertain what the views of that community actually are. 

We as a community need to have a serious internal 
conversation about how we see ourselves and how we 
want to run our institutions. If we are not a community 
willing to be ruled exclusively by rabbinic rulings, and 
one that sees Britain as a permanent home, it is time we 
built a system of communal governance that is fully in 
tune with our values. — JQ
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The participants

John Forman1  is a co-founder of the political and cultural 
monthly, Standpoint, and he writes for the Spectator, the 
Sunday Times and a number of magazines in the USA, 
including Commentary, and the Weekly Standard. He 
is also a research fellow at the Civitas think tank. He 
was based for many years in India, and set up The Indian 
Quarterly magazine in Mumbai. 
Jeremy Havardi is a historian, teacher and journalist. His 
most recently published books have been on Churchill, 
British war films, and the western narrative on Israel. 
Jonathan Hoffman is a former Co-Vice Chair of the 
Zionist Federation, and is a current Deputy of the Board 
of Deputies. He works as an economist.
Dr. Alan Mendoza is the Executive Director of The 
Henry Jackson Society, a “think tank and policy-shaping 
force that fights for the principles and alliances which 
keep societies free.” He is also the Director of The 
Israel-Diaspora Trust, a board member of the Spanish 
& Portuguese Jews’ Congregation, and the Conservative 
Parliamentary Candidate for Brent Central.
Jonathan Neumann is a writer focusing on politics and 
religion. He studied at Cambridge University and the 
London School of Economics, and worked at Commentary, 
and as an editor at Jewish Ideas Daily in New York.
Jonathan Sacerdoti is a political commentator and 
communications advisor. He has appeared on the BBC, 
Al Jazeera, Fox, Sky News, and i24news, and has been 
published by the Daily Telegraph, the Times, HaAretz, 
and the News Statesman, among others.

Would you describe your political views as right wing? 

Alan Mendoza: Yes—though on some issues, I find myself 
more in agreement with those of a nominally opposing 
viewpoint than those purportedly sharing my own.
John Forman: I don’t describe myself as right wing, and 
I don’t like the term right wing—which has a pejorative 
ring. I would describe my political views as radical-
eclectic with elements of neo-conservatism.
Jeremy Havardi: I don’t like to pigeon hole myself in 
this way. I do think that citizens flourish best in societies 
that respect their national heritage and traditions. I also 
think that strong societies require respect for authority 
at every level, including the family, and should promote 
economic freedom and individual responsibility. 
These positions make me sympathise with traditional 
conservatism. However, on some social issues, such as 
gay rights, immigration and prison reform, my positions 
are more progressive.
Jonathan Hoffman: The terms ‘left wing’ and ‘right 
wing’ lost most of their meaning when the Berlin Wall 
came down in 1989. I have voted both Labour and 
Conservative—I am a floating voter. I strongly disagree 
with Conservative policy on Europe, for example. But the 
Conservatives are unquestionably less hostile to Israel 
than Labour or the LibDems.
Jonathan Sacerdoti: I wouldn’t particularly describe 
myself as right wing. That would suggest I subscribe 
to a collection of beliefs on various subjects based on a 
general ideological outlook, which is not the case. 

Are the terms ‘conservative’ and ‘right wing’ still 
meaningful today? If so, what do they mean? And is 
it easier or more difficult to define ‘left wing’?

With elections coming up in 2015, we felt it would be a good time to examine 
where the Jewish political centre of gravity lies in the UK. Certainly, the 
prominence of unabashed right-wing views, over Israel and other matters, 
is less prominent in the UK Jewish community than the American; even so, 
with a Jewish Labour party leader, to say nothing of constant discussion of 
the presence  of antisemitism and anti-Zionism on the left, the relationship 
of British Jews to the political right often goes unexamined. 

At the end of 2014, the Jewish Quarterly asked a number of British Jews 
active in right-of-centre politics about their views on Britain, Jews, the right 
and conservatism. Their responses, of which we present an edited selection 
below, make fascinating reading. In particular, the ways in which some 
participants were uncomfortable with the concept of political right (at least 
in the ways in which we had used it in inviting them to take part), poses 
interesting questions about the nature of political identity today.
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1 Note that the spelling of his name has been deliberately altered. This is at the 
author’s request due to the sensitivity of some of his work in non-western societies.
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Jonathan Neumann: “Left wing” is probably easier 
to define: it tends toward economic statism, social 
individualism, international multilateralism, utopianism 
and relativism. The difficulty (and shame) is that the Left 
has largely abandoned liberalism for political correctness, 
and has become very confused.
Alan Mendoza: It is perfectly possible to be a 
conservative left-winger or a progressive right-
winger, and this highlights the way that beliefs like 
libertarianism have infiltrated the political mainstream 
and caused confusion within viewpoints that were once 
seen as relatively fixed. In the old days, if you were right 
wing, you were for tradition and the established 
way of doing things. If you were left wing, you 
favoured change. This is no longer true in 
today’s world. 
John Forman: I was brought up on the 
political left, and indeed have left wing 
family credentials that would get me far in 
the Labour movement. My grandmother 
was a Young Socialist, involved in the 1905 
revolution in Russia. My grandfather was 
a union organizer for a while in Chicago. My 
American father was a screenwriter blacklisted 
during the McCarthy era for having been a 
Communist, and who became a political 
exile in the UK where he was friends with 
Nye Bevan, Michael Foot, etc. I myself 
was very left wing at times as a teenager 
and again later in my mid twenties. 
I suppose, in some ways, I could be 
considered a ‘neo-conservative’ in the 
serious sense of the term (i.e., not as a 
synonym for evil), but I see myself as someone 
who believes in many of the same causes my 
father did, and who shares his Old Left 
dislike of New Left nonsense. For me, 
genuinely progressive politics is about 
giving opportunity and dignity to working 
people and ensuring equal opportunity 
for people of all races and backgrounds. 
What I’ve dropped or found intolerable 
in what people call ‘progressive’ politics, is 
the tribalism, the childish anti-Americanism 
in foreign policy, and the nasty contempt for 
the working class and its traditional values that is 
too often the norm in New Labour and in the New 
Establishment. I still see myself as a Marxist, but a 
Marxist who finds himself on the right because of the 
way the Left changed. 
Jeremy Havardi: The term ‘conservative’ has become 
rather confused because the main vehicle through 
which it has been expressed (i.e., the Conservative 
party) has itself undergone dramatic changes in recent 
years. In the last 10 years, David Cameron has tried 
to capture the centre ground by committing his party 

to non-conservative positions: non-selective schools, 
the green agenda, multiculturalism and gay marriage. 
Many of these positions are not that dissimilar to those 
of the other parties. 
Jonathan Sacerdoti: I prefer to engage in debate on 
the issues. Saying someone is left or right wing does 
not deal with their beliefs and arguments. It might act 
as shorthand to those who identify with one side or the 
other, to indicate that someone is with them or against 
them, but that sort of tribalism is precisely why I dislike 
the use of labels to describe my beliefs and politics.
Jonathan Hoffman: When I was a student in the early 

1970s, the terms ‘left wing’ and ‘right wing’ 
described very different views of how an 

economy should be run. Left-wingers, 
for example, believed in extensive 
nationalisation of industry. The collapse 
of Communism at the end of the 1980s 
showed finally that public ownership 
of industry didn’t work. Compared to 

the 1960s and 1970s, there is precious 
little difference now between mainstream 

Labour and mainstream Conservative. 

How far is there a stigma attached to these 
terms in some circles?

Jonathan Neumann: I think there is a 
greater stigma attached to being right 
wing than to being left wing, not least 

because—based on experience as well 
as statistical evidence—those on the Left 

tend to be more intolerant.
Alan Mendoza: My experiences in this regard 

have always been that in some circles on the 
right, those holding left wing views are 

subject to ridicule, while in some on the 
left, those espousing right wing views are 
subject to hatred.
John Forman: I do think that being 
labelled conservative, or worse “right 

wing”, can severely limit the career and 
economic options of any media person. 

It’s likely to mean exclusion from the most 
important BBC Radio and TV platforms, like the 

Today Programme and Newsnight—except for grillings 
by presenters who assume that all civilized people are 
liberal/left and that conservatives are freaks. 
Jeremy Havardi: I think the term ‘right wing’ does carry 
a stigma simply because people associate it with fascism 
and extreme forms of nationalism. But Communism is 
on the left wing spectrum, and it has produced some 
of the most murderous, freedom-denying regimes of 
the last century. That there is no equivalent stigma for 
those on the left bespeaks a terrible historical ignorance 
and inconsistency.

JEW
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How far has your Jewish background and/or 
practice informed the development of your political 
views? Do ‘Jewish values’ inspire you in your 
political beliefs? 

Alan Mendoza: The history of the Jewish community 
here reflects my political views in the sense that 
self-reliance mixed with a concern for the welfare of 
those less fortunate has been the Jewish story here 
in the UK. Long before there was a welfare state, for 
example, British Jews had established an old age home, 
orphanage and hospital—but they did so utilising their 
own resources, rather than relying on others to 
provide this for them.
Jeremy Havardi: As Simon Schama pointed 
out so eloquently in his Story of the Jews, 
what unites us as a people is not so much 
how we pray, eat or fast as it is a narrative 
about creativity, suffering and resilience. 
As Jews, we believe in passing down the 
wisdom of the ages from one generation to 
the next. What could be more conservative 
than that?
Jonathan Neumann: I’m very wary of misuse 
of the Bible, rabbinic thought, etc. to justify 
policy positions (e.g., the Bible favours 
Communism or the free market or 
democracy or human rights). Mercifully, 
this is less common in Anglo-Jewry 
(though one sees it in the Church of 
England, in its own way), but it is rampant 
in American Jewry. It’s not to say that 
religion is inherently apolitical or politically 
indifferent, but I think the politics Judaism cares 
about are the politics of a Jewish state. 
Alan Mendoza: I think it a great mistake 
to suggest that ‘Jewish’ values are distinct 
from those of others in our society, or of 
Britons in general. Jewish values to me 
represent playing a full and engaged part 
in the life of my country, and making a 
contribution beyond my immediate circle 
so as to be of benefit to my fellow citizens.

What role does support for Israel and Zionism 
play in your politics? Has criticism of Israel alienated 
Jews from the left?

Jonathan Neumann: I generally consider a politician's 
attitude toward Israel to be a good barometer of their 
judgment. There is no doubt that, especially in the United 
States, the Right is more favourable towards Israel. 
Unfortunately, criticism of Israel has not alienated the 
Jews from left wing parties, but it should.
Alan Mendoza: Until there is a reversion to the idea 
of the necessity of tough liberalism, Israel’s case will 

struggle to be made on the left. This obviously has had 
an alienating effect on Jews and the left, as it is difficult 
to maintain an affiliation when views on Israel in some 
sections of the left have increasingly become conditioned 
by ideology rather than reality.
Jeremy Havardi: Supporting Israel is not just a matter 
of ethnic particularism or an expression of Jewish pride. 
Supporting Israel makes sense for all those who wish to 
protect western values in a world where they are under 
constant assault. 
Jonathan Sacerdoti: I think the Labour party, under its 
current leadership, has alienated many Jews because 

of its attitude towards Israel. We only need to 
look at Maureen Lipman’s 2014 article on 

the subject to see that life-long Labour 
voters like her feel that the Labour 
party of 2014 has been overly harsh 
and damaging to Israel in its words 
and actions, and it has put people off. 
Jonathan Hoffman: The defamation 

of Israel has to be countered, and if Jews 
don’t counter it, we cannot expect others to 

do it. So, yes, support for Israel is important for 
me—I will decide who to vote for, for example, 

on the basis of policies towards Israel. Both 
Ed Miliband and Nick Clegg criticised 

Israel for defending itself in summer 
2014, whereas David Cameron did not. 
Despite my opposing the Conservatives’ 
pledge to have a referendum on EU 

membership, that’s enough to ensure that 
I will vote Conservative in May.

 
Is the UK Jewish community a congenial 

place for someone with your views? Is 
the consensus amongst the Jewish 

communal leadership sympathetic?

Jonathan Neumann: The UK Jewish 
community is not particularly congenial 
for someone of my views. Sure, many 

Anglo-Jews vote Conservative, for 
instance, but they tend toward very 

moderate conservatism—few would, for 
example, support the Republican Party in the US, 

or parties to the right of Kadima/Hatnua/Yesh Atid in 
Israel. This does not bother me a great deal, however—
except when it comes to Israel and safeguarding the Jewish 
people, when they are hesitant to take tougher stances and 
are suspicious of those who do. The Jewish communal 
leadership in the UK is prepared to tolerate antisemitism 
to a far greater degree than any other community would 
tolerate discrimination, and the commitment of growing 
portions of the community to Israel’s welfare is in doubt.
Alan Mendoza: Polls show the majority of the community 
support right-leaning parties. This is not necessarily 
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reflected in the make-up of the Jewish communal 
leadership, which still has a large and vocal left wing 
presence. The political preferences of Jewish community 
professionals are wildly out of sync with those of the 
Jewish community. That said, you don’t need to mirror 
the community’ political preferences to make an effective 
leader or community professional – it would be a great 
mistake to choose leaders or professionals on this basis.
Jeremy Havardi: The community is not particularly well 
served by its communal leadership on issues related to Israel 
or Zionism. On a host of issues, from the demonisation of 
Israel in the last Gaza war, to the unilateral recognition 
of ‘Palestine’ by the Labour Party, our communal 
organisations keep a decidedly low profile. This may be 
because they are too scared to challenge the establishment 
consensus, which is often highly lukewarm towards Israel, 
or too scared to upset relations with the Muslim groups with 
which they have made unwise alliances. They cannot be 
relied on to make the case for Israel. 
Jonathan Hoffman: The consensus among the 
community leadership is very much of those who would 
consider themselves of the Left, who identify with, for 
example, Peace Now. It is massively different from the 
consensus in Israel, which supports the Netanyahu 
government. It horrifies and upsets me how few UK 
Jewish leaders are familiar with the most widely accepted 
definition of antisemitism—the EUMC Definition. I also 
believe that the consensus amongst the leadership on 
Israel is very different from the consensus in the United 
Synagogue, the biggest synagogue movement. 
Jonathan Sacerdoti: I’m not sure if there really is 
a political consensus among the Jewish communal 
leadership, but then I’m not convinced there really 
is a Jewish communal leadership at all. The Jewish 
community doesn’t seem represented as a whole by any 
one person or group.
 
Does the general prosperity of British Jews make right 
wing political parties their ‘natural home’?

Alan Mendoza: I would hope it is not prosperity that 
determines voting intentions, but aspiration. British 
Jews are a very aspirational community, and it is 
therefore natural for them to affiliate with parties on 
the right who encourage the politics of aspiration as 
opposed to those of envy. For those seeking to improve 
their lot in life, as British Jews have tended to do in the 
years since their early immigrant days, there is only one 
logical destination in politics.
John Forman: Jewish prosperity has not necessarily 
changed Jewish political attitudes, but it has meant 
that Jews are seen by some on the hard Left as Ur-
capitalists, exploiters or prime members of the class 
enemy. Many leftish Jews have a hard time admitting 
this, as they like to think of themselves as outsiders 
even when they are not. 

Jeremy Havardi: It doesn’t follow, as Ken Livingstone 
recently implied, that Jewish prosperity translates into 
right wing voting intentions. In recent years, Jewish voters 
have helped elect both Labour and Conservative MPs. 
Each party has more than its fair share of Jewish advisors, 
financiers and supporters. In other words, British Jews, 
like their American counterparts, may not be voting for 
parties that best promote their economic interests.

How far does antisemitism still linger in sections of 
the political Right?

John Forman: In my experience, you are more likely to 
hear anti-Jewish sentiment from ‘wet’ soft-left Tories than 
from ‘dries’. The latter, like Thatcher herself, are often 
active philosemites and pro-Zionists; the former tend 
to be the opposite, and to dislike equally free markets—
entrepreneurs and the Jews who have promoted what 
they see as an un-English brutal capitalism. 
Sometimes this wet-Tory dislike of Jews is associated 
with romantic pro-Arab sympathies of a traditional kind; 
sometimes, if feels as if certain individuals are pro-Arab 
and anti-Israel mainly because they don’t like, or are 
threatened by, Jews—the Gilmour family being a prime 
example of that. 
Jeremy Havardi: Right wing nationalism has never 
been the best environment for the Jews, and in the 
occasional sneering utterances of Conservative and 
UKIP figures, you can detect a fairly blatant whiff of 
prejudice. But antisemitism is far more prevalent in 
the political left, where hostility to western power 
is accompanied by a frenzy of conspiracy theories 
about ‘malignant’ Zionist power and influence. Israel 
has become the focus of leftist anger because she is 
thought to secretly control foreign governments and 
incite Islamist aggression against the west.
Jonathan Sacerdoti: Antisemitism exists in all parts 
of society. It doesn’t belong to the left or the right. 
Over-concentration on any one part of that seems 
foolish to me.
Jonathan Hoffman: Parts of Alan Duncan’s speech at 
the RUSI in 2014 were straight out of a Nazi-style theme 
book, such as his unsubstantiated innuendoes about 
Israeli funding of British politics. Another example was 
a letter from Conservative MP Julian Brazier in 2012 to 
Eric Pickles. Brazier blamed Israel for the strength of the 
Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt, and blamed Israel for the 
attacks on British troops in Afghanistan. So yes, there is 
antisemitism in the political right. And, of course, in the 
far-right movements. But most antisemitism, however, 
comes from the far left and from some Muslims. It is a 
disgrace that meetings where antisemitism is voiced 
are held in the Palace of Westminster (I have attended 
several). Until this stops, Parliamentary initiatives to 
tackle antisemitism can have little credibility. — JQ
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2015.1010412 © 2015
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Alice is three and she knows it.
She’s sitting face-to-face with daffodils
underneath the washing-line
which is a roundabout for clothes.

Her mother pegs some clothes up,
gives them all a ride and pegs again.
Alice feels like trying something.
‘I’m four,’ she says.

‘No you’re not,’ her mother says,
‘you’re three.’ She picks Alice up
and pegs her to this rule:
It isn’t saying it that makes it true.

Alice in Reception Class
The paper’s waiting on the easel,
brushes in the pots, heads down.
They know how to do it here

and so does Alice: blue strip
makes the sky on top, green strip
lays grass along the bottom.

All the space between is hers.
House in it? Tree? Lady? No:
first line up what’s in the pots –

Splodge!, goes yellow, orange,
Splodge! the red, the green, and
Splodge! the blue blue blue…

Teacher here: ‘That’s VERY GOOD!
What IS IT?’ ‘Splodges,’
Alice says, because they are.

‘Oh.’ The teacher sounds upset.
She goes. Alice watches colour dance.
Another teacher – different voice,

same words: ‘That’s VERY GOOD!’
What IS IT?’ ‘Fireworks?’
tries Alice, to be kind this time.

‘LOVELY!’ says the teacher.
Alice notes: The answer they want
isn’t what it is – it’s what it isn’t.

Alice’s Antism
Ground is home to her, it’s where
her gaze can come to rest,

take stock of what has never changed:
the rainbows in the gutter,

the points and circles of the pouring rain,
the pavement’s long squared shoulder.

And every summer the ants turn up,
shiny black and perfectly themselves,

bringing out the ant-shaped joy
by which she knows she’s Alice still.

Alice’s Walk
If you could feel, as Alice does, how fast the earth is moving

if your bones shuddered at the grinding, forward thrust of it

if you sometimes had to run keep running just to stay in place

if you feared the ground might throw you like a horse its rider

if you knew a foot placed here or there meant life or death

then you wouldn’t need to ask her why she walks that way.

DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2015.1010377 © Joanne Limburg 2015
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“Saving Soviet Jewry” was once the cause of a generation; 
but Soviet Jewry was never just one thing. Though 
daredevil Moscow refuseniks struck a familiar chord of 
Ashkenazi Yiddishkayt with their (sometimes actual) 
Western cousins, there were several hundred thousand 
other “Soviet Jews” in cities such as Samarkand, Tbilisi, 
and Derbent. Less well off, less Russified, and remote 
from the international Jewish circuit, they belonged to 
distinctive Jewish eydes (ethnic sub-groups) with histories, 
customs, and languages of their own. Perhaps the least 
known of all were the Juhuro, known in Russian as Kavkazi 
Evrei (Caucasian Jews) or Gorsky Evrei (Mountain Jews).    

Catskills aside, Jews have not tended towards 
mountains, but the Juhuro were historically concentrated 
in towns and villages on the eastern and southern 
slopes of the Caucasus, in what is today Azerbaijan and 
Dagestan (southern Russia). No one knows when they 
settled there, but linguistic evidence suggests a migration 
from Persian-speaking lands (to the south), over a period  
of several centuries and maybe longer. Their distinctive 
language—usually called Juhuri, sometimes Judeo-Tat—
is closely related to the endangered Tat language spoken 
by the Juhuro’s traditional Muslim neighbours. Both are 
distantly linked to Persian.

In the linguistic maze of the Caucasus, many Juhuro are 
astonishingly multilingual, even by the standards of Jewish 
diaspora. The surrounding languages can be deeply different 
from one another—from Azeri, the Turkic language that is 
official in Azerbaijan, to the dozens of smaller “Northeast 
Caucasian” languages, to Russian—the regional lingua 
franca to which many Juhuro began an inexorable shift 
during the late-Soviet period. Knowledge of English and 
Hebrew is also common, now that most Juhuro have moved 
to Israel, New York, Moscow, and a few other cities.

Though hard to come by today, Juhuri writing has 
used three different scripts: originally a semi-cursive 
alefbeys, later a Latin-based orthography, and now most 
commonly, a form of Cyrillic. A small trove of books, 
newspapers, textbooks, and other materials testifies 
to a lively literature, with famous poets, playwrights, 
and prose writers including Yono Semyonov, Mishi 
Bakshiyev, and Danil Atnilov. Founded in Derbent in 
1923, the remarkable Theatre of the Eastern Caucasus 
is the only Juhuri-language theatre in the world, and was 
re-established in Israel in 2001. The Lezginka Dance 

Company, based in Brooklyn, teaches and performs 
community dance traditions.

What little documentation exists for Juhuri is largely in 
Russian, beginning in the late-19th and early-20th centuries. 
More recently, Israeli linguist Michael Zand has reported 
four distinct dialects, based in the traditional centres of 
Derbent, Quba, Makhachkala-Nalchik, and Vartashan (now 
called Oguz). Today, “Qubei” is both the most vital and best 
documented of the four—at least a few thousand Jews may 
still remain in the city, raising their children in Juhuri. The 
first Juhuri-Russian dictionary, published in Moscow by 
a Juhuro chemistry professor in 1997, focused on Qubei, 
and included some 9000 entries—richly attesting to the 
language’s hybrid heritage. Juhuro linguist Vitaly Shalem 
points to one example: the word yortsayt was borrowed from 
Yiddish as jorsajat (where j is pronounced similar to English 
y), but the more common word for this is the native sersali, 
which Shalem writes, “looks like a calque [loan translation] 
from rosh ha-shana: ser ‘head’ + sal ‘year’ + -i noun suffix.” 
The name for the holiday itself, though clearly derived from 
Hebrew, has adapted to Juhuri phonology: rus̆es̆une  (where 
s̆ is roughly pronounced like sh).

Few professional audio or video recordings exist, and 
far too little is known of Juhuri grammar and discourse, let 

Juhuro: Jews With Altitude

Ross PeRlin

In the second of his series of articles on endangered Jewish 
languages, Ross Perlin discusses Juhuri, the language of 
the Juhuro – ‘Mountain Jews’ of the Caucasus.

Ross PeRlin A Juhuri language page from the Russian-Juhuri 
website juhuru.com
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alone oral literature, music, or history. Our initial efforts 
at the Jewish Languages Project in New York aim to help 
fill this gap by working with the Juhuro community in 
Brooklyn, centred at the Kavkazi Jewish Congregation 
(Or HaMizrekh) on Ocean Parkway. Many older and 
even middle-aged people still speak the language in daily 
life, but the connection for younger Juhuro is growing 
immeasurably weaker—understandably, as they lead their 
lives primarily in Russian, English, or Hebrew.

Below is a short story recently told by Robert 
Avishalomov, a Juhuri speaker originally from Azerbaijan 
and now living in New York. Transcribed in the 
International Phonetic Alphabet, the story was translated 
and analysed by Daniel Kaufman, Habib Borjian, and 
Kevin Kwong of the Endangered Language Alliance:

jumurija ħavur-i. a-tojtoj 
man. baba-ʃu kef-tʃi-vu. 
araara-riʃ muxur-da ħavur-
o-u mi-geʃ-t. ja sabaħ voxʃ-t 
az xune, raf-ti a poltak xune-i, 
ki bu-raf nun viston-u vogoʃ-
ta a xune-i. kiflet-tʃe de guzat 
sox-t(a). ki-ra di-ri ki-ra na-
di-ri. raxauft a ʃuba, a xune 
na-vogoʃ-ta voʃty-raf-t a 
ʃuba. a ʃuba ja-kim geʃ-ti. ki-
ra di-ri gene xur-di. vaxuʃ-ti 
niʃ-ti.

I once had a friend. He was 
about the same age as I was. 
His father was a reveller. 
In between doing business, 
he liked to go out and 
party with his friends. One 
morning, he left the house, 
going out in casual clothes 
just to buy some bread and 
then come right back to the 
house. His family was there 
waiting for him. But who 
did he see, who didn’t he see 
when he went out? Somehow, 
he apparently ended up all 
the way in Quba. He didn’t 
make it back home, he went 
to Quba. He spent a bit of 
time there in Quba, meeting 
someone and having several 
drinks. He stayed for a while.

vogoʃ-tan ki a boku… moʃin 
ki vogoʃ-t a boku kele aftobus. 
fur-di-ri ki a dʃib-u sa monat 
pul man-di. sa monat vas sox-
tan-i ki pul-an ʃofer-ra do-
ta-d tai to boku. niʃ-ti ade 
guzat sox-ti aftobus a bohi 
kej raf-tan-i ger. ade di-rai ki 
duxdar-xole-i ade var-raf-t 
a aftobus a du-sa zan-o-i 
geravor. xujgir bi-ri ki pul ano-
ra bi a ʃofer d-ø.

Then he headed back to 
Baku.… The vehicle on which 
he returned to Baku [was] a big 
bus. He noticed that only three 
roubles remained in his pocket. 
Three roubles were just enough 
to give money to the driver to 
get him back Baku. He sat 
and waited [until] for the bus 
to start for Baku. Then he saw 
that his cousin [the daughter 
of his maternal aunt] was 
getting on the bus with several 
other ladies. This drove him 
crazy—[according to custom] 
he should be paying their fares, 
giving money to the driver.

xuʃta-ra a xar(i) fur-na-ri 
ki na-ʃinox-tan-u ano-ra. 
zan omo-ri gufta-ri: “ħajim 
tu-ni? rodøtørøva yørømaʃ. 
az kej avo na-di-ram tu-ra.” 
iʃ ade a musulmunai dʃovob 
do-rai, “kiai oravat sen kimse 
maneisan tanonbram. ne iʃu 
varmanan.” [Juhuri]:“vasi 
dija zan gufta-ri vasi dija 
ħajim ma-nom-ai, sonj(a)-
em duxdar-xole-i-tu-nam. 
vasi dija! xuʃta-ra a xar-
xar-i dʃor na-rai? ji ħavur-o-
i=ma-ni. ji ħagil-o-i-ma-ni. 
vois-tan-u num-oʃi-ra a tu 
guy-um.” 

So, he played dumb, as if he 
didn’t recognize them. The 
woman [his cousin] came over 
and said to him, “Chaim, is 
that you? I would take your 
illness on myself [a polite item 
signifying respect]. I haven’t 
see you in a long time.” But 
he responded in Azeri: “Who 
are you, woman? I don’t 
even know you. What kind 
of business do you have with 
me?” “Stop it, please!” the 
woman said, “Stop it! Chaim, 
it’s me, Sonya, your cousin! 
Stop this nonsense! Why are 
you playing dumb? These 
are my friends. These are my 
girlfriends. [If ] you want, I’ll 
tell you their names.”

ade gana a musulnai dʃovob 
do-rai: “ai oravat altʃik. 
manamansanatan yeromana 
donus tu olbaʃ atiʃiram. gedi 
shivur gøryt talmus ombaseda 
indi.” az-um baʃda zan lav 
xujgir birubit-u: [Juhuri] 
“xok a ser-tu! tu iʃ ħajim nist 
dirnox ħajim iʃ haʃ nist tu 
dija! ma-ra dija kor iʃ nist a 
tu-ra-vo. vaxuʃ-ti raf-ti niʃ-ti 
a ħagili-o-ra-vo

But he then responded again in 
Azeri: “Hey, woman, take your 
hands off me! I don’t know you, 
and I don’t understand what 
you are saying. Go mind your 
own business, this is shameful, 
stop it right now!” With that, 
the woman was really driven 
mad. “May dust be on your 
head! You are worth neither 
Chaim nor his fingernail! I 
don’t even have any business 
with you!” She stood up, 
walked away, and went to sit 
down with her girlfriends.

ja ma baʃda a boku ji ħajim 
di-ri sonja-[ra?]. gufta-ri a 
ħajim, ma a aftobus an ʃuba 
ja mard-e di-ram ja ma az 
ji biʃur, lap a tu ʃai zara 
haʃdan ki gyzgy uʃumoi.” 
gof-e sonja bur-ri: “vasi dija 
xar-xar-a gof-o-ra ma-gu. ma 
buru-m a aftobus. tu a ħagili-o 
omo-ran ki. ma-ra pul na-bu 
ki bilit-iʃmu-ra vosto-ra a(z) 
ʃofer. gufta-ram ki ma iʃmu-
ra na-ʃinox-tan-im.” ura 
azuma xalei a imu gof sox-
ta. Imu aza sifra niʃ-tan-im 
ki, zarafat sox-tan-im a jor 
doʃan-den-im. sorvuʃt.

One month later in Baku, this 
Chaim saw Sonya. She said, 
“Oh, Chaim, on the bus from 
Quba a month ago, I met a 
man. He looked so much like 
you, you would think it was 
like a mirror.” He interrupted 
Sonya’s words. “That’s enough! 
Don’t say stupid words! I was 
on the bus. When you came 
with your girlfriends, I didn’t 
have money to buy tickets for 
you from the driver. So I said 
that I didn’t know you.” People 
used to tell that story to us all 
the time. When we would sit 
around the table, we would joke 
about and remind ourselves of 
it. That’s it.
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Sticking up for Gypsy and Traveller rights isn’t going to 
win you many friends. That’s why I admire the people 
who do this, and increasingly I find I’m admiring Jewish 
people who are doing this. People like Ruth Barnett. 
I first met Ruth about five years ago at a conference 
on Gypsy and Traveller education. In 1939, she came 
to England as a child on the Kindertransport from 
Germany, escaping the Nazis. Nowadays, Ruth works 
as a speaker against prejudice of all kinds, with a special 
focus on antisemitism and antiziganism—the latter 
being prejudice against Gypsies.     

The parallels between these two forms of racism 
would seem obvious. Each is aimed at a people with 
roots in the East, and a reputation (whether justly or 
unjustly applied) for wandering. Each has been a feature 
of European life for many centuries. Each is aimed at a 
people with a distinct set of cultural practices and beliefs, 
a distinct linguistic history, and often a distinct manner of 
dress. Each has systematically flared up since well before 
the modern period, and both culminated during the years 
of the Third Reich. These are old forms of racism, forged 
in dark times, when women were burned as witches if they 
didn’t drown first in water. The poet Julia Davis, herself of 
Jewish heritage, recently described these phenomena as 
“the kraken asleep under Europe.” I fear I agree.  

The value of both terms is disputed by those who 
think there is only one form of racism, and that therefore 
identifying historical trends like the above is unnecessary. 
I agree with the first part, but not with the second—
especially while millions of people around the world 
continue to believe in absurd yet very dangerous Mediaeval 
slurs like the blood libel, or the Gypsies-steal-children 
motif. It should not be necessary to quote Thomas Acton, 
former Professor of Romani Studies at the University of 

Damian LeBas explores what Gypsies, Roma and 
Travellers have in common with Jews, and how 
dialogue may be bringing them closer.

Greenwich, to the effect that there has not been a single 
recorded case in history of a Romani person stealing a 
non-Gypsy child. But it is necessary—as the hysterical 
reporting of the case of the “blonde angel” Maria showed 
in 2013 (incidentally, as soon as the media found out that 
Maria was, in fact, a Romani child, all interest was lost. She 
now remains separated from both her birth and adoptive 
families, in the care of a charity called, with horrible irony, 
“The Smile of the Child.”  Although Romani was Maria’s 
only language, it has been decided that from now on, she 
has to speak civilized Greek). 

In order to do justice to these parallels, however, 
one also has to be clear as to the differences between the 
histories that run parallel to these two historical forms of 
prejudice. The Indian ancestors of Romani people probably 
did not leave the subcontinent until the 11th century C.E., 
by which time Diaspora Jews were well established across 
Europe, and had been living across the Mediterranean for 
a thousand years. Moreover, the history of Jews in Europe 
is not just longer, it’s far better documented—especially 
from within. Until the 19th and 20th centuries, and the 
rise of notable Romani writers like Bronisława “Papusza” 
Wajs, Mateo Maximoff, Helios Gómez and Ilija Jovanović, 
written contributions from Gypsies were extremely rare. 
The further you go back, the rarer they get: there is not 
a single analogue to the great Josephus to turn to in the 
reconstruction of an internal Romani history, let alone a 
written record as ancient and rich as the Tanakh (latterly 
the Talmud), still later the great Yiddish literary tradition, 
from Elia Levita to Isaac Bashevis Singer.   

What I would have done for a single novel in my 
ancestral language, even a pale shadow of something like 
the work of I. B. Singer, when I was at school. I grew up 
speaking English Romani, a 500 year-old mixed language 

GYPSIES, ROMA
AND TRAVELLERS 
     – AND JEWS TOO?

DAMIAN LEBAS
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based largely on English grammar and conjunctions, with 
a vocabulary that is mostly Indian, with bits of Greek, 
Persian, Italian, German, and French, that plot out the 
thousand-year Westward trek of the tongue. I only know 
of one word in our language that has a Hebraic etymology: 
“doylem,” meaning a fool. Structurally, though, as a 
language where Eastern vocabulary is grafted onto a 
Germanic base, the analogy with Yiddish is striking, and 
sparked an interest in me, which eventually led to studying 
Hebrew at Oxford.

Most of its speakers call our language “Romanès” 
or "Romany." Academics, however, prefer to call it 
“Angloromani” or “Romani English.” As with most 
nomenclature around Gypsy culture, there is little 
agreement on the terms. I was 21 before I learned that most 
German Romanies despise the term “Gypsy” because 
they see it as the English equivalent to “Zigeuner,” under 
which name they were tracked and murdered by the Nazis. 
They have succeeded in getting the government to use, 
instead, the terms “Sinti and Roma,” which broadly refer to 
Romanies from Western Continental Europe and Eastern 
Europe, respectively. Even this is not without controversy, 
though, as it is interpreted by some as a division based on 
the haughtiness of Western Romanies. When it comes to 
which words to use, to important local issues of tact, it’s 
difficult to be right all the time. Quite understandably, 
that’s enough to put most people off—most, but not all.

Recently, The Jewish human rights charity René 
Cassin has been proactively advocating Gypsy Roma 
Traveller rights. In 2014, Shauna Leven and Sam Grant, 
of Rene Cassin, organized a fascinating conference at their 
offices in West Hampstead. It brought together Rabbis, 
community leaders, academics, teachers, and activists (and 
a couple of Gypsy and Traveller journalists) to facilitate 

dialogue between Jewish and Gypsy people. There was an 
atmosphere of genuine, if understandably tentative, desire 
for dialogue, which, the following December, eventually 
led to a conversation between myself and Rabbi Danny 
Rich, head of Liberal Judaism at Limmud. It’s difficult to 
express in words how heartening this is for those of us 
who are involved, in whatever way, in trying to improve 
the Gypsy and Traveller situation. The press Gypsies get 
is overwhelmingly toxic, and I genuinely sympathise with 
those who are wary of sailing their own ship too close to it. 

On the other hand, simply to know that other peoples 
have noticed that something’s amiss, is a genuine comfort. 
To know that some are committed to changing this 
situation is hugely galvanizing: this is certainly the case, 
and has been for quite some time. In 2012, the academic 
Margaret Greenfields wrote an article in the Woolf 
Institute’s Perspectives magazine titled “Gypsies, Jews 
and Post-Shoah Political Solidarity," which “At the most 
fundamental level, members of these ethnic groups have 
for many centuries experienced persistent discrimination, 
racism, social exclusion and attempted genocide on a scale 
which is unknown to any population other than the Jewish 
community.” For her, and for others, this creates a sense 
of solidarity that has led to productive mutual advocacy 
in recent years, within academia and beyond.

Following an official admission by then-German 
Chancellor Helmut Kohl in 1983, it is increasingly well 
known that the Nazis labeled Romanies, together with 
Jews, as “enemies of the race-based state.” However, 
numerical estimates of the number of Romani victims 
continue to confound the experts. Most acknowledge 
that a combination of nomadism, poor literacy among 
Romani populations, and what Greenfields refers to as an 
overall lack of “bureaucratic engagement” make it very 
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GYPSIES, ROMA
AND TRAVELLERS 
     – AND JEWS TOO?

Activists from the Jewish human rights charity 
ReneCassin outside the High Court in 2011 
during one of the appeals against the eviction 
of the traveller site at Dale Farm. 
P H O T O :  C O U R T E S Y  O F  S I M O N E  A B E L 



difficult to say how many were murdered. “Estimates 
of numbers of lives lost vary from 250,000 to 1.5 million 
victims of the Porajmos [‘great devouring’ in a number 
of Romani dialects], but is generally agreed that entire 
communities were completely destroyed, with the Roma 
population of Croatia, Estonia, Lithuania, Luxembourg 
and the Netherlands believed to have been wiped out, 
and perhaps only 10% of the remaining Gypsy, Roma 
and Traveller population of Eastern Europe surviving 
the devastation of the War.” 

Nowadays, governments and supra-national entities 
continue to struggle with the terms, let alone the reality. 
The collective description ‘Gypsy Roma Traveller’ was 
originally a cumbersome attempt by the UK’s Department 
for Education to simplify the complex contrasts and 
overlaps between Romani people—a large global minority 
of perhaps 10 or 12 million people—and Europe’s other, 
smaller groups of “indigenous” nomads, including Irish 
Travellers and the Yenish of Switzerland, Germany, and 
France. It’s now part of general government parlance, 
lumping together people with distinct, if connected, ethnic 
and linguistic histories due to their shared reputation as 
problem groups. Likewise, the term Roma is now used by 
the European Union, European Commission and Council of 
Europe to designate “diverse groups that include names like 

The author, outside a 
modern Romani caravan. 
P H O T O :  C O U R T E S Y  O F  D A M I A N  L E B A S

Roma, Gypsies, Travellers, Manouches, Ashkali, Sinti and 
Boyash.” The institutions have effectively admitted defeat 
in the face of this complexity, and settled for a definition 
that is based on the problem status of diverse ethnic groups. 
Now every EU member state is required to have a “National 
Roma Integration Strategy,” presumably to help solve the 
‘Gypsy question’. Many see these initiatives as benign, but 
beneath each of them lies the unquestioned belief that 
Gypsies, regardless of our individual situation, are still one 
of Europe’s great problems.

Incidentally, you won’t hear many Gypsies, Roma 
or Travellers of any background calling themselves 
‘G.R.T people’. After all, it’s a bit like the Gypsies 
deciding to call the English, French and Germans by 
a one-size-fits-all term (the ‘E.F.Gs’), then wondering 
why they buck against it and refuse to accept how 
much they have in common.  Why don’t we expect 
other nations and ethnicities to submit to this kind of 
gross oversimplification? I assume it’s because we’re 
aware that life doesn’t work like that, that you can’t 
introduce simplicity (or prejudice) just for the sake of 
ease or sociological tidiness. After all, no two English, or 
French, or German people are the same, and neither are 
any two Jews, or—stop the press—any two Gypsies. — JQ
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2015.1010390 © Damian Le Bas 2015
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Above: Romany scenes from the Second 
World War  
P H O T O  C O U R T E S Y  O F  T H E  R O B E R T  D A W S O N  R O M A N Y  C O L L E C T I O N 

Below: traditional carvings on an English 
Romani caravan 
P H O T O  C O U R T E S Y  O F  D A M I A N  L E B A S

Who are Gypsies, Roma and Travellers?

The collective term “Gypsies, Roma and Travellers” 
refers to a range of peoples, all of whom share either a 
nomadic present or a nomadic cultural history. In reality, 
while some continue to maintain a culture of nomadism, 
many more ceased to be nomadic several centuries ago, 
and are deeply embedded in the cultures of the countries 
in which they live. 

Of these groups, by far the largest are the Romani 
people, who in various countries have been called 
Gypsies, Zigeuner, Roma, Travellers, or local equivalents. 
The name “ Romani” comes from the Romani language, 
an Indo-European language closely related to Sanskrit 
and Hindi, which has several million speakers. Recent 
surveys suggest there are at least 250,000 Romani people 
currently living in the United Kingdom, many of whom 
are recent immigrants from the former Soviet Eastern 
Bloc. Linguistic, cultural and genetic evidence clearly 
links Romani people with an initial migration, or series 
of migrations, from the northwestern part of the Indian 
Subcontinent around 1,000 years ago. They first arrived 
in Britain around the year 1500.

There are dozens of Romani subgroups: the biggest 
include the Kalderasha of Romania; the Gitanos of 
Spain; the Manush (or Sinti) of France, Germany and the 
Low Countries; and the Romanichals of Britain and the 
United States. It is estimated that there are perhaps 10-
12 million Romani people worldwide, and that between 
150,000 and 2 million were murdered during the years 
of the Third Reich. Due to poor knowledge of pre-war 
populations, low levels of interaction with bureaucratic 
institutions, and other factors, an accurate estimate 
of the number of Romani victims of the Holocaust 
continues to prove elusive. 

Europe is home to many other groups of ethnic 
Travellers, including the Irish Travellers of Ireland, 
Britain and North America, whose ancestral language 
is called Cant or Gamin, and is closely related to Irish; 
the Yenish of Switzerland and the surrounding areas; 
the Quinqui and Mercheros of Northern Spain, and 
others. These peoples often possess shared histories, 
musical and economic cultures, and there has been 
intermarriage. In spite of central government tendencies 
to group them together, though, they retain very distinct 
cultural identities. 

While some ethnic Travellers, such as Irish Travellers, 
tend to share a single religion (in this case, Roman 
Catholicism), Romani people belong to many religions, 
with a minority who do not participate actively in religion. 
Hence, the Roma of Turkey tend to be Muslim, the Roma 
of Poland tend to be Catholic, and the Romanichals of 
Britain tend to be either Church of England or, recently, 
Pentecostal Evangelicals. Both Romani Gypsies and Irish 
Travellers are recognised ethnic minorities under both the 
Race Relations Act (2004) and English case law.  

Jewish Quarterly — Spring 2015
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In the midst of on-going turmoil that never seems any 
closer to a resolution, it can be tempting to assume Israel 
is a nation so enveloped by cultural conflict, and that every 
interaction between Israelis and Palestinians is coloured 
by an underlying tension that prevents any sort of mutual 
understanding. But while political rigidity and cultural 
clashes dominate the headlines, there are outlets where 
both Israelis and Palestinians can not only set aside their 
differences, but celebrate the diversity of their cultures.    

One of these outlets is “Kaduregel-Shefel”, which 
translates as “low football”. Kaduregel-Shefel is a project by 
Gad Salner and his friend Vadim Tarasov. As a photographer 

Photographs by Gad Salner and Vadim Tarasov of football on 
the Israeli periphery

and lower-league football enthusiast, Gad captures with 
his camera what no one outside Israel believes is possible: 
engagement of the Israeli and Palestinian people for a 
common cause—football. From forgotten Arab villages 
of the north to dusty Jewish neighbourhoods in the south, 
Gad visits places where the seemingly ever-present tension 
between cultures has evaporated. As he says:

"People are amazed by the fact that we play in the same 
leagues, on the same teams, and when they hear that an Arab 
team won the national cup, they don’t believe me. I know that 
it’s a cliché, and I never wanted to use it, because this project 
didn’t aim for that, but football is a great bridge between people."

Gad Salner and Vadim TaraSoV 

Kaduregel Shefel

lower-league football in iSrael
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The photographs put more emphasis on the human, 
urban, and cultural landscapes of Israel’s divided and diverse 
society, and less on the action on the pitch itself. Gad recalls:

"We started the road trip at a fourth division match, in 
the Arab border town of Umm El Fahem where we were stopped 
by a local police officer, asking for our ID, to check that we are 
not right wing extremists looking for trouble. He wasn't the only 
one that day who asked himself what we were doing there. We 
visited Bne-Yichelel FC, the wonderful Jewish-Ethiopian team 
from Rehovot. We visited Nujidat, the Muslim Bedouin village, 
at their league qualification gala (following promotion to the 
fourth division). We travelled to the neglected southern city of 
Dimona. We were part of a crowd of thousands at the Tirah vs. 

Kfar Kassem (two neighbouring Arab villages) ‘classico’, and met 
their Jewish captain (who happens to be a kindergarten teacher in 
Tel-Aviv) and their local Arab fans who write all of their banners 
in Hebrew. We visited the southern Bedouin town of Rahat, where 
football is the only refuge from everyday troubles."

All of this is just the tip of the iceberg when it comes 
to covering the everyday rivalries and struggles that are 
put aside just to play some football. — JQ

Gad Salner and Vadim Tarasov are currently working on 
a movie of Kaduregel-Shefel. The project is also on Facebook 
(in Hebrew). They are willing to ‘donate’ the exhibition for 
anyone who wishes to present it.
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‘People are amazed by the fact that we play in the same 

leagues, on the same teams, and when they hear that an 

Arab team won the national cup, they don’t believe me.’

Kfar Qassem vs. Hapoel Tirrah: Players from the two neighboring 
Arab villages walking onto the pitch. In the background you can see 
both minarets and the border police who are sent to handle potentially 
explosive situations. The match ended 0-0, sparking a violent brawl, 
which ended only after police intervention. 



Gad Salner and Vadim TaraSoV 

Maccabi Yaffo's orthodox Jewish  
player, Yair Cohen-Tzedek. 

The Israeli Football Federation 
tried to ban the use of religious 

symbols on the pitch, and 
Cohen-Tzedek led a protest 

against the decision

‘The photographs put more emphasis on the human, urban, 

and cultural landscapes of Israel’s divided and diverse 

society, and less on the action on the pitch itself.’
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Fans (this picture) and players (right) at 
Shabab Rahat vs. Beitar Ma’ale Edomim. 
Rahat is a beduin city in the south of Israel 
and Ma'ale Edomim is a Jewish settlement 
east of Jerusalem.
 

Imri Cohen, Kaffar 
Qassem's Jewish 

captain, motivates 
his team mates 

before the second 
half of the derby.

The 53 year old captain 
and coach of Maccabi 
Ironi Or Yehuda 
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Loquacious Lara, the water nymph, could not control 
her tongue. Unable to keep secrets, she incurred the 
wrath of Jupiter, who severed it and dispatched her 
to the Underworld. There, she bore twins, the Lares 
or Watchmen. Tradition ascribes to her a similar role 
as silent guardian of the dead. She is symbolised with 
clay, soil and violets, the ritual flowers sprinkled on the 
crossroads where the temporal and the spirit world meet.    

Lara is not alone. For archaeology, the study of 
humankind’s past, the stones of antiquity are likewise mute.   

Fieldwork, the capturing of data in situ, is only one 
aspect of archaeology. Scripting that context and putting 
flesh on the bone is another. The pen, no less than the 
trowel, is integral to the production of archaeological 
knowledge—though this process is not without obstacles 
as social theorists readily make us aware. 

Archaeologists, we are told, create and re-create 
interpretations of the distant past. Put simply, the 
reconstructions (or omissions thereof ) are as much 
indebted to the writer’s cultural milieu as they are to 
independent and objective research. 

This creative process is examined by Rosemary Joyce, 
Professor of Archaeology at The University of California at 
Berkeley in The Languages of Archaeology, Dialogue, Narrative 
and Writing (2002). Joyce delves into the question as to how 
the act of authoring, which is invariably bound to authority 
and authorising, favours one voice over the other. 

Through the lens of the literary theorist Mikhail 
Bakhtin [1895-1975], and in particular his concepts of 
polyphony, heteroglossia, and the dialogic Joyce finds 
that archaeological enquiry is inherently multi-vocal. 
A dynamic exercise in which a multiplicity of voices, 
indigenous and foreign, co-exist and strive to negotiate 
a unified meaning. 

Unfortunately, as the history of archaeological 
scholarship has shown, this seldom happens in practice. 
When these encounters have been transcribed, one 
authoritative voice typically prevailed only to silence 
the others. The ruined city of Dura-Europos, and its 
scholarship, is a case in point.  

Dura-Europos is located in the very east of Syria on 
the west bank of the Euphrates River. It is close to the town 
of Salihye, 60 kilometres south of Deir Ez-Zor and 40 

Adam Blitz explores the Syrian ‘lost city’ of Dura-Europos, and 
the challenges it poses to archaeologists. 

kilometres north of the Abu Kamal border-crossing with 
Iraq. 230 kilometres eastwards is the oasis city of Palmyra 
with which it once had strong ties.  

The site was founded circa 330 BCE by Nikanor, 
a general to Emperor Seleukos 1st. Initially a sparsely 
populated military colony, it lay midway on the trade route 
between the Seleucid Mediterranean capital Antioch on 
the Orontes, and the Mesopotamian headquarters Seleucia 
on Tigris. In 113 BCE, the city yielded to the (Iranian) 
Parthians of the steppe. Although outwardly Greek, it was 
under 300 years of Parthian rule that the city acquired 
its hybrid and multi-ethnic character. With a fusion of 
Greek and Semitic gods, the city could boast temples to 
Bel, Artagatis, Hadad, Artemis-Nanaia, Zeus Kyrios, and 
others. A shrine, or mithraeum, to the Iranian deity Mithras 
was also constructed late in 168 BCE. 

Rome, a long-time foe, acquired the city in 165 CE 
during the campaigns of Lucius Versus (130-169). Under 
the Severan dynasty, a permanent garrison developed in 
the North-East of the city to guard the Empire’s Eastern 
Front. Thereafter, it became a colonia, a stronghold in 
the defensive chain, or Limes, under Severus’s heir, 
Caracalla (188-198).

 At some point between 251- 254 CE, the Sassanian war 
machine of the Iranian leader Shapur 1 (226-276) started 
to rumble. In response, a steep revetment was erected 
together with a huge rampart on the western wall of the 
city. In order to withstand a potential assault, “Wall Street” 
(as it was later termed), running parallel to the western 
or desert wall, was buried under sand together with its 
houses and monuments. A 20 metre-wide buttress was 
thus formed. This very action preserved for posterity the 
tempera-laden shrines of  the street  when Dura-Europos 
capitulated for the very last time in 256 CE.

The site was (re-)discovered by chance during the 
Arab revolt of 1920 when British-Indian troops pitched 
camp. Several well-preserved wall paintings with scenes 
of the Roman commander Julius Terentius sacrificing to 
the gods were unearthed in (what was later identified as) 
the Temple to the Palmyrene Gods. 

News of the discovery reached James Henry Breasted, 
archaeologist and founder of the University of Chicago’s 
Oriental Institute, who was on expedition in Mesopotamia 

Lara’s Tongue
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(beyond the Euphrates) at the time. On 2nd May 1920, 
Breasted, together with his colleague Daniel Luckenbill, 
crossed over from Abu Kamal to devote a day to the site. 
Breasted’s notes and Luckenbill’s photographs would later 
appear in the inaugural publication of the Oriental Institute 
in 1924, Oriental Forerunners of Byzantine Paintings. The 
conclusions would shape discussion about Dura-Europos 
and its Art for decades to come. 

The site was subsequently excavated by Franz 
Cumont of the French Academy (1922-23), and later by 
Yale University under Michael Rostovtzeff, Clark Hopkins 
and Frank Brown (1928-1937). During Yale’s tenure, the 
city was identified as the Dura cited in Parthian Stations 

by the 1st Century Greek Geographer, Isidore of Charax. 
The identification was secured with an inscription to the 
goddess Tyche, “the good fortune (tyche) of Dura” within 
a wall painting from the Temple of the Palmyrene Gods.  

It was also under Yale’s leadership that the synagogue 
rose from the dust. 

This was, in fact, the second of two synagogues built 
on the same site opposite the Temple of Adonis: a short 
distance from both the main gate and the House-Church 
(the earliest securely dated Christian building ever to 
be discovered). The original, and substantially smaller 
synagogue had evolved from a private house built in the 
Parthian age; as had the neighbouring Christian shrine. 

Construction began afresh shortly after Roman rule. 
Concurrent with the developments of other public and 
private spaces to include the Mithraeum and the House-
Church, the synagogue was renovated. It was given a 
colonnaded atrium and the House of Assembly (the 
shrine) was enlarged such that it covered an entire city 
block in width. The date of the renovation (245 CE) was 
ascertained from an inscribed ceiling tile with mention of 
the benefactor, Samuel the leader, Abraham the treasurer, 
and Arsakh the non-Jew or proselyte. 

The synagogue’s House of Assembly was also 
embellished as part of the programme. Wall paintings, 
tempera on plaster or secco (not fresco), were added 
in 249/250 CE. These covered all four walls in five 
horizontal bands.

At the time of its unveiling in 1932, 40% of those 
images had been destroyed. 29 panels with just under sixty 
biblical scenes in three bands awaited—as did peripheral 
stone benches and an aedicula: a scallop-shaped niche for 
the Torah built in the western wall (which faced Jerusalem). 

In diverse hues, some of the most prominent narratives 
refashioned themselves in a very local setting: baby Moses 
in the basket with Pharaoh’s daughter as a Grecian water 
nymph, Moses crossing the Red Sea, the binding of Isaac, 
Saul anointing David, the investiture of Aaron (in Roman 
toga), Mordechai riding triumphant, Elijah restoring the 
widow’s son, the capture of the Ark by the Philistines, and 
the defeat of the Philistine god Dagan (and destruction of 
his temple at Ashdod), are a few examples.

Upon the walls were also two sets of inscriptions: 
dedicatory Aramaic with less abundant Greek and 
graffiti inked on the ‘Purim Panel’ (featuring Mordechai) 
in Middle Persian and Parthian—a ‘calling’ card” from 
unknown visitors.  

***
The earliest commentaries about the synagogue and 

its murals derived from broader discussions of Western 
Art, its relationship with Christianity, and the East.

In his work, Orient oder Rom (1901), Josef Strzygowski 
advanced the argument that Western Art was the result 
of national schools created within a Christian culture. 
One style evolved to the next. By definition, Judaism was 
excluded. It was widely accepted that Judaism demanded, 
and its adherents followed, a literal understanding of 
the Second Commandment with its prohibition against 
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Wall paintings and frescos from the synagogue at 
Dura Europos: Top - the battle of Eben Ezer. Middle - 
Moses splitting the sea. Bottom - the west wall being 
excavated in the 1930s. Overleaf: a detail of the Jews 
crossing the red sea  
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graven images (Exodus 20: 40-5). This, it was assumed, 
extended to all representation from decree in perpetuity. 
Quite simply, Jews did not produce Art. 

Armed with such a premise, the logical conclusion 
was one of incredulity. If the Jewishness of the paintings 
could not be denied, then it was otherwise situated outside 
of a normative, rabbinic tradition. Two competing and 
conflicting voices were heard: aniconism or aberrance.

Erwin Goodenough went a step further. In, By Light, 
Light: The Mystic Gospel of Hellenistic Judaism (1935) and 
his 12 volume iconographic study, Jewish Symbols in the 
Greco-Roman period (1953-1968), he read the paintings 
as a lost Hellenistic or mystical Judaism—in opposition 
to the rabbinic tradition. This was the likely explanation 
for the brush and palette. 

Other theories focused on stylistics and the paintings’ 
origins. Breasted surmised that, based on his preliminary 
survey, the Art of Dura-Europos was oriental and had 
nothing to do with Rome. These images filled the gap 
in explaining where, to his mind, Byzantine Art derived. 
There begot another dichotomy: the rivalry between West 
and East. This too bore upon the interpretations of the 
synagogue’s Art.

Based on the appearance of Jewish legends and post-
biblical tales in later Christian and Jewish Art, and of the 
iconographic parallels with the earlier Dura paintings, 
Kurt Weitzmann waded into the debate. In his 1990 study 
(but based upon his much earlier material), The Frescoes 
of the Dura Synagogue and Christian Art, Weitzmann 
hypothesised that manuscripts from a purported ancient 
library in Antioch, over 400 kilometres away, were the 
inspiration. Writing as late as 1980, David Wright (also 
of Princeton) offered a similar thought about templates. 
The paintings were, “too clumsy, and provincial in 
execution to have been invented independently without 
an iconographic model in that desert outpost.” 

Clearly there was no case to be made for the creative 
energies of the people of Dura-Europos themselves.

***
Several studies in the 1970s tackled the prevailing 

wisdom associated with the Second Commandment and 
its injunction; but it was not until the past 20 years when 
paradigms began to shift, and voices, once stifled, could 
emerge. The frontiers of old became the conduits of the 
new, with the publication of studies including: Annabel 
Wharton’s Refiguring the Post-Classical City: Dura-Europos, 
Jerash, Jerusalem and Ravenna (1995), Kalman Bland’s, The 
Artless Jew: Mediaeval and Modern Affirmations and the 
Denial of the Visual (2000), Margaret Olin’s The Nation 
without Art: Examining Modern Discourses on Jewish Art 
(2001) and Steven Fine’s Art and Judaism in the Greco-
Roman World: towards a new Jewish Archaeology (2005).

Foremost in these studies was the role of historiography 
in debunking long held prejudices. Strzygowski’s thesis was 
deterministic. Jewish art, a product of Diaspora, could not 
be understood within such framework. Further, the notion 
of unbridled allegiance to the Second Commandment 
rested on misunderstanding and a misconstruction of 
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Judaism. It assumed that Judaism was an ossified religion: 
it did not evolve in its relation to a text that offered multiple 
interpretations. When read in conjunction with the story 
of Bezalel, Solomon’s craftsman, the injunction could only 
be understood as against idolatry and not representation 
(Exodus 31:2, 35:30). 

The ancient mosaics of the Palestinian synagogues of 
Beta Alpha and Sepphoris, with their human depictions, 
strengthened the claim.  Appeals to Talmudic literature, 
such as the account of the 3rd Century Jews of Babylonia 
who made no objection to a royal statue in the synagogue 
of Nehardea (B Rosh Hashanah 24b) vis a vis Josephus’ 
account of the Jews of Antiquities who did, illustrated the 
complexity further.

Wharton rehabilitated the city of Dura-Europos 
in popular conscience. It had been consistently viewed 
as an “outpost,” a “humble frontier town,” a “Roman 
border town” and not the medium-sized polis (city) at 
the boundary of civilisation itself. 

Ten years after Wharton called attention to 
Jewish oral history as a guide to interpretation, Steven 
Fine advocated a holistic approach with inclusion of 
archaeology, art history, classical and rabbinic texts. He 
argued that Jewish Art in Late Roman-Byzantine period 
was an ethnic art that did participate in Roman culture, 
but reflected the attitudes and needs of particular Jewish 
communities. The Jews of Dura-Europos lived in parallel 
with the rabbis, but were not necessarily influenced by 
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them. Fine postulated a larger Jewish tradition, a koine, 
of which the rabbis were only one literate element.  

By contextualising the synagogue, its murals and an 
over-looked Hebrew fragment of the Birkat ha-Mazon 
(“Grace after Meals”) cited in The Parchments and 
Papyri from 1959 (not Kraeling’s 1956 Final Report, The 
Synagogue), he opined that Dura-Europos’s paintings 
must be interpreted within a liturgical context. The 
parchment anchored the community within a religious 
world shared by Babylonian and Palestinian rabbis. 
Other scholars have explored new themes: the paintings 
in light of Jewish resistance to Rome and, conversely, 
integration into civic life. 

***
Dura-Europos has witnessed a revival of late with 

exhibitions in Boston (2011), New York (2012), and the 
self-published, Dura Europos: a City for Everyman (2014) by 
Penny Young. Ms. Young adds the voice of the excavators’ 
personal testimonies (and that of her own) to illustrate the 
enduring appeal of the city.

That engagement has also extended to the press 
with sensationalist headlines in the Israeli nationalist 
website Arutz Sheva, (“One of Oldest Known 
Synagogues Seized by ISIS”). It failed to mention 
that the actual synagogue murals are in the National 
Museum of Damascus, far removed from ISIS territory, 
where the House of Assembly (with its tiled ceiling) has 
been reconstructed in full. 
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A December 2014 report by UNITAR (United Nations 
Institute for Training and Research) is more informative 
concerning the synagogue’s ‘footprint’, though no more 
pleasant a read. There is evidence of looting. The site 
remains inaccessible to archaeologists, as well as the 
Syrian Directorate General of Antiquities and Museums. 
Tragically, scholarship, in its deference, must abandon 
the corporeal for the archival. 

That said, after 80 years of research, is it not time to 
converge at the cross-roads and seek out the multiplicity 
of voices that remain stratified and buried in an ever 
increasing scholarly corpus?

However far-ranging many of the interpretations are, 
it should be evident that the synagogue of Dura-Europos 
is both a freeman and slave. It is unique. It exists within its 
own materiality and within a matrix of inter-dependent 
narratives. It sprung forth from a Graeco-Roman world 
of commonalities, disparities and shared histories. The 
artisans of the other monuments at Dura-Europos, the 
Temple of the Palmyrene Gods, the buried House-Church, 
call. The voices of pagans, Christians, proselytes, the hands 
behind the graffiti, beg to be heard. So too do the Jews 
(and non-Jews) who walked through the synagogue door. 
Murmurs from Palmyra, Rome, Babylonia and Palestine 
also infect the discourse.   

But discerning the nexus is just the start. The task is to 
communicate in text, or ‘hypertext’ as Joyce directs, and 
which I would like to develop in brief. Here, the digital age 
is most definitely archaeology’s handmaiden. The very act 
of itemising and cataloguing material finds from the field 
implores the Intel Processor. It also yearns for digitalisation.

Today, it is possible to shake up traditional textual 
structures and succumb to the world behind the 
computer screen. 

In the hands of a skilled craftsman, the digital essay 
is a formidable tool. Bibliographic and marginal voices 
previously confined to footnotes and endnotes become 
the very opposite—headers—at the click of a hyperlink. 
Sub-texts become supra-texts as the reader enters the 
discourse at various points and follows, selects, inverts, 
or creates the narrative. Multiple voices exist, but no one 
voice is dominant. Equally, with the use of multi-media 
embedded in the essay, images, statistics, charts, graphs, 
commentaries, and notations are no longer relegated to the 
rear. There is no rear. There is only an interface as invisible 
as the Lares who stand watch. The end result for the reader 
may be more akin to the experience of an exhibition (with 
free rein to participate in no particular order) rather than 
simply perusing its catalogue. 

This will not absolve comprehensive examination of 
the data available. But perhaps, just maybe, as the distant 
is drawn to the near, those tight-lipped secrets of the past 
will reveal themselves when we (Java)script anew. And 
with that, I surrender my pen. — JQ

The author would like to thank Emma Cunliffe, Steven Fine, 
Tessa Rajak, Karen Stern, Emma Loosley, and Jennifer Baird.
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Matthew K. Despard discusses Warsaw’s 
new Jewish history museum and reflects 
on how it, and other such museums, relate 
to a turbulent past

What separates past from present? The human tendency 
to forget the defining events of our shared history is deeply 
ingrained, but the ability of memorial sites to honour past 
events, ancestors, and sacrifices, can be limited depending 
on their implementation. In Poland, a country whose pre-
war Jewish population was the world’s largest, political and 
cultural apparatchiks have appealed to the public not to 
forget past trauma, but rather to view it through the prism 
of a forward-thinking society in the process of reinvention. 

The newly-opened POLIN: Museum of the History of 
Polish Jews is a site of education, a celebration of culture, 
and a popular marker of Polish Jewry’s apogee and nadir. 

The building, designed by Finnish architecture firm 
Lahdelma & Mahlamäki, is large but not monolithic. 
Glass walls are interrupted by jagged indentations, 
evoking the community’s rupture brought on by the 
Shoah. Smooth and undulating interior surfaces suggest 
a Jewish dynamism present through one thousand years 
of Polish society, through tumult and toward resurgence.

Situated in Warsaw’s Muranów district, the site of a 
vibrant pre-war Jewish cultural and commercial quarter that 
infamously became a ghetto under Nazi rule, the museum’s 
mandate is to present a multifaceted history of the Jewish 
presence in Poland, explored through eight galleries, each 
focusing on a crucial juncture on the voyage to modernity.

POLIN’s Core Collection details a thousand-year 
journey that begins in the Forest Gallery. This space 
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explores the museum’s namesake of “Po-lin,” rooted in 
the legend of Jewish exiles fleeing from Western Europe 
and, on reaching present-day Poland, hearing the sound 
of birds chirping “Po-lin! Po-lin!” While this is “one of the 
Hebrew and Yiddish names for Poland,” according to the 
museum, its other interpretation is “rest here”—pointing 
to a place where Jews could “develop their spirituality, 
culture and learning.” 

Wanderlust gives way to settlement in the First 
Encounters gallery, covering the years 960 through 
1500, and examining the beginnings of Poland’s Jewish 
community. The gallery underlines the defining documents 
and events of this period. The Statute of Kalisz, the famous 
document that “guaranteed Jews freedom of religion, 
protection against false charges and the right to trade,” 
features alongside a sentence written wholly in Yiddish. 
Dated 1272, it is the first such sentence recorded in history. 

1569 through 1648 is the subject of the Paradisus 
Iudaeorum gallery, covering the Polish-Jewish Golden Age 
and the growth of the active Jewish intellectual, commercial 
and political community it fostered. This period’s cultural 
advances are extended to the viewer through the gallery’s 
Virtual Library of religious and philosophical texts, where 
they can, among other attractions, “print by hand the title 
page of a sixteenth-century volume.” 

This immersive aspect continues through the Into 
the Country gallery, focusing on the “daily life of Jews 

on private noble estates,” and through Encounters 
with Modernity (1772–1914), where an interactive table 
explains Poland’s tripartite division under Prussia, Austria 
and Russia. Also explored are Jewish assimilation into 
Western culture, the development of a Jewish political 
consciousness, and the implications both had for the daily 
life of Polish Jews. 

The interwar period is the focus of On the Jewish 
Street. Though it features many rich aspects of Jewish life in 
Poland’s Second Republic, its narrative darkens as it probes 
that era’s surging antisemitism. Paired with increasing 
economic malaise, the pace of Jewish emigration to more 
promising settlements quickened. Visitors can experience 
these perspectives of daily life, fortunate and otherwise, 
with a reconstruction of Zamenhof Street—multimedia 
built into the frontage offers an appreciation of the cultural 
and political life of its tenants. 

Holocaust brings the darkest hour of Polish-Jewish life 
sharply into focus. Though the gallery takes as its starting 
point the German invasion of Poland on 1st September 
1939, it is primarily concerned with the lived experience of 
the ghetto, facing as it does the Monument to the Ghetto 
Heroes. The gallery features original documents from this 
period, which together with the glaring historical reminder 
outside offer “shocking testimony of life in the ghetto.” 

The core exhibition, which concludes with an 
assessment of Poland’s post-war years through its present 
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Polin: Museum of the History of Polish Jews, Warsaw   
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day, tells the “crucial story” of Jewish culture in the 
country, according to Yad Vashem chairman Avner Shalev. 

Poland is not the only European country to seek 
public commemoration for Holocaust victims. Germany’s 
effort to come to terms with its past is so deep-rooted 
in its culture that it has engendered its own compound 
word: Vergangenheitsbewältigung (VGB). 

Tapping into collective memory is central to this 
project. Writing in the 1920s, the French sociologist 
Maurice Halbwachs suggested that a collective conception 
of the past is dependent, in large part, upon the present. 
He contended that we “reconstruct an image of the past 
which is in accord, in each epoch, with the predominant 
thoughts of the society.” 

In The Politics of Memory in Postwar Europe, Richard 
Ned Lebow refers to memory to describe “what people 
remember—or more accurately, what they think they 
remember,” as well as to detail “efforts by individuals, 
groups and states to foster or impose memory in the form 
of interpretations and commemorations of their country’s 
wartime role and experiences.”

Germany’s relationship to its past has fluctuated 
greatly, often as a function of its political and academic 
atmosphere. The post-war denazification process 
and its attendant collective denial of guilt gave way 
to silence, for fear of addressing a subject as painful 
as defeat. 

Yet, the 1960s brought the energy and fresh 
perspective of a new academic and political generation 
to the stalled project of memory work. This inquisitive 
strain became increasingly influential in public debate 
over the coming decades, gradually leading Germans 
away from their collective amnesia and overseeing the 
country’s transition into a self-critical, progressive and 
open democracy where complex issues, no matter how 
painful, could be dissected. Only in such a country could 
Peter Eisenman’s “Memorial to the Murdered Jews of 
Europe” be built. 

The memorial, as Germany’s first major state-funded 
project to Holocaust victims, necessarily concerned itself 
with symbolism and courted controversy at every stage of 
its planning. The plan for a field of 2,711 concrete stelæ and 
an underground information centre in the heart of Berlin, 
finalised in June 1999 and opened to the public in May 
2005, called for construction at the intersection of East 
and West, a former no man’s land between two distinct 
political systems and philosophies of commemoration. 

On the site of the former Reich Ministerial Gardens, 
the Holocaust Memorial recalls the bureaucratic 
channels through which the National Socialist ethnic 
cleansing agenda progressed, emphasising the 
insidiousness of the Third Reich's “desk perpetrators.” 
The Eisenman Memorial’s placement there is an 
acknowledgement by the country’s political and cultural 
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Clockwise from top left: The First Encounters, 
Paradisus Ludaerom, Holocaust, and Post-War galleries   
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class of the fundamental nefarious intention of the 
fascist project from its outset. 

Though conservatives lamented what they 
considered to be a persistent emphasis on German guilt, 
the project had the support of liberal intellectuals. Jürgen 
Habermas, for one, argued that the project’s scale and 
location would keep the Holocaust rooted firmly in the 
country’s collective memory. 

That the memorial is today one of the capital’s most 
visited sites vindicates not only its central placement but 
also the accessibility of its minimal aesthetics. It is a rebuke 
to the literalist agitators who sought to portray suffering 
in the simplest terms, with overabundant explanatory 
literature. As the Berlin memorial proves, atrocity and 
suffering isn’t always given to clarification. 

The museum in Warsaw doesn’t allude to history 
so much as explicate it, but it does so with the aid of 
inventive multimedia installations that render it more 
immediately accessible than Eisenman’s memorial, or 
even Daniel Libeskind’s Jewish Museum Berlin. 

Though the latter museum, which opened in 2001, 
shares with POLIN a wide scope of history, the Holocaust 
is its singular architectural influence. Striking zig-zagging 
corridors turn and abruptly end at irregular intervals; 
cold, dark voids and abstract geometrical outcroppings 
characterise the space. Contemplating the past, in 
Libeskind’s interpretation, is profoundly disorienting. 

Poland’s memory culture has developed at a different 
pace from its western neighbour. Nor has the country been 
saddled with the “perpetrator” label in the same way. For 
these reasons, a new and prominent museum of Polish 
Jewry, within which displays honouring Poland’s Holocaust 
victims are made, will not provoke the same range of 
responses prompted by German projects in VGB. In contrast 
with Germany’s partisan rancour, Polish politicians seem 
to agree on the Warsaw museum’s importance. 

Yet, past trauma doesn’t dictate POLIN’s entire 
mission; as the museum states, it also aspires to be a 
community nexus for “exchange and dialogue,” a place 
“where all have the opportunity to express their views, 
ask questions and grow.” 

It is this dual commitment to education about the 
past, and dialogue for the future, that marks it a successful 
addition to the sphere of memory politics in Poland. For a 
land that housed more Nazi death camps than anywhere 
else, and lived for decades under communist dictatorship, 
the museum is a welcome democratic assertion by a public-
private body of what constitutes adequate memorial space.

Taken on its own terms, though, POLIN’s mission 
to document, mourn and stimulate discourse, within 
the Jewish community and further afield, is a welcome 
contribution to a Polish memory culture that is certain 
only to grow. — JQ
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Peter Eisenman's Memorial to the 
Murdered Jews of EuropeDaniel Libeskind's Jewish Museum, Berlin
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The Yiddish novelist and short story writer Esther 
Kreitman (1891-1954) died sixty years ago last June in 
poverty and obscurity. Yet, in recent years, she has been 
hailed as the premier female prose writer in Yiddish, and 
an important prototype for later generations of Jewish 
feminists. This is mainly due to the recent editions of 
her work, which have been translated into English and 
several other major European languages. But just as her 
anonymity during her lifetime was manifestly unfair, are 
contemporary critics and commentators now reading too 
much into her idiosyncratic life and literature?    

Hinde Esther Singer was born in Bilgorei, in Tsarist 
Poland, the eldest child and only daughter of the gentle, 
Hassidic Rabbi Pinchas Menachem Singer and his 
ill-matched, scholarly and shrewish wife, Bathsheva, 
youngest daughter and favourite child of the Bilgorei Rav. 
Rejected by her mother, who wanted her first child to be 
a boy, Esther was given to an impoverished wet nurse for 
the first three years of her life. She would later attribute her 
poor eyesight to the conditions she endured in the nurse’s 

hovel. Her mother then produced three sons (two other 
females were stillborn), Israel Joshua, Isaac (late known 
as Isaac Bashevis, meaning ‘Bathsheva’s’) and Moshe. 
The three eldest siblings all became Yiddish writers and 
radical intellectuals (Isaac Bashevia winning the Nobel 
Prize for Literature in 1978). Moshe, the only one to remain 
orthodox, died as a young married man at the end of World 
War Two, together with his parents, in Russian exile.

By her teenage years, Esther was manifesting 
mental instability caused by epilepsy and probably what 
we now call manic-depression or bi-polar disorder. But 
such things were not spoken of, much less treated, in the 
shtetl, and she remained mentally unstable and deeply 
unhappy for the remainder of her life. Imbued with the 
folk law of Yiddish Eastern Europe, she believed she was 
tortured by shaidim (demons), continual nightmares, 
and her work is replete with characters who endure the 
inner conflict of good and evil, wary of the ayin hora 
(evil eye) and surprised and uneasy by any unexpected 
joy or contentment. 

Cohen Park 

The FirsT Jewish
FeminisT?

Friends of Yiddish meeting London circa 1946, 
EK seated third from right
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The first Singer sibling to explore European literature, 
Esther taught herself Russian by secretly studying a 
grammar book owned by her father. She also listened 
carefully to the conversations of her parents and the shailos 
(questions of Jewish law) asked by the villagers of her 
father, the local rabbi. The family moved, first to Leoncin 
and then to Radzmym, where her father became Rosh 
Yeshiva, and finally to Krochmalna Street, a poor Jewish 
district of Warsaw. Throughout Esther’s childhood, her 
family’s poverty was a source of constant friction between 
her mother and father (her mother had grown up in relative 
affluence) and frustration for the children. 

Finally, by the age of 19 or 20, Esther had had more 
than enough of her position as the unpaid maid and child-
minder. She agreed to an arranged, loveless marriage 
with Abraham (Avrom) Kreitman, son of a prosperous 
businessman, charity collector, and resident of Antwerp—
where he was studying to become a diamond cutter. After 
their marriage in a kosher hotel in Berlin, Esther began 
accumulating further material for her stories. Her son 

Moshe (aka Morris, later Maurice Carr), her only child 
and the centre of all her affection, was born there in 1913. 
But their stay in Belgium was cut short by the German 
invasion and bombing during the Great War, and they 
escaped to London in 1915. 

For the last 39 years of her life, Esther and her small 
family moved from one damp, under-heated, rented flat 
to another, across the Jewish neighbourhoods in North 
Islington and Hackney. Forced to supplement the always-
inadequate family income, she worked as a seamstress 
at home until her poor eyesight finally defeated her. At 
the kitchen table, she spent her evenings recreating the 
shtetl and its heroes and villains, publishing her many of 
short stories in A. N. Stencl’s Loshn un Lebn (“Language 
and Life”), London’s Yiddish literary magazine. She also 
attended the ‘Friends of Yiddish’ meetings in the East 
End where she attracted an unusual measure of respect 
from her male colleagues.

During her life in Poland, Esther’s first publications 
were translations from English into Yiddish: Charles 

Dr Yaakov Wise explores the sad life and remarkable 
work of the Yiddish writer Esther Kreitman, Isaac 
Bashevis Singer’s overlooked and neglected sister.
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Dickens’ A Christmas Carol (1929) and George Bernard 
Shaw’s The Intelligent Woman’s Guide to Socialism and 
Capitalism (1930)—two choices that exemplify both 
her radicalism (a Christmas story in Yiddish?) and her 
intellectual restlessness. In 1936, during a prolonged return 
visit to Warsaw with her son, Esther published her first 
full-length novel Der Sheydims’ Tants (The Dance of the 
Demons), a semi-autobiographical novel that preceded 
similar (if hugely better-known) works by her younger 
brothers I.J. and I.B. Singer. The novel is replete with the 
author’s longing to be treated equally with her brothers. 
The heroine Deborah’s first words are:

“And Father, what I am going to be one day?” 
Deborah then suddenly inquired, half in jest, half in 
earnest, for, as long as she could remember, never 
had a word of praise been given to her.

Reb Avram Ber (the rabbi, her father) was taken 
aback. It was the accepted view among pious Jews that 
there was only one achievement in life a woman could 
hope for – the bringing of happiness into the home by 
ministering to her husband and bearing him children.

Deborah rejects this limitation and proceeds to educate 
herself, secretly ensuring that when she does marry, she 
will be unhappy with the restrictions of traditional family 
life and the absence of the intellectual pursuits open to her 
brothers and other males. Eventually, her despair turns to 
loathing, first for her own weakness in not breaking free of 
a loveless marriage, and then for all the others in her life.

The iron entered into her blood. She learned to 
hate, to regard everybody with suspicion. All round she 
saw enemies, masked and unmasked. Polite people 
were hypocrites. Rude people were deadly foes.

Esther’s second novel, Brilyantn (Diamonds), about 
Jewish Antwerp during World War One, was published in 
Yiddish in London in 1944, and takes up the story from the 
end of The Dance of the Demons. In it, she moves away from 
thinly veiled autobiography to a third-person narrative 
centred on the lives of the Orthodox Jewish businessmen 
and their workers who comprise much of the city’s Jewish 
quarter (and, a century later, still do). The central character 
is a middle-aged, male anti-hero, Gedaliah Berman, one of 
the community’s business leaders, whose obsession with 
making profits and maintaining his public reputation leads 
inevitably to the destruction of his family and his eventual 
anguished, self-awareness as they flee the Great War to 
the safety of London’s Hatton Garden.

Berman enjoys hearing the brokers making 
flowery speeches, to persuade him to lower the price, 
so that it will be easier to sell the goods. He puts on 
a pensive air, his long nose gleaming and his black 
eyes smiling, and combs his beard with his fingers. 
The luckless brokers are swearing by their beards 
and side-locks (peyos), by the lives of their wives 
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and children, by G-d himself, but Berman just cuts 
them off abruptly....

Towards the end of the novel, Berman is in much 
reduced circumstances. Although he has brought out of 
war-torn Europe a quantity of diamonds, the conflict has 
reduced the demand for luxury goods in England, and he 
does not have enough work to occupy him. He also finds 
himself living in a flat in the East End, amongst a mix of 
poor and lower middle-class neighbours, both Jewish and 
gentile. The younger generation, with their pretensions to 
fashion and imitation of celebrities, particularly nauseates 
him. Through her character, Esther’s voice comes across 
in strident tones:

Berman turned up his nose at them. He detested 
their long ball gowns which swept along Whitechapel 
Road, and their too-tight jackets, which they wore in 
order to look slimmer. With his expertise he could 
judge the quality of their silver fox furs. Nor could 
he stand the young men with tight shirt cuffs, patent 
leather shoes, yellow suede gloves and thick, rolled 
umbrellas à la the Prince of Wales.

Esther’s final work is her book of short stories Yikhus 
(Ancestry, or as it is known in English: Blitz and other 
stories), which was published in London in 1950. The first 
half of the book comprises stories of the shtetl; the second, 
of Jewish North London during the 1930s and '40s. 

In the London section, she attempts, for the first time, 
to describe non-Jewish characters in greater detail (in the 
novels they appear only as servants or small shopkeepers). 
Several stories have a non-Jew as the primary protagonist, 
although one or two turn out to be assimilated Jews trying 
to ‘pass’ as non-Jews. Although, by this time, Esther herself 
had been far from orthodox, she still expresses scorn for 
Jews who renounce their ancient heritage and culture—
their whole Yiddishkayt—eat bacon and eggs for breakfast 
on Yom Kippur, and engage in other such heresies. Her 
labourer hero, Jim, marries a non-Jewish girl, and his 
colleagues organise an office party to celebrate:

Jim scarcely took part in the celebrations. 
He replied automatically to all the words of 
congratulations. He kept hearing a voice in his head 

‘Although, by this time, Esther 
herself had been far from 
orthodox, she still expresses scorn 
for Jews who renounce their 
ancient heritage and culture’
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saying Jew, goy, Jew, goy. He did not know himself 
what he was anymore. He kept himself aloof, as if 
the party had nothing to do with him.

Esther’s influence on her two younger siblings’ oeuvre 
is profound. She was the first in the family to write fiction, 
and the first to create thinly-disguised autobiography. She 
was also the first to question the strict orthodoxy of her 
parents, and rebel against what she regarded as the unfair 
and untenable strictures of their world. Her first act on 
reaching Antwerp as a married woman was to throw away 
her sheitl (wig) and persuade her husband to shave off his 
beard. On hearing of these atrocities, 
her father-in-law, Gedaliah, cut off 
his financial support, condemning the 
hapless Avrom and his family to a future 
life of poverty and financial struggle. 

Esther’s position as a prototypical 
feminist lies in her rebellion against 
the position of girls in strictly orthodox 
households, and her demand for equal 
education with boys. She also hesitantly 
and delicately explores female sexuality 
and the gendered roles of married men 
and women, as well as the permissibility 
of extra-marital affairs. Indeed, her 
son Morris had an affair with a married 
woman (the daughter of the refugee 
Yiddish writer, A. M. Fuchs); and then, 
after she divorced, Morris married her 
just before their  daughter (Esther’s  only 
still-living descendent) was born, in 1942. This is mirrored, 
then, in Esther’s Der Shaydims’ Tants, in which one of the 
first major cases the rabbi of Krochmalna Street has to 
decide is the question of a married Jewish woman who 
has had an extra-marital affair. 

Later in his distinguished career, long after 
Esther’s death, Isaac Bashevis Singer rather grudgingly 
acknowledged his and his older brother’s literary debt 
to their sister. One of the short stories in his collection, 
Mayn Tatns Beis-din Shtub (In My Father’s Court) is titled 
“My Sister,” and gives a brief glimpse of the young Hinde 
Esther. It is also widely accepted that his story, Yentl der 
Yeshiva Bochur (later filmed as Yentl by Barbra Streisand), 
was based on his sister’s character and aspirations. During 
her lifetime, neither Israel Joshua (who died in 1944), nor 
Isaac Bashevis, both of whom were living the high life in 
New York, showed any sympathy or familial affection for 
the impoverished Esther and her small London family. 
She begged them for help to emigrate to America; they 
both ignored her.

Nor did her journalist son Morris’ decision to marry 
his paramour and move to Paris after the war give Esther 
the continuing affection she so desperately sought. 
Under the pen name Martin Lea (the river Lea flows 
through Hackney), Morris published his only novel, The 
House of Napolitano, a rather gloomy tale of Italians and 
East Enders in a dockside, wholesale business (again, 
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semi-autobiographical like his mother’s works). He was 
ultimately  torn between his obsessive mother and his 
demanding wife, and in the end, Morris (now Maurice 
Carr) fled the country. The Carrs finally resettled in Tel 
Aviv, where Maurice continued to work for The Jerusalem 
Post, and had a famously difficult encounter with his uncle 
Isaac. No love lost there, either.

Morris/Maurice had helped to translate several of 
his mother’s stories into English and also produced the 
first translation of Der Sheydims’ Tants, which he retitled 
Deborah. The translation was produced by mother and 
son soon after the Holocaust and is not entirely faithful to 

the Yiddish original. They had decided 
that complimentary remarks about 
German culture and heavy criticism 
of gentiles were no longer appropriate. 
Soon after Morris’ escape to Paris, 
Esther published Yikhus, after which 
her failing eyesight and poor mental 
health seem to have finally defeated 
her. She published no more.

Hinde Esther Singer Kreitman 
died of heart failure, aged 63, on 13th 
June 1954 at home in Lordship Park, 
Stoke Newington. When she realised 
she was dying, she lay down at the 
foot of the bed with her feet on the 
pillows, “to confuse the demons.” 
She left instructions that she should 
be cremated (absolutely forbidden in 
Jewish law) so that, “the demons who 

had pursued me in life would have no grave in which 
to disturb me.” An unhappy end to a remarkable but 
irredeemably tragic life.

So, was Esther the first Jewish feminist? She certainly 
would not have thought in those terms. The word did not 
exist in Hebrew or Yiddish. Had she lived a generation later, 
Esther might have attended the Beis Yaakov seminary for 
women—established by Sorah Schenirer in Krakow in 1917. 
She certainly sought equality in education, which today’s 
burgeoning, orthodox girls’ school and seminary movement 
helps to address. But Christian girls in 19th century Russia 
did not go to school, either. Like their orthodox Jewish 
neighbours, they were taught domestic skills, which would 
be needed by a housewife and small businesswoman. Only 
the children of the extremely wealthy had private tutors 
and travelled abroad to ‘finish’ their education. Even in 
Britain, almost all children of Esther’s generation—male 
and female—left school at the age of ten. 

She could have become a socialist or a Zionist, but 
neither movement seems to have attracted her long-term 
attention. Like her younger brothers, Esther rejected 
the heimishe, orthodox lifestyle of her parents without 
finding an adequate substitute. Like the artist Moishe 
Shisgall (aka Marc Chagall), none of the Singers could 
ultimately escape the shtetl. They instead spent the rest 
of their lives evoking it in their writing. — JQ

EK at the time of her marriage
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– I –

A sound arrests my blood, then quickens it
 – a pin-prick of memory that sparks a fuse
straight back to the austere blue-black stitching round the edge
      of a white satin High Holy Day Tallith-bag                                1,2                                                                                     
 from my childhood and early teenage years
       – years I’ve tried to disown since as mawkishly mis-spent
                on a treadmill of insincere religious postures, galley-slaving
          under the yoke of relentless rabbinic rules
 – continually shlepping (except when I managed to skive away)                                                                3                                        
in and out of synagogue, choir practice, Hebrew Classes – gruelling timetable
 of duties, prayers, rehearsals, soul-searching and insatiable laws
– imagination hemmed in,
 cowed – prodded like a young beast not yet ripe for slaughter
 to follow, troop, parade, bleat and bray with the hated herd
        – hated for its unquestioning sheep-eyed conformities.

 Half a century on, 
I hear again the solemn strains of Max Bruch’s Kol Nidrei     4                                             
       on the radio, and recall
      the trembling exaltation of my father singing it – believing every word –
his impassioned tenor trills soaring from the heart
 of the pristine Yom Kippur kittel      5,6                                                                                                
  that now beshrouds his bones.

– II –

 . . . I listen afresh in nostalgic awe, won over
by the war-weathered power and beauty of the ancient tune,
      each phrase evoking traces of other sacred songs,
            Nigunim always there – buried alive as starlight                                7                                                                    
in the long-memoried cemetery garden
of Chagall-peopled dreams that waft our spirits back, and on, 
            entwined
in the old music, anthems without end
of wandering Jews
                      – high-hatted, God-shadowed, arguing, gesturing,
      hunted, humiliated – haunted – then again
            elated – dancing with sudden wingflaps
         of baggy sleeves and coat-tail
            or sedately rejoicing in festive ceremonials
                  in Shul, at family tables       8                                                                                                          

            – Though even there prone to distraction
         – minds wandering back and forth through history:
            shared debts and contorted deals and burdens

         
   of ancestors, promises, quarrels
            over savings, properties, guilts –
         the conflicting versions of each story
         – siblings and babies, marriage and breakage . . .

Male Jews in complex alternations
            of tenderness and resentment toward our women,
              as my father was 
           – and I’m the same, or worse.

Poetry by Michael Horovitz 

Opening Sections of Synagogue Music
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Michael Horovitz (OBE) is the youngest of ten children who were 
transplanted from Frankfurt to London in 1937, when he was 3. 
Michael now fronts the William Blake Klezmatrix band, which 
performs, among other things, the Nigunim and songs that filled 
his head from synagogue and Shabbat tables till he left home for 
Oxford in 1954. A pioneer of oral verse, New Departures editor 
and Poetry Olympics torchbearer, he was dubbed a “Popular, 
experienced, experimental, New Jerusalem, Jazz Generation, 
Sensitive Bard” by his friend Allen Ginsberg. His 40 books include 
Wordsounds & Sightlines and A New Waste Land: Timeship Earth 
at Nillennium, which D J Taylor described on choosing it his Book 
of the Year 2007 in The Independent as “A deeply felt clarion-call 
from the radical underground.”

Jewesses doubly burdened, bearing flowers and fruit, needle and thread,
 laundry, baskets, pots, soup – food of all kinds at all times
 – meaty, milky, parve, Matzos, spices – bearing,       9                                                                 
           year after year
                          – a child – another 
                                                                      – and then please God, again a child
 – most glittering of jewels, for God told Abraham, “in thy seed  
shall all the nations of the earth be blessed; because thou hast hearkened
to My voice”        10
             – wherefore, still hearkening, pious wives every morning bless
                        “The Holy one . . .  that hast created me according to Thy will”                                                                       11                          

– whilst men bless the same superhuman – yet immutably male – Lord and master                   
          for not having made them women!                                     12

Glossary and Notes 

1: “High Holy Days” are the Jewish New Year and Day of Atonement (see note 5 below).
2: “Tallith” is the scarf or shawl worn by Jews at prayer (Rabbinical Hebrew Talit from tillel meaning ‘to cover’).
3: “shlepping” – carrying heavy weights, engaged in burdensome toil or chores (German/ Yiddish). 
4: “Max Bruch’s Kol Nidrei”
Bruch (1838-1920) wrote this piece, his Opus 47, when he was working as conductor of the Liverpool Philharmonic Society in the early 
1880s.  He had found friendship amidst the expatriate German and Jewish communities of Merseyside. The idea for the composition 
of Kol Nidrei had come from Jewish friends in Berlin, who provided the two main melodies, one of them being the ancient chant 
traditionally sung on the Eve of Yom Kippur.  
The evening festival itself, its synagogue service, and Bruch’s variations for cello and orchestra are all named after the first two words of 
this opening prayer, Kol Nidrei—literally ‘all vows’.  The piece has been played and recorded often throughout the last 120 years, by Pablo 
Casals et al.
The Kol Nidrei prayer is a request for release from any promises and commitments of the preceding year that cannot be fulfilled, or have 
not been. It was first used by the conversos in Spain in 1492.
5: “Yom Kippur” is the Day of Atonement—the highest holy day in the Jewish Calendar apart from the weekly Sabbath.
6: “kittel”, the German word for ‘smock’ is used here to denote the white overall-gown worn by orthodox Jewish householders for the 
High Holy Day services—the same garment in which they will eventually be buried.
7. “Nigunim” is the Hebrew term for tunes, melodies.
8: “Shul” is Yiddish for synagogue.
9: “parve” is Yiddish for food that’s neither ‘meaty’ nor ‘milky’.
10: “in thy seed . . .”—a quotation from Genesis 22.18.
11: “. . . according to Thy will”—a quotation translated from one of the blessings orthodox female Jews say every morning.
12: “. . . for not having made them women”—translation from one of the blessings orthodox male Jews say every morning.
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b o o k s National Social Movement’s fascist activity, whose 
horrors are increasingly exposed throughout the 
novel. The author’s delineation of Colin Jordan 
and his lieutenant Ralph—set against the fittingly 
depressing locale of Jordan’s dingy Victorian house 
in Hammersmith—is chilling. The members of 
the NSM are treated with authorial detachment, 
coming across as mask-like and lacking an inner 
life, rigidly upholding deference to their idol, 
Hitler, the perverse source of nefarious fellowship. 
Jack’s affectionate relationship with Henry, the 
young son of Ralph, constitutes the only element 
of humanity, and hope, in these baleful scenes. 

While Jordan and Ralph are the architects of 
the NSM, the powerfully menacing character 
of Mickey represents the lowest, bestial form of 
humanity, a man for whom “men twice his size” 
move out of the way, and who beats up a young 
coloured boy because violence is his raison d’être. 
It is upon the brute power of such henchmen that 
Fascism has always depended. The author does 
not fall into the trap of making the NSM members 
entirely inhuman, however. Mickey’s feeling for 
his disabled nephew, whom his family dotes on, 
and Ralph’s gratitude for Jack’s looking out for 
his son, make these characters human, and their 
heinous beliefs all the more poignantly tragic. The 
author shows insight, too, into the kind of social 
disadvantage that fascist leaders prey upon in 
recruitment, offering vulnerable and marginalized 
boys the security of a ‘brotherhood.’

The inner conflict of Jack, who had renounced 
a career at The Times in order to infiltrate the 
NSM, is treated with depth and insight, and as a 
character, his is the most resonant in the novel. 
As he is given increasing trust and responsibility 
by the NSM, he finds himself progressing from 
the relatively innocuous job of distributing NSM 
flyers, to having to commit acts, such as painting 
a swastika in a synagogue. Experienced from the 
view point of Jack, who is kept in the dark about 
his assignments until the point of action, the 
NSM’s actions are redoubled in shock value. A 
feeling of dread is slowly built up in the reader as 
to what lengths the fascists’ murderous hatred 
will take them. 

The reader’s fears reach an apex in one of the 
more powerful scenes of the novel, the clandestine 
NSM Spearhead training camp, where Jack delivers 
tins of weed killer and sees bags of sugar—the 
two ingredients combining to make explosives. 
The secretive, edgy atmosphere at the camp, the 
gleam of long daggers hanging from men’s belts, 
come across as all the more sinister for being 
set in picturesque countryside, which itself feels 
somehow tainted. It is at this point that the psychic 
cost of taking on a ‘false self ’, which has insidiously 
haunted Jack, becomes impossible to tolerate, and 
the ensuing inner battle culminates in a tiny slip of 
his mask, which will prove to be his undoing. It is as 
though Jack’s deepest humanity has baulked and 
rebelled, finally breaking through his painstakingly 
constructed façade. Found out and victim of 
Mickey’s savage reprisal, Jack’s injuries seem in 

J 
o Bloom’s novel begins in 1962, with 
the young Vivien Epstein, a 19 year-
old hairdresser from Manchester, who 
arrives in London following the death of 
her father. She has taken the bold step 
of moving alone to the capital in order 
to seek out Jack Fox, with whom she 
had begun a relationship in Manchester, 
and who seems to have disappeared. 
Her unfruitful search reaches a climax 
when she appears to be faced with 
devastating evidence that her lover is a 

fascist—learned in a dramatic scene set against 
the backdrop of the National Socialist Movement 
rally in Trafalgar Square. 

VVivien is subsequently apprised of the 
infiltration activities conducted both by her 
late father (having belonged to the 43 Group) 
and Jack—facts of which she had been all but 
ignorant, thus establishing her as the epitome 
of naïve innocence. Indeed, Vivien in some 
ways embodies a nostalgic ideal of sweetness in 
womanhood associated with mid-20th century 
archetypes. However, one also has a strong sense 
of her as one of a youthful generation on the 
cusp of a revolutionary decade, with its promise 
of new possibilities and social transformation. 
Vivien is a woman who shows pluck and fortitude, 
establishing herself to find work in an unfamiliar 
city, and not resigning herself to the loss of Jack. 

The novel presents a vivid portrait of 
London in 1962, paying particular attention 
to such evocative period detail as hairstyles, 
dress, and crude British food—egg and chips 
and pies (although, it should be noted, the 
author’s descriptions of Jewish food are far more 
appealing). Seen through Vivien’s eyes, London 
takes on a veil of sunny optimism and novelty, 
and the portrayal of female camaraderie at Barb’s 
hairdressers in Soho is heart-warming. 

Indeed, this heartening picture of ordinary, 
bustling life acts as a foil to the dark seam of the 
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and lacking 
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of nefarious 
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b o o k ssome way to embody the 
psychic devastation he  
had endured.

Bloom does full justice to 
the courage of the East End 
62 Group, which formed in 
response to the NSM rally in 
Trafalgar Square, 1 July 1962. 
Indeed, the novel was inspired 
by the author’s meeting with 
a Jewish anti-Fascist who 
had lived in the East End all 
his life, participating in the 
street battles of the 43 and 62 
Groups. In the novel, the men 
of the 62 Group are shown 
not to shrink from meeting 
violence with violence if 
called to, and they succeed in 
sabotaging the Fascist rallies. 
The steady presence of their 
(fictional) leader, Sid, as well 
as his son Barry, provides the moral bedrock of 
the novel, the antidote and answer to social evil; 
it is this which buoys up enough sanity in Jack for 
him to be able to push past his own limits, and 
ultimately bring the NSM perpetrators to justice. 

In terms of the writing of the novel, the reader 
may feel somewhat jarred by the rather colloquial 
tenor of the narrative and the characters’ dialogue 

‘the homely feel 
of the narrative 
is ultimately 
effective in 
reflecting 
the ordinary 
humanity of 
the characters’

(inner and outer), particularly 
before the introduction 
of Jack’s character. The 
somewhat platitudinous, 
humdrum quality to 
the language is the first 
thing to strike the reader. 
However, the homely feel 
of the narrative is ultimately 
effective in reflecting the 
ordinary humanity of the 
characters, who are built up 
convincingly over the course 
of the novel—so much so  
that one is sorry to leave  
their world. 

The novel is a love story 
too, which, although it at 
times comes across a little 
contrived, is treated with 
sensitivity and increasing 
credibility. Moreover, after 

a somewhat awkward beginning, the narrative 
builds up in pace and suspense, and does indeed 
become a compelling, worthwhile read, as well as a 
fitting homage to the bravery of the 62 Group. — JQ

Natasha Blumenthal is a modern linguist and art 
historian, who teaches at Hampstead School of Art.
DOI:10.1080/0449010X.2015.1010403 © Natasha Blumenthal 2015
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b o o k s to mis-representation of the other. Elizabeth 
Soleyman and Soraya, the protagonists in The 
Luminous Heart of Jonah S. and Scent of Butterflies, 
respectively, are lone Iranian Jewish women 
who are profoundly affected by the forces of 
obsession and revenge—in turn based on the 
power of memory. 

In The Luminous Heart of Jonah S., the 
nameless character “Raphael’s Son” is obsessed 
with exacting revenge on the Soleyman family’s 
members because they perpetually refuse to 
grant him the Soleyman family name. The saga 
traces the course of the powerful Soleyman family 
in Tehran and Los Angeles from the 1950s to 
2014—but this family is tormented for decades, 
initially by Raphael’s Wife, and then by Raphael’s 
Son, who futilely claims to be an heir to the family 
fortune based on his widowed mother’s marriage 
to Raphael Soleyman—albeit a sigheh (temporary 
marriage)—who possessed a “luminous heart.” 
The acts of revenge by Raphael’s Wife cause 
Elizabeth to be orphaned, and later, her husband 
and daughter being killed. 

As Elizabeth’s life is endangered by being 
listed as a Zionist spy during the Islamic 
Revolution, she flees to Los Angeles with her 
remaining daughter. There, she and her family 
struggle to exist while Raphael’s Son becomes 
an unscrupulous and wealthy financier, and in so 
doing, is finally accepted by the successful Iranian 
Jewish community. Yet, this same community 
subsequently becomes deeply divided due to 
Raphael’s Son fraudulent scheme, which has 
bankrupted his investors. His wife discovers him 
murdered in his car, but his body then vanishes.

In Scent of Butterflies, the character Soraya’s 
obsession is inextricably connected to the 
memory and loss of her husband. It is 1999, and 
she flees to Los Angeles from female oppression 
and from her husband Aziz in Tehran, because she 
is devastated by his affair with her married friend, 
Parvaneh—which means Butterfly. Soraya’s 
obsessions focus on her revenge against Parvaneh 
and Aziz, which is manifest through butterflies, 
photography, and the plants in her new home. 
She hunts for desirable men in order to capture 
them in her camera lens and to compile an album 
of them that will provoke Aziz’s jealousy—and 
in her darkroom, she vents her rage by altering 
his photo to create a gothic monster spewing 
blood. Developing a deep knowledge of the 
butterflies and plants (whose detailed descriptions 
I particularly enjoyed), throughout the novel 
she begins to imagine the butterflies as having 
the same qualities as Parvaneh. When Soraya 
discovers the Corpse Plant in her new garden, she 
plots her revenge by deciding to lure Parvaneh to 
Los Angeles in order to poison her with its sap.

Scent of Butterflies reveals the protagonists’ 
complex relationship between their Jewish and 
Iranian identities. While on the plane to Los 
Angeles, Soraya is seated next to a mullah who 
relishes the possibility of a sexual relationship 
with a Jewish woman. She remembers her fear 

B 
oth Gina Nahai and Dora Levy 
Mossanen are exiled Iranian 
Jewish authors whose new novels 
contribute not only to the small canon 
representing the previously unheard 
voices of Iranian Jewish women, but 
also to the growing body of literature 
on Mizrahi identity. Nahai was 
brought up in Tehran and lives in Los 
Angeles, while Mossanen was born 
in Israel but returned to Iran with her 
family at the age of nine. Impelled 

by the 1979 Islamic Revolution, both the Nahai 
and Mossanen families fled from Iran and settled 
in Los Angeles, where approximately 40,000 
Iranian Jews now live. 

While three of Nahai’s previous four novels, and 
two of Mossanen’s, were set mainly in Iran, their 
new novels are primarily set in the exilic space of 
Los Angeles. Having interviewed both authors in 
2009, I recall their observations about life in Iran 
for the Jewish community who were considered 
najes, or impure, by traditional Shi’a Muslims. 
Nahai was always conscious that Jews were 
regarded differently by Muslims, and witnessed 
the mistreatment of Jews, while herself having 
Muslim friends. Similarly, Mossanen remembered 
that Jews always needed to be on guard in Iran, and 
were denied opportunities there; but nonetheless, 
her family helped endangered important Muslims 
at the time of the Islamic Revolution.

The power and inescapability of memory is 
a key dynamic in both texts. As Nahai’s narrator 
expresses it, “You may not be aware of the past 
but it knows where to find you.” Betrayal and 
the refusal to forget are significant motifs linked 

THE 
INVIsIbILITY 
oF EXILE
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Review by Jennifer Langer

The Luminous Heart of 
Jonah S.   
by Gina B. Nahai 
Akashic Books, 2014

Scent of Butterflies 
by Dora Levy Mossanen
Norton, 2014

‘The power and 
inescapability 
of memory is 
a key dynamic 
in both texts. 
As Nahai’s 
narrator 
expresses it, 

“You may not 
be aware of 
the past but it 
knows where to 
find you.”’
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b o o k sof the Morality Police, which 
forces everyone to adhere to 
the Islamic code. Later, about 
to have a sexual encounter with 
the mullah as a means of both 
exposing his hypocrisy and 
tormenting Aziz, she remembers 
1979 and Khomeini’s arrival 
in Tehran, when her father 
declared that it would be the end 
of the Jews in Iran. Despite her 
family’s hatred of the mullahs, 
and their fear of living among 
Muslim fundamentalists without 
the Shah’s support, the family 
remained in Iran, feigning 
adherence to the new rules, 
while an estimated 80,000 Jews 
fled. Recalling all the horrors inflicted on Iran 
and the Jews by the mullahs, Soraya ultimately 
demonstrates her loathing and contempt in her 
abrupt rejection of the mullah. 

One way in which the protagonists mediate 
Iranian cultural memory is through their belief in 
the uncontrollable forces of magic through which 
they enact revenge. The traditional practices 
of Iran are perpetuated in America too, so that 
to varying extents the texts represent magical 
realism. Franco Moretti has argued that the blend 
of the magical and the real in literature is a normal 
state of affairs in some parts of the world, where 
the seemingly fantastic is, in fact, a plausible 
representation of daily events. 
Women, for example, attempt to 
control the environment through 
practising rituals for repelling 
the Evil Eye. Soraya is fearful 
that the Evil Eye has assaulted 
her courtyard in the form of a 
large Peacock butterfly—as the 
four circular designs on its wings 
resemble four depraved eyes to 
hold evil and to annihilate. Rather 
than following the traditional 
ritual, she suffocates, photographs, 
and mounts the butterfly—which 
clearly represents Parvaneh. 
When Soraya tames an owl, her 
Iranian chauffeur warns her that 
they are bad-luck creatures of the 
night. However, following her 
grandmother’s belief that owls are lucky omens for 
Jews, Soraya befriends the owl, which represents 
her grandmother, thus providing Soraya with 
advice. As a result, her grandmother’s absence is 
transformed into a presence of love and devotion. 

In The Luminous Heart of Jonah S., magical 
realism largely causes egregious results. 
Sleepwalking Raphael, with his luminous heart, 
is killed by a silent driverless lorry, and Elizabeth 
emits a repellent salty and humid sea smell 
with her touch, which pollutes water and food. 
Raphael’s Wife’s magic causes Elizabeth’s family 
home to be haunted by ghosts shattering the 

plumbing, flooding the land, and 
roaming the garden. Elizabeth’s 
nightmare blends into reality when 
the house is flooded and her family 
is carried off by the water and 
death. Yet, magic also leads Jonah, 
the son produced by Raphael’s 
Son and his girlfriend, to possess a 
heart that glows in the dark.

Yet, in exile in Los Angeles, the 
protagonists are concerned about 
the erosion of their old beliefs 
and traditions by Western values, 
which is why Soraya is anxious 
about potential non-acceptance by 
Americans and forced compliance 
with American values. While there 
is a strong sense of the Iranian 

Jewish community in Los Angeles in Nahai’s 
novel, by contrast Soraya insists on privacy, being 
mainly confined to her mansion and to the interior 
of her chauffeured car—from which she critically 
observes the Los Angeles cityscape. She asserts 
that she is a foreigner lacking an identity: “The 
hardest part of being an exile, the Iranians would 
soon learn,” Nahai writes, “was the vanishing—not 
of the self, but of its likeness in the eyes of others.”

Therefore, it is only through the memory of 
the Iranian Jewish community that the exiles can 
retrieve a meaningful identity—as the remains 
of themselves are retained in the memories of 
the community. The notion of aabehroo, the 

honour and respect inseparable 
from a man’s family name, is 
represented as continuing to be 
of paramount importance to the 
Iranian Jews. Yet, seemingly, 
existing in obscurity allows the 
exiles to re-imagine and re-
invent themselves, as do Soraya 
and Elizabeth. 

It is notable that both 
texts ultimately mislead the 
reader, and at the end of each, 
having previously identified 
with the perspective of the 
narrative voice, I felt compelled 
to re-examine my previous 
assumptions. Both Nahai 
and Mossanen are excellent 
storytellers who employ 

the device of the narrators’ conviction to 
dramatically delay revelation until almost the 
culmination of their stories. — JQ

Jennifer Langer holds a doctorate from SOAS in 
literature by exiled Iranian Jewish women and is 
a Post-Doctoral Associate of the SOAS Centre for 
Gender Studies. She is founding director of Exiled 
Writers Ink (www.exiledwriters.co.uk), and has edited 
four anthologies of exiled literature including If Salt 
Has Memory: Literature by Contemporary Jewish 
Exiled Writers (Five Leaves 2008).

‘One way in 
which the 
protagonists 
mediate 
Iranian 
cultural 
memory is 
through their 
belief in the 
uncontrollable 
forces of magic 
through which 
they enact 
revenge.’
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b o o k s and sentiment as Judith. She lives and breathes 
her Jewish identity. Everything reminds her 
of something Jewish or something Israeli. A 
corridor reminds her of a Psalm. The name of a 
lecturer reminds her of the vision of Ezekiel. In 
an impressive display of epigenics, “she can hear 
the hoofbeats of the Cossacks as they ride into 
her Grandmother’s shtetl.” She is not EveryJew. 
If anything, she is TotalJew. 

As such, Judith is light-years away from 
the portrait of the average Jewish student 
on a North American campus. Even those 
who are highly knowledgeable and deeply 
connected to Israel, rarely see their identity 
in such mono-cultural ways. Jewish students’ 
identities are similar to their non-Jewish peers’: 
liquid, flowing between cultures, open to 
non-traditional and temporary connections. 
Judith responds to everything—neutral or 
threatening—‘as a Jew’, or ‘as an Israeli’. Most 
Jewish students do not have such a clear and 
informed identity in their guts. This is not 
necessarily a critique of the students. But it is 
a warning to those who would seek to co-opt 
them to Judith’s struggle. They rarely see the 
world as she does.

Furthermore, Judith’s connection to Israel 
is far more intense and mythic than most 
American Jewish students’. Although she makes 
occasional reference to a rich back-story of 
co-existence work and peace activism in Israel, 
we learn less of these experiences, and far more 
of her dream-like illicit sexual escapades with 
a married man, and her mystical vow of fidelity 
to the Land of Israel. “That glowing throbbing 
orange of a vow sat in the centre of her like 
a hot coal she had swallowed, burning and 
transforming her all the way down.” Judith’s 
Israel lives in her soul. 

On the one hand, this strengthens the 
author’s aim of demonstrating that Israel is so 
deep a part of the identity of TotalJew that to 
attack Israel is to attack the Jew. “They want to 
destroy Israel. Which means they want to destroy 
her.” On the other hand, when one’s connection 
to Israel is such a deep incommunicable facet of 
one’s being, it is nigh on impossible to explain 
it to anyone else. Even Judith’s loyal Jewish 
boyfriend cannot “get it.” This tends to leave 
Judith in martyr-like isolation.

In this sense, Judith is more a representative 
of an older Jewish generation, the generation 
that is now keen to fund initiatives to 
connect young Jews with Israel. They too 
find it difficult to communicate how much 
Israel means to them. Yet since this younger 
generation is averse to inheriting their parents’ 
commitments, it is even more unlikely they 
will inherit a ‘feeling’. Fields of Exile does not 
help their case. Judith’s Zionism is out of reach, 
available only to the over-informed and super-
committed, and disdainful of Diasporic exile: 
“Galut—exile—is okay as far as it goes, but 
fundamentally it’s empty at the core.”  

J
udith is having a tough year. Her father 
has just died, and she finds herself 
stuck in Canada trying to finish off an 
MA in social work, instead of returning 
to her beloved Israel. She is a long way 
from the land she’d fallen in love with, 
battling through Canadian weather, 
academia, and boyfriends. 

Although she worked as a left-wing 
peace activist back in Israel, she ends 
up clashing with the philosophical 
shortcomings of a politically correct 

social work department. She shifts from being 
the beloved teacher’s pet to persona non grata 
when she protests the department’s anti-
Zionist assumptions. A particularly virulent 
speaker is invited to a college event, and Judith 
ends up being badly beaten by thugs in the 
crowd. She is left broken emotionally as well as 
physically, convinced that anti-Israel critique 
in her college is a front for antisemitism. The 
book ends with her married to her long-
suffering boyfriend, bringing up a baby in 
Canada, and expecting (perhaps mistakenly) 
to return to Israel soon.

Nora Gold’s Fields of Exile was clearly written 
to deliver a message for us all. The world of 
academia is a breeding ground for anti-Israel 
sentiment that combines left-wing rhetoric, 
Jihadist apologetics, and ancient antisemitism. 
The Jew is the target of this ‘red-green alliance’, 
from which nothing good will come.

It is a familiar message with which the 
Jewish establishment in North America is 
painfully familiar. Significant resources are 
being invested in preparing Jewish students for 
such antisemitic onslaughts. Yet, Fields of Gold 
is not necessarily the most useful of allegories 
for those working in the field. 

Gold’s central character, Judith, is quite 
extraordinary. Although her Hebrew name 
is, literally, “Jewess”, Judith is anything but 
representative of most Jews on the North 
American campus. She is the most well-read, 
informed, and connected Jew I have ever met. I 
have never come across a student so wonderfully 
steeped in Jewish religion, literature, history, 

IN EXILE  
oN CAMPUs
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Review by Robbie Gringras

Fields of Exile   
by Nora Gold
Dundurn, 2014

‘Judith responds 
to everything—
neutral or 
threatening— 

"as a Jew", or  
"as an Israeli". 

Most Jewish 
students do 
not have such 
a clear and 
informed 
identity in  
their guts.’
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b o o k sJust as her main character is 
somewhat hyperbolic, Gold faces her 
with extreme antagonists who are also 
either sexual predators, hypocritical 
traitors, or anti-Israeli racists. While the 
campus can certainly be a tough place 
for an Israel-lover, it is not always the 
Hammer House of Horrors. 

If Gold’s intention is to teach 
us to trust no one, and to regard all 
exaggerated criticism of Israel as the 
precursor to genocide, then she does 
Jewish students a disservice. Most 
experts would agree with Gold’s thesis 
that antisemitism lies behind some of 
the more extreme anti-Israel activity. 
But the same experts will point to 
the fact that many people involved 
in such activities are not necessarily 
motivated by antisemitism, and can be 
drawn away from the extremes through 
honest dialogue. 

Yet Gold does not see the possibility 
of dialogue. Not even between Judith 
and her fellow Jewish students. Her 
Jewish friend Aliza expresses disgust at 
Palestinian terrorism too vehemently, 
and Judith distances herself: “She 
feels what I feel, but not exactly.” This 
character, a potential ally, is removed 
from the plot soon thereafter. The other 
Jewish student on Judith’s course is 
painted carefully and precisely as more 
extreme than Abu Mazen, insisting 
on the evacuation not just of the West 
Bank, but all of the State of Israel. 
Unable to form alliances, incapable of 
explaining herself or of compromise, 
her end is in tragic defeat, with her 
rejectionist boyfriend Bobby vindicated 
and ready to pick up the pieces of his 
broken lover.

This is not to say that Fields of Gold 
does not address a real philosophical 
problem. As Gold’s characters 
demonstrate, in an intellectual world 
where particularism is ethical only 
for the weak, where patriotism is only 
legitimate for the stateless, and where 
Nazism is the corollary of nationalism, 
so a successful yet flawed national 
liberation movement—of the Jews!—is 
bound to be a target. Yet in Fields of 
Exile, Gold’s characters end up as 
opaque representatives of different 
sides of an over-weighted argument, 
rather than full, complex, and evolving 
human beings. — JQ

Robbie Gringras is a British-born Israeli 
writer, performer, and educator, working as 
Creative Director for Makom—the Israel 
Education Lab of the Jewish Agency for Israel.

‘While the 
campus can 
certainly be a 
tough place for 
an Israel-lover, 
it is not always 
the Hammer 
House of 
Horrors.’
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b o o k s THE JQ-WINGATE PRIZE 2015
bo

ok
s

Diary of 
the Fall   
by Michael Laub 
Translated by 
Margaret Jull Costa 
Sceptre, 2014

Netanya   
by Dror Burstein 
Translated by 
Todd Hasak-Lowy 
Dalkey Archive Press 2013

Remains 
of Love    
by Zeruya Shalev 
Translated by 
Philip Simpson 
Bloomsbury 2014

Hanns and 
Rudolf 
by Thomas Harding 
William Heinemann 
Ltd 2013

Jews in Poland 
and Russia    
by Antony Polonsky 
Littman Library 
of Jewish 
Civilization 2012

Chasing 
the King of 
Hearts 
by Hanna Krall
Translated by 
Philip Boehm 
Peirene Press 2013

Little Failure   
by Gary 
Shteyngart
Random House 2014

The JQ-Wingate Literary Prize is awarded annually to the best book – fiction or non-fiction - to translate 
the idea of Jewishness to the general reader.  The winner of the 2015 prize will be announced at the award 
ceremony at 7:30pm on Wednesday 4th March 2015 at JW3 London. The judges, Devorah Baum, Eva Hoffman, 
Gabriel Josipovici and George Szirtes selected the shortlist from over seventy entries, (a fifth more than 2014): 
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The judges of the JQ-Wingate Prize reflect on this 
year’s prize:

On the prominence of history and memoire on this 
year’s shortlist

Eva Hoffman: In one sense, the strength 
of history and memoir among the Wingate 
submissions is not very surprising – given that, 
in the last few years, these have been dominant 
genres in the wider publishing world as well. At 
the same time, perhaps one can speculate that in 
Jewish historiography, after a period of necessary 
preoccupation with the Holocaust, there has been 
a turn to thinking about the vast history of Jewish 
life before that – as illustrated in two impressive 
works of panoramic history on this year’s longlist:  
The Story of the Jews, by Simon Schama; and 
Jews in Poland and Russia by Antony Polonsky.   
As for memoir, it is a great genre for exploring 
idiosyncratic experiences and non-mainstream 
identities.  One needn’t say more than that!

Devorah Baum: ‘The Selfie is in’, someone 
said to me recently, and that does seem to have 
something to do with contemporary lives lived 
increasingly online in perpetual acts of self-
curation, not to mention the colonisation of other 
media, and TV especially, by the ‘reality’ industry.  
Finding the real outside of mediated ‘reality’ and 
finding the self outside of the Selfie has perhaps 
become such a major preoccupation at a time when 
we seem to be more than ever at risk of losing both, 
and the huge international success of Karl Ove 
Knausgaard’s multi-volumed memoir minutely 
describing his own life in all of its banality seems a 
testament to this.  Jewish life-writing is a very well 
established genre and a genre that strikes me as 
particularly well suited to the inherently dramatic 
aspects of the kind of diasporic lives that more and 
more of the world’s population are now facing. 

George Szirtes: The past is forever 
disappearing and we are constantly having to 
reinterpret and reinvent it. The great memory 
event – the Holocaust – is at the stage when its 
documentary claims are mostly established and 
its direct witnesses dead, but its hold on fiction is 
still uncertain and occasionally questionable. The 
struggle is between memory and form. History is 
different – a personal distance is assumed so it is 
always up for grabs, always liable to correction.

On being surprised by particular entries

Eva Hoffman: To open a new book is almost 
always to enter an unexpected imaginative world. 
Perhaps, though, I can single out Hanns and Rudolf 
by Thomas Harding, as a book which remained 
surprising throughout — both for its form, which 
compellingly interweaves biographies of two 
protagonists located on starkly opposing sides of 
history; and for its insights into the mind of a Nazi 
perpetrator which, in their very fascination, were 
among the most disturbing I’ve come across in the 
literature of the Holocaust.

Devorah Baum: I was surprised at how 
many entries surprised me.  There was some 
wonderfully inventive writing by young writers in 
fiction and poetry.  I was struck for instance by the 
most brilliant novel, Diary of the Fall, by a young 
Brazilian writer I had never previously heard of, 
Michel Laub (it’s his first work to be translated 
into English but I expect there will be more), while 
the witty but serious Israeli writer Dror Burstein, 
author of Netanya, has taken the Israeli novel in 
surprising new directions, making what we think 
of as a significant departure for Israeli literature, 
and I was thrilled by the freshness and daring of 
an astonishingly gifted young American poet, 
Eryn Green, whose poetry collection Eruv won me 
over completely.  And I guess the surprise of Gary 
Shteyngart’s memoir, Little Failure, was that it 
didn’t fail at all – Little Failure is a big success and 
hilarious from beginning to end.

Gabriel Josipovici: Dror Burstein’s Netanya: A 
surprise and a joy to find an Israeli novel which is 
light, airy, eccentric and serious at the same time, 
and which does not take itself too seriously.

George Szirtes: Netanya by Dror Burstein 
delighted me in many respects. Its apparent 
ambling and its cosmic obsessions kept opening 
doors and perspectives.

On the role of the JQ-Wingate Prize

Eva Hoffman: Clearly, on one level, the role 
of the Wingate Prize is communal — to focus on 
worthwhile books which foreground questions 
of  ‘Jewishness,’ and may be of particular interest 
to Jewish readers. But given that Jewish writing is 
by its nature widely international; given that the 
prize includes books on Jewish themes, but not 
necessarily by Jewish authors; and given that such 
themes are often of urgent concern to non-Jewish 
readers as well, the Wingate surely has a broader 
brief and reach.  More simply – but just as centrally 
— the role of this literary prize is to bring attention to 
some very good books, which might otherwise not 
get the exposure – or the readers – they deserve.  

Devorah Baum: As I understand it, the role of 
the prize is to bring Jewishness, whatever that may be 
(and part of the fun of judging the prize lies precisely 
in debating that endlessly controversial question), to 
the general reader.  Part of the brilliance of the prize 
is that it refuses to settle on any one definition of 
Jewishness and the books each year are in themselves 
capable of expanding what this unfailingly diffuse 
term can come to include and mean.  

Gabriel Josipovici: Everyone has their own 
view of what the Prize should be, but I am sure all 
would agree that it seeks to bring to the notice of 
the public the best writing, in whatever field, either 
by Jewish writers or that in some way illuminates 
Jewish experience, past and present.

George Szirtes: My personal assumption is 
that the books entered have some bearing on 
specifically Jewish life. Half the problem is working 
out how far that life extends. — JQ
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b o o k s 40 pounds when he was liberated) David 
Rozenberg’s road from Auschwitz took him 
to Sweden. Travelling along the railway line 
carrying nothing more than a small suitcase, 
he made frequent brief stops at various 
stations along the way, looking for a place 
he might call home—looking, in short, for 
somewhere that would be his final stop on 
the road from Auschwitz. He finally settled 
on Södertälje, a small town close to Sweden’s 
east coast, which is referred to throughout 
the book as the Place. Situated on the banks 
of Lake Mälaren, in close proximity to dense 
pine forests, and boasting ample employment 
opportunities, the Place seemed like paradise, 
as good a ‘Place’ as any to start rebuilding a 
shattered life.  

Or, as it turned out, two shattered lives.  
Having last seen each other on the ramp at 
Auschwitz in 1944, David Rozenberg and 
Halinka Staw had sought one another after the 
war. When Halinka joined David in Sweden 
in 1946, the pair embarked on 'The Project'. 
The Project was, in essence, their attempt to 
put their horrific past behind them and re-
assimilate into society. This involved marriage, 
settling into the Place, and the arrival of the 
‘Child’, who, the author notes, “quickly binds 
them to the Place [and] who happens to be 
me.” Names were a big part of the Project: 
wishing to avoid being marked as Jews, the z in 
the family’s surname was renounced in favour 
of an s, while the Child was given a Swedish 
name as opposed to a traditional Jewish one. 
Fitting in, they believed, would be key to the 
success of the Project.

The signs were promising at first. The 
Place was welcoming, the Child was happy 
and settled, the future of the Project seemed 
bright. But as months and then years passed, 
David began to have doubts about his choice 
of Place, where horizons were limited and 
steadfastly refused to ‘open up’ for him. 
The Place was, as it turned out, too small 
to accommodate his hopes and ambitions. 
Perhaps most crucially, it offered little in the 
way of protection against the shadows that had 
doggedly followed him since he first embarked 
on his chosen road from Auschwitz. And 
when those shadows finally caught up with 
their prey, the Place that had once seemed 
like paradise became a certain kind of hell—a 
much different hell than the hell of Auschwitz, 
but a hell all the same. 

In this book, which is translated from 
the original Swedish, Gören Rosenberg 
embarks, both literally and figuratively, on 
a pilgrimage to the past. As he attempts to 
re-trace his father’s journey on the road from 
Auschwitz, he finds he must also return to his 
own childhood years and submit his early life 
to a reappraisal. A Brief Stop on the Road from 
Auschwitz is also, one senses, an exercise in 
confronting his own role in the Project and 

G
ören Rosenberg is preoccupied 
with roads. No, the roads that 
interest him are those that led from 
what he calls the "archipelago" 
of Nazi concentration and slave 
labour camps at the end of the 
Second World War, and from 
the Auschwitz-Birkenau camp 
in particular. The direction is 
important. While much has been 
written about the experiences of 
the millions of Jews transported 

to the camps, considerably less attention 
has been paid to the post-war experiences of 
those lucky few who survived long enough to 
be emancipated—those, in order words, who 
found themselves embarking on the road from 
Auschwitz. “I seize every opportunity to ask 
about the road from Auschwitz,” Rosenberg 
admits, “since every road from Auschwitz is an 
individual miracle. The road from Auschwitz 
follows the most shifting routes, veers off to 
unpredictable destinations, and comes through 
the most unexpected places. Those who are on 
the road from Auschwitz are all exceptions, just 
as every road from Auschwitz is an exception.”

Rosenberg’s parents, David and Halinka, 
were two of these rare, miraculous exceptions. 
The pair were neighbours in the infamous 
Jewish ghetto in the Polish town of Łódź, 
where they spent their formative teenage 
years. When the ghetto was ‘liquidated’ in 
August 1944, both were crammed into the 
same cattle car and transported by rail to 
Auschwitz. Both survived the selection process 
on the camp’s infamous arrival ramp.  Both 
witnessed most of their respective families, 
those who failed the same selection process, 
disappear into the ‘showers’, never to be 
seen again.  Not long after their arrival in 
Auschwitz, both were deemed fit enough to 
be transferred to different slave labour camps, 
which were set up to feed Nazi Germany’s 
voracious war machine. Given the average life 
expectancy in Auschwitz was less than three 
months, both were, rather ironically, saved by 
this slave labour. Rare, miraculous exceptions.

At the end of the war, and following a 
necessary period of recuperation (he weighed 
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b o o k shis lack of awareness of 
its impending demise. 
Addressing his father 
directly, something he 
does frequently in the 
book, Rosenberg asks 
plaintively, “Doesn’t 
anyone notice how ill you 
are?” before adding, quite 
simply, “I don’t.”

Quiet rage is 
everywhere in this book; 
Rosenberg’s writing is 
infused with it. On almost 
every page, simmering just 
below the surface, there 
is a barely-contained fury 
directed, not only at the 
murderous Nazi regime, 
but also at the post-Nazi 
German bureaucrats who 
deemed David Rosenberg 
insufficiently damaged by 
his experiences to warrant 
payment of reparations 
(“Perhaps,” he confides 
to his father, “you thought 
Auschwitz, Wöbbelin and 
the liquidation of your 
world would be enough?”). 
There is anger also at those 
who blithely carried on 
with their lives as atrocities 
were committed in their 
very midst—those people, 
in other words, who turned 
a convenient blind eye.  
There is anger directed 
at Rosenberg’s native 
Sweden, and in particular at the Place that, 
for all its promises of a bright new tomorrow, 
ultimately failed to deliver it. There is another 
kind of anger in evidence as well: a reproachful 
inner anger, focused on Rosenberg’s younger 
self, for his failure to notice, his failure to 
understand. And then, finally, there is a 
resentment of the world at large, for its 
inability to bridge the unbridgeable gap of 
understanding between “those who know  
and those who don’t,” for failing to decipher 
the “confusion of language [that] doesn’t 
reside in language.”  

Moving in tandem with his smouldering rage is 
a Herculean struggle to conquer the inadequacies 
of memory, both individual and collective. Being 
nothing more than a collection of impressions, 
glimpses, evocations and perceptions, 
remembrance is a wholly fallible and faithless 
thing. None of us can truly trust our recollections: 
the further we move away in time and space 
from a specific event, the greater the chance that 
the details of the event will disappear through 
the cracks of memory’s weakening structure, or 
become confused with other, unrelated events. 

‘Quiet rage is 
everywhere 
in this book; 
Rosenberg’s 
writing is 
infused with it. 
On almost every 
page, simmering 
just below the 
surface, there 
is a barely-
contained fury ’

Rosenberg is painfully reminded of this every 
time he has to consult contemporary newspaper 
reports, or the testimony of others, to fill in the 
gaps in his own memory. 

This book can be seen as many things: a 
love letter to a lost father, an apology, a plea 
for forgiveness, an attempt to rehabilitate 
a tainted reputation. But most of all, it’s an 
ode to remembrance, a written record of 
the experience of one man’s exceptional 
journey on the road from Auschwitz. There 
will come a time, very soon, when written 
records will be all we have left to remind 
us of humankind’s ability to commit acts of 
such unqualified evil as the Holocaust. For 
this very reason, books like A Brief Stop on 
the Road from Auschwitz are vital if we are to 
prevent a collective slide towards oblivion. 
Lest we forget, lest we forget. — JQ

Sinéad Fitzgibbon is an author and critic.  
Several of her titles have been published by 
HarperPress as part of their bestselling History  
In An Hour series.
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2015.1010406 © Sinead Fitzgibbon 2015
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b o o k s influenced by her status as a social outsider for 
whom “un-belonging was her strength.” This 
is combined later in the chapter with a nuanced 
reading of Luxemburg’s romantic experiences, 
which combine to form what Rose dubs a 
“counter-erotics of revolution.” The personal 
and the political, so often separated by those 
researching Luxemburg’s life, are skilfully 
merged together by Rose.

The next two chapters in this opening section 
focus on the painter Charlotte Salomon and the 
film icon Marilyn Monroe. The Salomon section 
consists mainly of an extended comparative 
interpretation of Salomon’s masterpiece Life? 
Or Theatre? with psychoanalyst Marion Milner’s 
On Not Being Able to Paint, published 7 years 
after Salomon’s death in Auschwitz. The section 
on Monroe, in comparison, is more strident, 
offering an eloquent analysis of the intelligence 
and class awareness that Monroe’s glamour often 
cast into the shadows.

The middle section of Rose’s text, which 
analyses so-called honour killings, is an 
important document in its own right. While 
other sections of Women in Dark Times (most 
notably the chapter on Rosa Luxemburg) 
incorporate contemporary political events into 
their historical biographies, the importance 
of a complex, intersectional feminism is 
foregrounded in this section in innovative 
ways. Rose describes honour as “a pathology 
of modernity” that demands a wariness over 
the racialized misuses of feminist ideas. This 
enables a more complex analysis of community 
relations, one in which notions of psychoanalytic 
inscrutability combine with a strident social 
critique of contemporary Britain.

The final three chapters of Women in Dark 
Times discuss three contemporary artists—
Esther Shalev-Gerz, Yael Bartana and Thérèse 
Oulton—whose work, Rose argues, reflects and 
expands themes that previous analyses have 
brought to light. The immigration-oriented art of 
Shalev-Gerz, for example, is shown to be a form 
of reckoning with history, exemplifying what the 
artist herself characterises as “a certain kind of 
lostness” to create what Rose describes as “a new 
form of knowledge.” Yael Bartana is shown to 
explore similar territory—a sense of post-utopian 
and counter-historical playfulness on the subject 
of Israel that doesn’t shirk awkward questions. 
Given the gendered scope of Rose’s book, it is 
perhaps forgivable that she does not compare 
Bartana’s ideas with the thematically similar 
work of R.B. Kitaj or Philip Roth.

The chapter on Oulton re-emphasises the 
“radically unknowable” psychoanalytic notion 
of creativity, lauding the artist’s combination of 
visible craft and visible vulnerability. It paves the 
way for Rose’s concluding request for a feminism 
that “has the courage of its contradictions,” that 
will not attempt to “paint over the dark” but will 
“look it full in the face.” It’s an eloquent conclusion 
to a powerful book—one which is no less powerful 

F 
eminism has come a long way. Until 
relatively recently, it would be difficult 
to find many articles in mainstream 
newspapers that broached the 
subject—yet, last year, a minor furore 
arose when David Cameron refused 
to join his rival political leaders in 
wearing a t-shirt bearing the slogan 
“this is what a feminist looks like.” 

It’s hard to imagine a scholar of 
Jacqueline Rose’s stature wearing the 
t-shirt either, although she would have 

a significantly better claim on its slogan than 
either Nick Clegg or Ed Miliband. Women in 
Dark Times  follows a long-established trajectory 
within her work, questioning assumptions and 
reframing debates from an explicitly feminist 
perspective. The book takes the form of a series 
of biographical analyses of notable women.

Women in Dark Times suggests not just that 
the personal is political, but that the personal and 
political are in inseparably intertwined. Rose’s 
central argument—and the opening line of her 
book—is as simple as it is provocative: “[I]t is time 
to return to what feminism has to tell us.” She thus 
argues for a “scandalous feminism,” one in which 
complexity is privileged over easy assumptions. 

Rose’s text is intersectional in the best sense 
of the word, combining many approaches— 
including, but not limited to, concerns over 
gender, race, Jewish identity and politics. Linking 
all of these together is psychoanalysis, whose 
revelations allow for the demystifying and 
revisionist readings at the core of the book. As 
Rose argues about her subjects, “Their reckoning 
with the unconscious is an inherent part of, 
rather than an obstacle to, their acutest vision.”

This is immediately obvious in the opening 
chapter, which focuses on the revolutionary 
figurehead Rosa Luxemburg. Rose describes how 
Luxemburg’s political imagination was strongly 
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b o o k sfor the ambition of its scope 
and its playful attitude towards 
thematic consistency.

Similar in its intentions, 
John Launer’s excellent Sex 
Versus Survival, a biography 
of the psychoanalyst Sabina 
Spielrein, similarly offers a 
timely reconsideration of an 
important woman whose life 
story has often been simplified. 
As Launer is well aware, many 
readers will know of Spielrein 
mostly through Keira Knightley’s 
portrayal of her in David 
Cronenberg’s entertaining 
(if problematic) 2011 film A 
Dangerous Method. Although 
Launer seldom discusses the 
film, it soon comes to stand 
for the antithesis of his own 
project—a text that is extensively 
researched and unafraid to 
question prevalent attitudes.

Launer argues that, with the 
release of A Dangerous Method, 
Spielrein “became famous for the 
first time—albeit in a Hollywood 
version.” Given the nature of her 
life story, it’s surprising that it 
took so long. Spielrein, daughter 
of a moderately wealthy Russian 
Jewish household, endures 
abuse from her father as a child, 
events that will greatly affect 
her subsequently. Taken to the 
Burghölzli clinic in Zürich at age 
19 after suffering a breakdown, she recuperates 
under the care of a medical staff that includes Carl 
Jung, then a young and ambitious researcher. 

As Launer describes in impressive detail, her 
life story after this event was both deeply unusual 
and reflective of the zeitgeist. Spielrein is shown 
having an affair with Jung, enduring a painful 
breakup, completing medical school, meeting 
Freud—and then unexpectedly getting married 
and giving birth to a daughter. She writes a vast 
array of innovative psychoanalytic material, 
moving around Europe before settling back in 
Russia, where she is gradually forced out of the 
academic mainstream. She then moves back to her 
hometown, where she is killed by the SS in 1942.

Sex Versus Survival draws upon a huge array 
of archival material that was inaccessible to 
Spielrein’s previous biographers. As Launer 
acknowledges, there are still many aspects of 
Spielrein’s life (most notably her experiences 
after returning to Russia later in her life) that lack 
substantial historical evidence. Nonetheless, the 
additional material found in the book allows for its 
reframing of established areas of debate regarding 
Spielrein’s legacy. Rather than being seen as an 
intermediary mostly interesting for her role in 
the history of Freud and Jung’s disagreements, 

Launer argues for Spielrein 
being “among the most original 
thinkers of the twentieth 
century.” 

Launer devotes several 
sections in his text to discussions 
of Spielrein’s scholarly works, 
arguing that these should be seen 
not as a contribution to more 
familiar ideas (Freud’s “death 
drive”, Jung’s “Anima”) but as a 
conciliatory gesture that aimed 
to unite increasingly disputatious 
strands of psychoanalytic 
thought under the umbrella of a 
Darwinian, biologically-oriented 
approach. Launer argues, “she 
had brought all the three main 
psychoanalytic approaches 
within a single framework… [but] 
none of the three men, including 
the man she was writing to 
[Jung], was interested.”

Perhaps the most surprising 
aspect of the book for those 
initially familiar with the 
“Hollywood” version of 
Spielrein’s life and work is the 
role of Carl Jung (whom she 
refers to as “my Junga” in her 
diary). In A Dangerous Method, 
he comes across as a sexually 
conventional man facing a 
crisis of morality; in Sex Versus 
Survival, he comes across (at 
best) as a philandering cad. 
There is certainly enough 

evidence in the text to suggest that Spielrein’s 
struggle for acceptance had its roots in both Jung’s 
callousness and Freud’s dogmatism. 

Implicit throughout Launer’s book is the 
notion of Sabina herself as a Jewish woman 
negotiating non-Jewish spaces—although this 
could have been foregrounded more effectively. 
This is not necessarily the author’s fault; as 
Launer ruefully notes, the largely undescribed 
relationship between secular Spielrein and her 
on-again-off-gain observant Jewish partner Pavel 
is as fascinating as it is difficult to research. Such 
gaps are compounded by a tendency towards 
speculative suggestion, which does a slight 
disservice to the rigor of Launer’s research.

Launer’s project thus implicitly uses 
feminist strategies to explore a psychoanalytic 
project, in a parallel manner to the way Rose 
uses psychoanalytic strategies to explore a 
feminist project. In both cases, the resultant text 
demonstrates the value of scholarly reappraisals 
of cultural figureheads. — JQ

Mike Witcombe is a researcher at the University of 
Southampton, studying contemporary Jewish fiction 
from a psychoanalytic and feminist perspective.
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b o o k s In 1949, she won an exhibition to Newnham 
College, Cambridge, and encountered there “an 
enchanted city.” It was to be the beginning of a life 
very different from that of her parents.

In Cambridge, she found—both then and 
later, when in 1956 she returned to the city as 
a married woman—a milieu in which she met 
writers from many parts of the world, whose 
work and encouragement supported her early 
efforts in poetry. With this sustenance, she 
flourished, and began to publish: first poetry, 
then fiction. She became interested in Russian 
writers, particularly Marina Tsvetaeva and 
Anna Akhmatova, whose work she translated, 
and whose lives she chronicled. She wrote plays 
for radio and the stage. Even though Feinstein 
experienced much success in her life, it was 
also a journey rife with pain and difficulty, her 
account of which will surely speak to women of 
her generation and later, who have struggled to 
balance marriage, family, and career.

In the 1960s, Margaret Drabble (a friend of 
Feinstein’s) had said that women had to accept the 
impossibility of success in more than two of these 
three pillars. Feinstein may be the exception, but 
if so, it came with a cost. Her husband, Arnold 
Feinstein, would become a distinguished chemist 
and immunologist, but he brought with him a 
“fractured inner world.” Feinstein had to work 
hard to support his early career, and it was a 
difficult marriage. Soon, there were three sons 
to demand her attention, while she was drawn 
increasingly into an exhilarating environment of 
writing, editing, meeting poets from continental 
Europe and the United States, and teaching. 

Feinstein felt herself “at the edge of the 
English literary world,” which she believed to be 
“an appropriate, even an honourable position for a 
poet.” But even if she was outside the mainstream, 
Feinstein was still able to forge connections 
with many of the most striking and influential 
poets of the 1960s, including Allen Ginsberg, 
Charles Olson, Ted Hughes, Thom Gunn, Denise 
Levertov, and Yehuda Amichai. As her poetry 
came to occupy so much of her emotional life, 
she felt she could not blame her husband for 
resenting his own position on the periphery of this 
energising territory. Even with domestic help and 
childcare, there were conflicting demands and 
continual pressures. And it seems that throughout 
Feinstein’s career, Arnold did not take—or did not 
want to take—her writing seriously.

Like her poetry, Feinstein’s memoir is lucid, 
intimate and honest. It communicates a life of 
almost relentless tension, but also of privilege 
earned through commitment and an openness 
to diverse creative energies. Even so, she 
acknowledges that at times, “I was leading a 
very selfish life,” adding that such selfishness, 
undermining a role as a supportive partner, is 
“more traditional in men.”

At the same time as Feinstein was beginning 
to find a place in a Cambridge literary milieu, 
Anthony Rudolf arrived at the university as 

E 
laine Feinstein’s It Goes with the 
Territory and Anthony Rudolf ’s Silent 
Conversations are two very different 
books about literary lives, although 
they cover some of the same ground 
and feature some of the same people.  

It Goes with the Territory is a crisp, 
clear account of a girl growing up in 
Leicester’s Jewish community, finding 
her literary voice in Cambridge, and 
going on to write poetry, fiction, plays, 
biography, and to translate the works of 

others. Silent Conversations is less about a reader’s 
life than a life in reading. It is a narrative about 
books and the people who write them. Rudolf 
charts the place of the written word in his life, only 
tangentially revealing how that life has been lived.

These are lives with “foreign roots”—which 
also happens to be the title of Feinstein’s opening 
chapter—roots, it should be added, that have 
been profoundly influential. Born in 1930, 
Feinstein grew up as Elaine Cooklin, with all 
four grandparents from Odessa. The family was 
not particularly observant, but the young Elaine 
heard Yiddish and Hebrew, and became familiar 
with traditional rituals and food. Her father was a 
woodworker who ran a factory that experienced 
erratic success. The Leicester community was 
a fairly protected environment in which to grow 
up, but inevitably, events in Europe, as well as 
antisemitism at home, shaped her sensibility. 
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an undergraduate. For him, Cambridge was 
not an enchanted city. He was unhappy and 
unproductive as a student, and it was some 
years before he found his métier as translator 
and facilitator of poetry, roles which he has 
performed with distinction and influence. Silent 
Conversations—the title taken from a comment 
by Walter Savage Landor, “What is reading but 
silent conversation?”—is a reader’s stream of 
consciousness, tacking between the physical 
book to the words on the page to the writers who 
created the words, and following a dazzling range 
of bookish conjunctions. 

The books discussed in Silent Conversations 
have been collected over many decades: required 
reading as a student, books carefully selected and 
serendipitous acquisitions, gifts from writers and 
friends, books which mark moments of particular 
personal or intellectual significance. They range 
through poetry, philosophy, psychology, biography 
and memoir, art and music—but not much fiction 
or history. Running as a counterpoint throughout 
Silent Conversations is Rudolf ’s love of 19th and 
20th-century French poetry. Russia and Central 
and Eastern Europe are also present, although 
southern Europe less so. American poets make 
many entrances as well, both as characters in the 
memoire and through their works on the page. 

I read most of Silent Conversations in the 
Scottish Highlands, which reinforced my sense 
of a literary landscape rather different from my 
own—although there are ways in which Rudolf 
and I coincide. We were both at Cambridge in 
the 1960s and have mutual friends, but more 
importantly, we share the need to read. While 
my reading coming-of-age was rooted in 19th-
century novels—Austen, Scott, Dickens, the 
Brontës, Eliot, Hardy, Stevenson, Conrad—these 
stalwarts of British fiction are largely absent 
from Rudolf ’s more contemporary and more 
European canon. It’s a long book and it’s unlikely 
that any single reader will share all Rudolf ’s 
enthusiasms, but the sheer intellectual energy of 
his writing is compelling. 

Underpinning the book, and less muted than 
in Feinstein’s memoir, is the presence of Rudolf ’s 
Jewish heritage, and the shadow of the Shoah. 
He has “a shelf of books about the conflict in the 
Middle East,” which is, he notes, beginning to 
obsess him. “If you are going to obsess, obsess 
on the basis of knowledge.” But just as important 
is his exploration, implicit as well as explicit, of 
the Jew as the ultimate European, transcending 
borders and therefore doubly suspect. As I write 
this, in the middle of January following the 
terrible events in Paris, the transcendence of 
both comfortable and uncomfortable definitions 
requires even more urgent attention.

What fascinates about Silent Conversations is 
that for Rudolf, reading is not in itself enough. He 
needs also to follow through, to make connections, 
to translate in the broadest sense of the word, to 
interpret, to juxtapose, with numerous asides that 
are often entertaining and provocative. This is the 
book’s strength, but it can also irritate. It makes for 
a skittish, parenthetical style, with the effort to pull 
together the personal, the political and the poetic, 
often resulting in long and complex sentences. 
You’ll need a dictionary, and in spite of his heart-
felt “thank heavens for indexes,” there ironically 
isn’t one to be had in his book. 

Both books are England-centred, specifically 
anchored in London and Cambridge, yet they 
reach far beyond, extending literary horizons, 
sending the reader to re-visit the familiar 
and to seek out the undiscovered. They both 
communicate an intensity of literary experience 
and both explore, in different ways, the 
contradictions and tensions inherent in literary 
lives. If they have a shared message, it is that 
without the contradictions, the richness, and value 
of literature, much would be diminished. — JQ

Jenni Calder has published widely on literary and 
historical subjects, and writes fiction and poetry 
as Jenni Daiches. Her latest book is Forgive 
(Luath Press).

‘for Rudolf, 
reading is not 
in itself enough. 
He needs also to 
follow through, 
to make 
connections, to 
translate in the 
broadest sense 
of the word, to 
interpret, to 
juxtapose, with 
numerous asides 
that are often 
entertaining 
and provocative’
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b o o k s minute. In Fishing On The Pole Star, we find Pines’ 
family discussing the ethics of killing fish, his wife 
dreaming that she is one—reliving how it feels to 
be gaffed, hauled into a boat, flopped on her side 
and gasping for air; the poet recalling the moment 
when a father yellow tail, in an attempt to protect 
his “wife and kids,” turns to face him, “gills puffed 
out / his helpless fearlessness / against my spear.” 
There is an uneasy identification with the victim 
here. It doesn’t stop him, but he cannot do it with 
the unselfconscious perfect entitlement of an old 
world “huntin, shootin, fishin” type. Granted, 
the Old Testament gives man dominion over the 
fish of the sea, but killing animals for sport raises 
questions. These poems, set in the Bahamas, are 
themselves fish swimming in the white ocean of 
the book’s pages. The long thin island of Eleuthera 
is also represented in the concrete structure of the 
opening poem—although the effect is diminished 
by it being spread over two pages. But this is a 
beautiful book, enhanced by stunning collage 
illustrations from the artist Wayne Atherton. 

Dan Burt’s confessional poetry collection, We 
Look Like This, and his expanded prose memoir, 
You Think It Strange, suggest his father Joe’s 
love affair with the sea was an escape. It was a 
place where there were “No Jews remembering 
pogroms, no hit men, no bullies.” Burt himself 
grew up to be a lawyer with a passion for literature, 
and he fell in love with England, “precious stone 
set in the silver sea,” where he now resides. 
He too needed to get away from Philadelphia’s 
Tenderloin district. His poem “Ishmael” says it 
all: “Roots cankered past disinfection / I gave my 
back to home and nation.” Memoirs and poems 
are works of art, rhetorical devices. These are 
picaresques. One shouldn’t fall into the error of 
assuming them to be unimpeachable evidence. 
But Joe Burt does not emerge well in his son’s 
writing. He is an abusive father, paranoid, 
belligerent—a semi-professional boxer, a butcher 
(far from kosher) who “cleaves pork chops from 
loins like they were Cossack heads,” who cheats 
his customers and his wife, bullies his family 
and exploits his children. Burt’s forefathers on 
his mother’s side, Italian gangsters, are worse—
pimps and loan-sharks, protection racketeers, 
crooked cops and corrupt politicians. Luckily, 
they will not be raising hellfire in response to 
his autobiographical writing due to the fact that 
they are dead. People read poetry for pleasure, 
for its enlivening use of language, and often for 
the surrogate expression of heightened emotion. 
Poets write poems because they feel strangely 
driven to do so, often to rid themselves of pain, 
both conscious and unconscious. Burt’s poems, 
one suspects, succeed more in the latter category.  

There are wounds, too, in Raphael Dagold’s 
book, Bastard Heart. Unlike Pines’ poems, which 
are splayed over the page, these are set in dense 
blocks or long series of couplets with few stanza 
breaks. It’s as if they’re trying to hold together, 
to defend themselves against their own incisive 
content. “Shards” might be the most overworked 

I 
n the fifteenth anniversary edition of The 
Jewish Quarterly (1966), the late Dannie Abse 
suggested it was no accident that the Jewish 
poet, Jon Silkin, identified himself with a 
hunted fox, while the Gentile poet, Ted Hughes, 
identified with a hawk. So are blood sports 
alien to Jews, while fishing (especially deep-
sea fishing) is goyim-naches—as my Viennese 
uncle used to say. Perhaps this was the case 
for the majority of European, city dwelling, 
landlubbing Jews, but not now for the American 
poet, Paul Pines, once a merchant seaman, 

nor for his erstwhile countryman Dan Burt, whose 
Jewish father frequently took him on expeditions in 
the offshore waters of Long Beach Island.

Columbus, Pines writes, upset “the established 
order / of old Europe.” Could we read it that self-
confident American Jews are no longer prey to 
endemic European antisemitic racism? But wait a 
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Carcanet Press, 2012
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Bastard Heart
by Raphael Dagold
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Smokestack Books, 2014
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Shearsman Books, 2014

‘Poets write 
poems because 
they feel 
strangely 
driven to do 
so, often to 
rid themselves 
of pain, both 
conscious and 
unconscious.’
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word in the poetic lexicon. If I were running a 
workshop and somebody started writing about 
“shards,” I’d sound a warning. But this book is 
full of them, full of sharp things, needles, bitten 
glass, knives, diamonds, holes, rents, rips, cuts, 
tears, piercings. Sharp objects juxtaposed to 
fragile birds. And they succeed. Not untypically, 
my Jewish mother long ago warned me against 
crowds. Dagold has something to say about them. 
He focuses on an outsider pigeon in 30th Street 
Station. Unlike the other birds who don’t need to 
beg and are not scared, this one is 
a monstrous mendicant; it limps; 
it is dirty and demanding. It only 
wants “what everybody wants,” 
yet is universally hated. It wants to 
escape the atrium of the station, 
“to burst, through shards of pecked 
glass.” Here’s the reviled Jew caged 
in a diasporic aviary, longing for 
acceptance in the Gentile world, writ 
into a train station dominated by an 
immense statue of St Christopher! 
Dagold likes paradox. Some of his 
lines read like riddles: “What changes 
to stay the same.” Or paradoxical 
aphorisms: “All the old stories about 
loss / aren’t true,” “Every story 
about loss is true.” But these are wide 
ranging, some wonderfully lyrical, 
finely crafted, deeply layered poems, 
which repay the reader over and 
again—a real pleasure to encounter.

No Jew (not in denial) can 
avoid the historical imprint of the 
Holocaust. For poets, there is a 
problem long ago identified by the 
critics Theodor Adorno and George 
Steiner in capturing its enormity. 
Poetic rhetoric risks diminishing 
its subject; silence, they suggested, 
was the only response. Yet, there is a need not to 
forget. Dagold finds a way of doing it in his poem 
“Collections.” He sets up an interior dialogue in 
which every attempt to familiarise or assimilate 
is countered by a corrective in plain language, a 
poetic trope for expressing the inexpressible, “not 
graves—big ditches—” in which the dead were 
thrown askew like branches, “not branches—like 
human bodies in a ditch.” Can human bodies 
in a ditch be like human bodies in a ditch? The 
redundant word is very powerful. Survivors, edited 

and translated by Thomas Ország-Land, is an 
anthology devoted entirely to Holocaust poems. 
During the last year of the Second World War, in 
a frenzy of murder, Hitler’s Germany managed to 
wipe out almost three quarters of the Hungarian 
Jewish population. At seventy-six, Ország-Land is 
the youngest of the eighteen contributors, seven 
of whom were still alive at the time of publication. 
But the title can be taken to refer not only to the 
poets, but to the poems themselves, which are 
now available to the anglophone world, and will go 

on living. If they record the depths 
of depravity to which people can 
sink, they also form a compelling 
testament to the human spirit…

…as does Richard Berengarten’s 
book Manual, one poem divided 
into one hundred miniatures, 
each consisting of two five-line 
stanzas representing human hands, 
thirty-three years in the making. 
The compass is large, the likeness 
to a ‘technical manual’ only in 
the exquisite poetic technique 
manifest on the page. We have to 
see what hands have done. Again, 
the ditches, the death warrants, 
the torture chambers; but also the 
gifts, the labours of love, the soaring 
hopes. These poems are like hands 
spread out in priestly blessing. Why 
is Berengarten’s work not better 
known in his native land? I suggest 
it is because he has been addressing 
serious issues, existentially important 
questions, big things, at a time when 
British poetry, to its own detriment, 
has for the most part fought shy of 
them. Manual needs to be given a 
prize, not for Berengarten’s sake, but 
for our own. And since it is a work in 

progress, we are promised more. Samson Agonistes 
comes to my mind, “A little onward lend thy guiding 
hand / To these dark steps, a little further on.” — JQ

Stephen Wilson is a psychiatrist and writer who has 
lived and worked in Oxford for many years. His works 
include a study of the creative process in modern Jewish 
poets, Poetics of the Diaspora, and translations from 
the French of Irene Nemirovsky’s novellas, The Pawn 
on the Chessboard and The Child Prodigy. 

‘Can human 
bodies in a 
ditch be like 
human bodies 
in a ditch? The 
redundant 
word is very 
powerful.’
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b o o k s removal of judgment, guilt and shame from 
sexual discourse. 

The only exception to this theme of 
acceptance relates to marital infidelity. The 
Reform movement’s position paper on marital 
infidelity—which relies on Jewish concepts of 
truth, sanctity, purity, and sin to frame their 
position—is a fascinating inclusion in this book. 
It offers fidelity as perhaps the one unbendable 
rule of sexual identity, and injects the language 
of boundaries into a compendium that otherwise 
seeks to break down boundaries. 

From a more academic perspective, the range 
of topics, perspectives and texts, including a 
particular emphasis on LGBTQ experiences as 
part of the normative spectrum of Jewish life, 
indicates that perhaps Judaism—at least from 
the perspective of the Reform movement—has 
adopted liberal academic perspectives on gender 
politics. Like a shirt that has been turned inside 
out, sexual politics have created a reversal. 
The once-standard narrative of the married-
hetero Jewish couple as a jumping-off point for 
discussions of Jewish sexuality is now viewed as 
the minority or marginal experience. This may 
be a reflection of shifting realities, or perhaps 
a mirroring of gender studies departments 
worldwide, in which the widening of the net 
leaves the most so-called ‘normative’ groups out—
too boring, perhaps, too ‘vanilla’, too worn and 
familiar. Or perhaps, it may be an indication of 
who is believed to be more invested in this topic, 
whose lives are devoted to this issue, who are the 
ones spending more time and energy unpacking 
issues of sexuality. The more marginalized a 
group is, the more they need reaching out to. 

Still, I would hate to think of married-hetero 
Jewish women (and men) as somehow sexually 
privileged. I don’t think that the Jewish community 
has finished understanding the complexity of 
issues around ‘standard’ Jewish ideas of sexuality. 
I think that many of those married-vanilla women 
still need to be engaged with, especially around 
the ideas of pleasure and desire. The opening 
snippets and the section on marriage have 
several honest reflections on the complexity of 
marriage—including one woman’s painful but 
unexplored admission that she does not necessarily 
enjoy sex but “gives” it to her husband when he 
wants. I would have liked more of that kind of real 
exploration of ‘normative’ hetero marriage. 

What also felt missing for me—though at 
700+ pages, this book elegantly covers almost 
all the bases—was an understanding of sexual 
abuse, especially in the home. The word “abuse” 
isn’t frequently used, although it is often alluded 
to, and many writers explore their own painful 
histories of themselves and those of others. I 
would have liked to see abuse given a more defined 
and definitive space, to discuss healing and the 
process of recovery that is so often needed before 
explorations of healthy sexuality are even possible.  

This book is a beautiful collection of personal 
narratives and textual analyses by an impressive 

T 
wo books from different corners 
of Jewish life signal evolving 
dimensions in Jewish feminist 
thought, and a broadening of 
scholarship based on influences of 
world-wide feminist scholarship. 

The Sacred Encounter: Jewish 
Perspectives on Sexuality, a publication 
of the Reform movement’s Central 
Conference of American Rabbis, 
edited by the thoughtful and 
intelligent Rabbi Lisa J. Grushcow, 

leaves no stone unturned on the once taboo topic 
of sexuality. Chapters include personal narrative, 
textual analysis, theological discussions, fertility, 
sexuality at an older age, ethical boundaries, 
and social activism. The book includes dozens 
of writers from across the Jewish spectrum, 
including Orthodox and Conservative rabbis, as 
well as scholars, educators, and therapists. 

The overall theme of the book is one of 
acceptance, openness and understanding. The 
purpose seems to be that what was once thought 
of as ‘normal’ is anything but, and that actual 
sexual health—on the individual and communal 
levels—comes from a loving awareness of the 
range of human sexual experience, and the 
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human sexual 
experience’
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b o o k ssmorgasbord of thinkers and writers. This is the 
kind of book that should have a space in every 
Jewish home. 

In another corner of Jewish feminist life, 
Esther Fuchs has put together a rich collection of 
writing on Israeli feminism, which grapples with 
some of the most difficult aspects of the subject. 
Her book Israeli Feminist Scholarship: Gender, 
Zionism, and Difference looks at the intersections, 
overlaps, and clashes between 
feminism and Zionism, and 
the challenges of advancing 
feminism in an environment 
that is swathed in social 
hierarchies and violent conflict.

The premise of the book 
is that both feminism and 
Zionism began as revolutionary 
movements for social change 
in response to Enlightenment 
humanism. Both Jews and 
women were excluded from 
developing concepts of 
‘manhood’, and both sought 
to create power and voice for 
marginalized groups. Yet, 
despite this overlap—and the 
fact that both movements are 
currently being threatened 
by ‘post-movements’ (post-
Zionism and post-feminism, 
which seek to further evolve 
the movements, but also to 
undermine them)—there is 
currently significant tension 
between the two. This is 
especially because Zionism, 
despite its revolutionary origins 
vis-à-vis the place of Jews in 
the world, is premised on some 
deeply patriarchal stances. As 
Margalit Shilo and Sheila Katz 
both describe in this book, 
Zionism was intended to create 
a new “Jewish Man,” and the 
place of women in that new 
narrative was unclear at best. 
Moreover, the narrative of the 
Jewish Man who is strong and 
powerful, retains a firm space in current Israeli 
political discourse. 

Still, despite a world-wide culture in 
which Israel is demonized in gender-studies 
departments—to wit, the 2014 annual meeting 
of the National Women’s Studies Association 
had, in its plenary, a panel titled: “The Imperial 
Politics of Nation-States: U.S., Israel, and 
Palestine” with only anti-Zionist and anti-Israel 
feminist speakers included—this book offers a 
beautifully complex array of essays that reflect 
the feminist mission of breaking down social 
hierarchies without demonizing Israel. 

The collection includes some wonderful 
feminist writers on bold topics. Shelia Katz offers 

a fascinating analysis of how both Palestinian 
nationalism and Zionism are based on concepts 
of ‘new masculinity’, an analysis further bolstered 
by Margalit Shilo’s historical survey of the New 
Jewish Man and the New Jewish Woman in the 
Yishuv. Judith Baumel re-examines the story 
of Hannah Senesz’s heroism as an exercise in 
creating national mythology around perceptions 
of correct gender behaviour and performance. 

Nadera Shalhour-Kevorkian 
writes of femicide in the 
Palestinian community, 
describing in painful detail 
the life of a woman about to 
be killed, and offering new 
definitions to save women's 
lives. The late Dafna Izraeli 
writes on  gender in the Israeli 
Defense Forces. Many of 
the articles included I would 
consider iconic representations 
of feminist scholars writing 
on topics that they have been 
working on for the past 20 
years: Ruth Halperin-Kaddari 
on marriage and divorce; Nitza 
Berkovitch on the construction 
of motherhood; Pnina Motzafi-
Haller on Mizrahi feminism; 
Henriette Dahan-Kalev on 
Mizrahi-Ashkenazi tensions in 
Israeli feminism; Erella Shadmi 
on Lesbianism in Israel; and 
Hanna Herzog on an overview 
of feminist critiques of women 
in Israel.  

This is a wonderful list of 
leading feminist academic 
thinkers—although there are at 
least a dozen more who could 
have easily joined the posse. 
Over the past decade or so, 
there has been an explosion 
of feminist activism in Israel, 
with new and younger voices. 
I would have liked to see a 
religious feminist thinker, such 
as Hannah Kehat or Tamar 
Ross, included. I would have 

also liked to see more Palestinian voices, and 
more writers like Katz, who seek out the complex 
intersection of Israeli and Palestinian feminism. 
Nevertheless, the fact that there are so many 
wonderful feminist thinkers that could have been 
included is a sign of progress in the field. — JQ

Dr Elana Maryles Sztokman is an award-winning 
author, educator and lecturer specializing in Jewish 
gender issues. Her latest book, The War on Women 
in Israel: A story of religious radicalism and the 
women fighting for freedom, was published by 
Sourcebooks earlier this year. She blogs at A Jewish 
Feminist, www.jewfem.com

‘Zionism, 
despite its 
revolutionary 
origins vis-à-
vis the place 
of Jews in 
the world, is 
premised on 
some deeply 
patriarchal 
stances.’
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b o o k s Well-to-do Jews were often driven to the Left 
because they felt discriminated against by 
accusations that Jews dominated the economy—
and that each and every Jew was filthy rich. 
Yet, as Mendes illustrates, the vast majority of 
Jews lived beneath the poverty line. An 1898 
study stated that each year around 5000 Jews 
in Galicia and Bukovina died of starvation. In 
the 1860s, between a quarter and a half of all 
London Jews relied on poor relief. Moreover, 
pogroms were visited upon the Jewish poor 
from Algiers to Salonika—and justified because 
they were seen as either Christ-killers or 
bloated capitalists. In Rome, Pope Pius IX 
demanded that the Jews return to their ghetto 
and not pollute the holiness of the holy city with 
their heresy. In January 1919, during Semana 
Tragica (Tragic Week) in far way Buenos Aires, 
1000 Jews were killed and 5000 injured. No 
wonder socialism was seen internationally as 
the path to messianic salvation.

Jews, from the assimilated to the observant, 
embraced the cause of revolutionary change. 
Some struggled with their Jewishness; others 
were oblivious of it. Some hid it; others 
proclaimed it. As one of the founders of the 
French Communist party, Charles Rappoport, 
once remarked, “I speak 10 languages—all of 
them in Yiddish.”

Isaac Steinberg, a religious Jew, was 
the Commissar for Justice in Lenin’s first 
government in 1918. Steinberg would 
periodically step out of the intense discussions 
amongst the Bolsheviks in order to daven 
minchah—and then return to the task of how 
to export the Revolution. In contrast, a former 
Lubavitcher hassid, Semyon Dimanshtein, 
left Judaism behind to become Lenin’s first 
Commissar for Jewish Affairs. 

The Balfour Declaration and the October 
Revolution occurred within days of each other 
in 1917. Both could be interpreted in terms of 
Jewish tradition, and they presented different 
pathways to the Jewish future. The here-and-
now of Bolshevism was much more seductive in 
its universalism and mission to repair the world 
than the utopian dreams of the Zionist pioneers 
in Palestine. Zionism was seen as narrow, 
nationalist and particularist. Communism 
was undoubtedly the future, and many 
former Zionists-turned-devout Bolsheviks 
proved themselves by turning on their former 
comrades—much to the bewilderment of 
non-Jews in the party. Like Will Self, almost 
a century later, Bella Kun, the leader of the 
Hungarian Soviet in 1919, similarly proclaimed 
“I am no longer a Jew,” before expelling 5000 
impoverished Polish Jews who had sought 
refuge in Hungary. 

Jews were thus founders of Communist and 
socialist parties wherever injustice existed. 
Gaston Cremieux was executed for supporting 
the Paris Commune in 1871. Jews marched 
with Che Guevara in Cuba, while the number 

A 
s an accidental Jew, Will Self 
first ‘resigned as a Jew’ during 
the Second Lebanon war in 
2006. In Self ’s recent Guardian 
review of Shlomo Sand’s How 
I stopped being a Jew, he again 
resigned his Jewishness. In doing 
so, he confirmed an age-old 
practice that escaping from one’s 
Jewishness is also a sign  
of Jewishness. 

At the other end of the political 
spectrum, Naftali Bennett, the leader of the 
far Right HaBayit Hayehudi party in Israel, 
expounded his view at the Saban Forum in 
Washington last December that “anyone who 
boycotts Israel is an antisemite.”

This dynamic duo, Self and Bennett, clearly 
have little idea about either the multiplicity 
of Jewish identities or how Jewish history has 
moulded them—issues that Philip Mendes’ 
latest book explores in depth. Jews and the 
Left: The Rise and Fall of a Political Alliance is 
an intelligent, comprehensive and analytical 
dissection of the complex relationship between 
Jews and the Left. 

Mendes argues that this relationship first 
emerged during the European revolutions of 
1830 and 1848—although there is evidence of 
Jewish radicals during the French Revolution 
itself, and in the earliest Polish revolts against 
Tsarist oppression. Moreover, the legacies 
of Maimonides, Spinoza and the European 
Enlightenment introduced rationalism in place 
of supernaturalism, and the central idea of 
building heaven right here on earth. 

The orthodox rabbi, Dov Berush ben Yitzhak 
Meisels, who was also a Polish nationalist, 
aligned himself with the Left in the Austrian 
parliament because “the Jews have no rights.” 

THE JEWIsH 
LEFT (sTILL) 
EXIsTs 
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change. ’
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b o o k sof Jews who fought against Franco during the 
Spanish Civil War was proportionately greater 
than any other national group that served in the 
International Brigades. Mendes offers the fact 
that the very first and the very last brigaders to 
be killed in action were both Jews. Some also 
fought with Mao—who was responsible for the 
deaths of reputedly 45 million people. Others 
assisted in creating the Stalinist Gulag. Matvei 
Berman and Naftali 
Frenkel supervised 
the use of slave labour, 
while Genrikh Yagoda 
headed the NKVD—the 
forerunner of the KGB—
in the 1930s. 

Some idealistic Jews 
believed they served the 
cause of socialism by 
engaging in espionage 
on behalf of the Kremlin. 
The British spy, George 
Blake, sentenced to 
42 years in 1961, was 
born George Behar, 
nephew of the well-
known Egyptian Jewish 
socialist, Henri Curiel. 
Although the Cambridge 
spies were not Jewish, 
many Jews provided 
the infrastructure 
that allowed them 
to function. Indeed, 
Burgess, MacLean and 
Philby were all recruited 
by the NKVD general, Alexander Orlov, who 
was Jewish. And then, of course, there was the 
tragic case of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg in the 
1950s, who the McCarthyites electrocuted. 

Mendes’ book truly conveys the deep 
desire of many Jewish and non-Jewish Jews 
to change the world. Its geographical sweep 
is breathtaking. Yet Mendes does not avoid 
describing the antisemitism of some of the 
Left’s heroes. Marx described Ferdinand 
Lassalle as ‘a negroid’, according to the 
shape of his head and the style of his hair. 
According to Marx, all this pointed to the 
fact that Lassalle was actually descended 
from the blacks, who associated with the 
Jews at the time of the exodus from Egypt. 
Bakunin, Fourier, Keir Hardie and the Webbs 
were similarly not averse to anti-Jewish 
commentary. Edmond Picard, the Belgium 
socialist, even developed a theory of ‘scientific 
and humanitarian antisemitism’. In contrast, 
Eleanor Marx, Robert Owen, and the Chartists 
were noted for their philosemitism.

Communist parties were also quite willing 
to ditch their Jews if it served the advance 
of the dawn of humanity. The Egyptian CP 
specifically excluded Jews from membership 
after 1957, while Beria told Matyas Rakosi why 

‘The twentieth 
century 
demonstrated 
that friends 
could be 
unreliable and 
internationalism 
had not brought 
them joy.’

he was being removed from his post as general-
secretary of the party: “As far as we know, 
Hungary has never had a Jewish king.”

Mendes deals with the complexity of 
relating to the vexed question of the state of 
Israel. While most socialist critics would opt 
for a two-state solution, a fundamentalist 
minority on the Left wish for Israel’s 
disappearance. Its purpose, Mendes argues, 

is to overcome “the 
ideological barrier 
posed by the Left’s 
historical opposition 
to racism.” He regards 
them as living in “a 
subjective fantasy 
world in which Israel 
is detached from 
its Jewish roots and 
then miraculously 
destroyed by remote 
control—free of any 
violence or bloodshed 
under the banner of 
anti-racism.” But then 
again, there are also 
vociferous critics on 
the Left of Netanyahu’s 
policies who strongly 
support the right of 
the Jews to national 
self-determination in 
Israel—and these have 
included Marcuse, 
Foucault, Derrida  
and Žižek.

After 1948, many Jews, as they became 
embourgeoised, often moved from their 
respective national Lefts to their national Right, 
but many also embraced a specifically Jewish 
Left. The twentieth century demonstrated 
that friends could be unreliable, and 
internationalism had not brought them joy. 
But in contrast to the past, a republic with 
a Jewish majority could now defend their 
interests and protect them if necessary. In 
this sense, identification with the state of 
Israel—as opposed to its government—evolved 
as a cornerstone of identity for a majority 
of Diaspora Jews. Such pragmatism—the 
triumph of reality over theory—did not mean 
a deserting of the Left, as the disproportionate 
Jewish participation in the ‘Occupy Wall Street’ 
movement demonstrated in 2011. 

Philip Mendes has written an important book 
in untangling the ideological and psychological 
knots in this complex question. It will set the 
standard for years to come. Both Self and 
Bennett would do well to read it. — JQ

Colin Shindler is an emeritus professor at SOAS, 
University of London, and a former editor of the 
Jewish Quarterly. 
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b o o k s Cohen is a syndicated columnist for the 
Washington Post. He was, justifiably, branded 
a racist by many for having written an op-ed 
in 2013 defending George Zimmerman, the 
man who gunned down the unarmed African-
American youth, Trayvon Martin, in Florida. 

Back in 2006, Cohen’s predilection for 
controversy had gotten him in trouble with his 
own Jewish community. "The greatest mistake 
Israel could make at the moment is to forget that 
Israel itself is a mistake,” Cohen had written. “It 
is an honest mistake, a well-intentioned mistake, 
a mistake for which no one is culpable, but the 
idea of creating a nation of European Jews in an 
area of Arab Muslims (and some Christians) has 
produced a century of warfare and terrorism of 
the sort we are seeing now.”

This piece brought accusations of abetting ‘the 
new antisemitism’ against Cohen. These, in turn, 
prompted him to clarify in a subsequent column 
that he was speaking only out of his deep and 
abiding concern for Israel. His new book comes 
across as nothing less than a 280-page expansion 
of his apology column. The tone is one of a man 
almost desperate not to be misunderstood, 
intent on stopping any notion that his pro-Israel 
credentials are less than perfect. 

Beyond that, it’s hard to find a purpose in 
Cohen’s lengthy polemic. Much of the book is 
devoted to a survey of antisemitism in its various 
guises and locations, parallel to the development 
and eventual victory of Zionism in the wake of the 
Holocaust. Cohen makes the obvious ties between 
the persecution of Jews and the growth of the 
Zionist movement, but his analysis is threadbare. 
His history is very standard fare and he never 
dares to look too deeply at it. One suspects this 
is due to a reluctance to get enmeshed in too 
many difficult questions. It all leaves the reader 
to wonder if, perhaps, Cohen didn’t truly want 
to address the question in the title of his book: is 
Israel, in fact, good for the Jews?

This approach leads Cohen to a glib response 
to the question of Israel’s ongoing occupation. 
Cohen acknowledges the occupation for the 
injustice it is—for the most part. But this doesn’t 
seem to weigh very heavily on him. His main 
concern about it seems to be Israel’s loss of 
the moral high ground, not the suffering of the 
Palestinians. Indeed, Cohen describes the entire 
Zionist enterprise as a colonialist endeavour; just 
one doesn’t bother him. 

By contrast, Wolfe’s book revels in the tough 
questions. For him, there is no contradiction 
between supporting Israel and questioning 
anything and everything about it, from its birth 
to its current policies. For Wolfe, Judaism has 
survived for so long because it is strong enough 
to withstand division and debate. 

This perspective especially resonates in light 
of the January terrorist attacks in and around 
Paris. Rabbi Menachem Margolin, the director 
of the European Jewish Association, responded 
to Israel’s call for emigration by saying that 

T 
here’s nothing new about a fraught 
relationship between Israel and the 
Diaspora. Zionism itself crystallized 
as a movement intended to 
transform the Diaspora Jew into a 
more aggressive, more nationalistic, 
more unified Hebrew. Some who 
never intended to be part of the 
Jewish state admired this movement; 
others resented it. 

But in the 21st century, the 
tension is different than it has been 

in the past. Israel has now been an occupying 
power, holding millions of people without the 
basic rights most of us take for granted, for 
nearly half a century. For nearly as long, it has 
also been the regional military superpower, 
and, in more recent years, its sharp rightward 
turn politically has directed its appeal toward 
the relatively small, albeit quite affluent, 
segment of world Jewry that identifies with 
militant, neoconservative politics. This is not 
the Israel of our parents; nor is it the Zionism of 
our grandparents.

Two recent books—Israel: Is It Good for 
the Jews by Richard Cohen and At Home In 
Exile by Alan Wolfe—approach the question 
of the relationship between modern Israel 
and the Diaspora in radically different ways. 
The difference between the two approaches 
illuminates much about the current schism over 
Israel in the Jewish community.

IsRAEL AND 
DIAsPoRA:  
A DIFFICULT  
RELATIoNsHIP
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Diaspora is Good for the Jews  
by Alan Wolfe
Beacon Press, 2014

‘It all leaves 
the reader 
to wonder if, 
perhaps, Cohen 
didn’t truly 
want to address 
the question in 
the title of his 
book: is Israel, 
in fact, good for 
the Jews?’
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b o o k s“every such Israeli campaign 
severely weakens and damages 
the Jewish communities that 
have the right to live securely 
wherever they are. [The] reality 
is that a large majority of 
European Jews do not plan to 
emigrate to Israel. The Israeli 
government must recognize 
this reality and also remember 
the strategic importance of 
the Jewish communities as 
supporters of Israel in the 
countries in which they live."

Here, Margolin expresses 
precisely the sort of symbiosis 
between the Diaspora and Israel 
that Wolfe envisions: Israel 
needs the Diaspora for support, 
while the Diaspora finds in Israel a key piece of 
its identity in the modern world. 

Wolfe’s belief is that the role of the Diaspora, 
as the site of Jewish universalism, is precisely 
to act as Israel’s conscience. Israel, being 
the creation of nationalism, is the site of the 
particularist outlook, representing the Jewish 
view, learned from centuries of persecution 
culminating in the Holocaust, which sees the 
solution to antisemitism not in promoting global 
social justice, but in looking out for ourselves 
because no one else will. Such a 
country needs the universalist 
outlook to temper its behaviour. 

“The proof of the Diaspora’s 
necessity is not only that Zionism 
was born there, but also that 
Zionism’s most loving critics 
understood its importance,” 
Wolfe writes. There is a truth in 
that. Yet both Wolfe and Cohen 
struggle to drive down to the 
essence that makes Israel more 
controversial today than at the 
time of its birth: the ongoing 
dispossession of the Palestinians. 

Cohen deals with this by 
acknowledging some of the 
sordid facts of Israel’s birth, but 
excusing them by, correctly, 
pointing out that they are no 
different, and in some ways not nearly as awful, 
as the facts of the birth of the United States and 
many other countries where immigrants built their 
state on the bones of the indigenous peoples. What 
Cohen fails to recognize is that Israel is still holding 
those indigenous people hostage to its existence. 

Wolfe, for his part, moves further into this 
question, but his response is only marginally 
more satisfying, and comes off as a bit naïve. In 
closing his book, Wolfe sums up his argument 
thusly “By bringing back to life the universalist 
ideals developed during their long residency in 
exile, a new generation of Jews offers the best 
hope for a revival of a Jewish future.” 

It’s a comforting thought, 
but it seems to be removed 
from the current Jewish reality. 
Diaspora Jews on the whole 
may continue to have a strong 
universalist tendency, but the 
strength of the Jewish identity 
among secular, universalist 
Jews seems to be waning. For 
many Jews, Israel remains a 
central part of their Jewish 
identity, but where the majority 
express that as an ‘unshakeable’ 
support of Israel, even when 
accompanied with mild 
criticism, others—in groups 
like European Jews for a Just 
Peace and the American group, 
Jewish Voice for Peace—find 

their connection to Israel by expressing their 
opposition to its policies. 

But many others are simply checking out of 
the Jewish community altogether. Intermarriage 
and alienation from the Jewish community are 
eroding the Jewish population in the West. 

Wolfe’s vision of a new generation of 
Jews transmitting their universalist ideals to 
Israel falls short because Israel is still greatly 
influenced by Diaspora Jews, especially 
Americans, and that influence is pushing 

a strong (one might even 
say xenophobic) kind of 
particularism. Israel’s drift to 
the right is as much a result of 
Diaspora influence as it is a 
cause for Diaspora angst.

Might that change, as Wolfe 
seems to think it will? Perhaps, 
as the older generation moves 
aside for an ostensibly more 
universalist one. Wolfe offers 
this hope, where Cohen offers 
none. But right now, those 
universalist Jews are mostly 
checking out of the Israel issue 
and the Jewish community at 
large, while the Jewish leadership 
is more conservative and, indeed, 
particularist in its outlook than 
it’s ever been before. Wolfe 

wants to revel in the ongoing debates, even when 
he obviously prefers one side or the other. But if his 
universalism is to truly shape the Jewish future, it 
must lead young Jews toward taking leadership in 
the Jewish community. Right now, that’s not the 
path most are choosing. — JQ

Mitchell Plitnick is the Program Director at the 
Foundation for Middle East Peace. He is the former 
Director of the US Office of B’Tselem: The Israeli 
Information Center for Human Rights in the 
Occupied Territories, and was previously the Director 
of Education and Policy for Jewish Voice for Peace.

‘Wolfe’s belief is 
that the role of 
the Diaspora, 
as the site 
of Jewish 
universalism, 
is precisely to 
act as Israel’s 
conscience.’
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and in my book, it is still there. The Abbey is also 
still there and, strangely, it seems to be hiding a 
group of Jews. I didn’t need to do much research 
since I know the area around Fleet Street and 
Hatton Garden well. I set part of it in ‘Brookgate’, 
an area near Clerkenwell that I’ve created for 
other stories, and which featured in my London 
novel King of The City. Emotionally,” Moorcock 
admitted, “it was very hard to write since I was 
facing some of my own ghosts, wondering about 
some of my own actions.”

Moorcock splits his time between Paris and 
Texas, but he was born and lived much of his 
life in London. The Whispering Swarm was an 
opportunity to explore the city of his birth once 
again, and, he was keen to emphasise, to use the 
fantasy setting for a very deliberate purpose:

“I wanted to write another London book 
and this time make it a fantasy.  All my previous 
London novels have been absurdist (as in Jerry 
Cornelius) or naturalistic, and I wanted to see 
if it was possible to mix realism and fantasy to 
look at certain moral issues, especially around 
how we use fantasy to avoid responsibility.”

Moorcock has created alternative versions of 
the city of his birth before, and here he returns 
to some of these places. “Many of the fictional 
locations were created before I left London. 
Brookgate, Sporting Club Square, and some of 
the other places appeared in earlier short fiction 
published in London Bone,” he said.

Despite the fact that Moorcock hasn’t lived 
in London since the 1990s, the city still casts 
a huge shadow over him, offering inspiration 
that nowhere else does. “Cities like London or 
Paris,” he revealed, “have rich histories, and 
therefore, combined with existing multicultural 

F
antasy is huge business these days 
thanks to the international success 
of HBO’s Game of Thrones (the series 
attracted more viewers than any other 
show on that channel last year), as well 
as The Lord of The Rings and The Hobbit 
films, which since 2001, have grossed 
billions at the worldwide cinema 
box office. But fantasy wouldn’t have 
become such a huge attraction with 
cinema and television audiences 
without its authors. 

Fantasy legend Michael Moorcock, who 
celebrated his 75th birthday in 2014, has 
been involved in published since he was only 
17 years old, when he took over editing the 
Tarzan Adventures magazine. As a teenager, 
he became friendly with acclaimed author 
and illustrator Mervyn Peake, and during the 
1960s, he was editor of the influential New 
Worlds science-fiction magazine. He was also 
part of the Ladbroke Grove scene in West 
London, which spawned rock band Hawkwind. 
In 2010, he even wrote a Doctor Who novel, 
The Coming of The Terraphiles. At the age of 75, 
Moorcock shows no sign of his ardour abating: 
this January sees the publication of The 
Whispering Swarm, book one of the Sanctuary 
of the White Friars, a new trilogy.

As a writer who has garnered a reputation for 
mixing genres (literary fiction with fantasy, for 
example), the Whispering Swarm is no exception, 
as he informed me when we spoke recently:

“It’s a strange book, part autobiography, part 
historical novel, and part fantasy.  Much is set in 
Alsatia, which used to exist behind Fleet Street, 
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By Joel Meadows

‘All my books 
contain layers 
of narrative, but 
London has 
always supplied 
the most for me.’

Michael Moorcock   
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b o o k spopulations, make for inexhaustible narratives. 
All my books contain layers of narrative, but 
London has always supplied the most for me.”

Moorcock is Jewish. Even though he doesn’t 
practice, and even though he doesn’t follow any 
specific religion, his Jewishness does still influence 
and inform his work. “Of course it [being Jewish] 
plays a part, just as almost everything I write 
touches in some way on the Holocaust, and the 
Pyat sequence [Moorcock’s series of four novels] 
tries to answer the question ‘How could it happen?’ 
That book ends in the Princelet Street Synagogue. 
I don’t subscribe to any single religion, but I 
wouldn’t say I wasn’t religious.”

In fact, the author gives religion in general a 
great deal of thought, and it is something that 
continues to run through his thought processes 
as a writer.

“I worry about the way it is again being used 
to justify the most appalling horrors. We are all 
to blame. Somehow we must come together to 
solve this terrible state of affairs.  The Law must 
be above Religion (or at least beside it), and 
we need to consider common laws needed to 
cope with specific modern problems. I respect 
the many genuinely religious people I have 
encountered, but I loathe people who use their 
religion to justify brutal, uncivilised behaviour. 
They defile those they pretend to honour.”

Although Moorcock has a career that 
stretches back seven decades, he continues to 
push himself as a creative entity. “It’s still easy 
for me to write a straight fantasy story, but it 
becomes harder because I deliberately make it 
harder for myself—taking literary risks and so on. 
I have always tried to raise the bar for myself with 
every new phase. This is my autobiographical 
phase. I did a long story called ‘Stories’ in Neil 
Gaiman’s anthology [of the same name] Stories, 
which was very autobiographical.”

Speaking of The Whispering Swarm, Moorcock 
noted that he has already planned the rest of 
the trilogy, which will continue to cross genres 
and tap into the subjects that fascinate him. 
“Although there are no technical fireworks (as 
in the Second Ether trilogy), I would say there are 
strong elements of both, yes. The second book 
The Woods of Arcady will be largely fantasy, though 
it continues to question the impulse to read and 
write such fiction. I’ve been doing that, of course, 
since the ‘Michael Kane’ sword and planet stories 
set out to question the lure of invented worlds.”

It also seems that he has no intention of taking 
it easy, that writing and creating is too much a part 
of his make-up. “It’s what I do. Writers, composers, 
playwrights don’t retire. Partly because they are 
driven to practise their skills, partly because the 
Inland Revenue won’t let them retire.”

Perhaps, with the increased popularity of 
fantasy, at last Moorcock may receive the wide-
spread attention he so richly deserves.  — JQ

The Whispering Swarm by Michael Moorcock 
is published by Tor Books.

‘I respect the 
many genuinely 
religious 
people I have 
encountered, 
but I loathe 
people who use 
their religion to 
justify brutal, 
uncivilised 
behaviour.’

RECOMMENDED READING:
Many of Moorcock’s fantasy creations operate 
in a single interconnected place known as the 
Multiverse. Some of his characters include:

Elric
Albino prince of fictional place Melnibone, in a 

constant battle with the forces of order and chaos, 
with a sword called Stormbringer that steals the 
souls of his enemies. Moorcock has returned to 
telling tales of Elric on and off in his career, and the 
character has also appeared in a number of comic 
series over the years. Books: Stormbringer, Elric of 
Melnibone, The Making of a Sorceror (graphic novel)

Hawkmoon 
Anti-hero who lives on an alternate version 

of Earth and is captured by that world’s empire 
Granbretan, then sent to the Kamarg in an alternate 
version of France. Book: The History of the Runestaff

Pyat
A Jewish bohemian living in revolutionary 

Russia, who features in four of his novels. Books: 
Byzantium Endures, The Laughter of Carthage, 
Jerusalem Commands, The Vengeance of Rome.

Jerry Cornelius
Psychedelic secret agent with many stories set 

in Notting Hill. Books: The Final Programme, The 
Lives and Times of Jerry Cornelius, Mother London

Joel Meadows is a journalist, photographer and 
editor whose work has been published in places like 
The Times, Time Magazine and Variety. He is also 
editor-in-chief of TRIPWIRE magazine.
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2015.1010405 © Joel Meadows 2015
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b o o k s interesting and (paradoxically) worth visiting. 
What’s curious about Gavron’s statement is 
it suggests that it’s good for Tel Aviv to be 
seen as just another city rife with sleaze and 
corruption because then it’s removed from its 
typical parameters (i.e., as the sunny part of a 
controversial Jewish state in the Middle East). 
Perhaps this is what Israel’s first Prime Minister, 
David Ben-Gurion, meant when he said that the 
country could only be really considered normal 
when Jewish thieves and Jewish prostitutes 
conducted their business in Hebrew. But then, 
contrast this Zionist ideal of ‘normal’ with 
Judaism’s tremendous emphasis on Israel being 
different, a nation of Chosen People, etc., and 
Keret and Gavron’s foray into the Akashic series 
certainly becomes food  for thought. 

Each collection in the series also has the 
imperative to come up with a different kind of 
noir to everyone else: a universal genre with 
a local flavour. Each of the books in the series 
has a front cover photo of a dramatic cityscape 
in muted tones of grey, mauve and industrial 
orange. The Tel Aviv picture, which depicts 
a nocturnal thunderstorm with menacing 
black clouds on the beach, is a far cry from any 
standard representation of the city: sunshine, 
nightclubs and parties—the antithesis to a 
repressed Jerusalem. The map of Tel Aviv on 
the first page (and there are maps in each of 
the Akashic Noir books) is bereft of its usual 
markings, showing instead a smattering of body 
outlines, each one lying next to a particular 
spot in the city, like the Dizengoff Centre or 
Rabin Square. This is a map you’d find in a 
police detective’s office, not a holiday brochure, 
though you could argue that the Akashic 
series—with its Lonely Planet-style tour of the 
globe—is all about tourism.

You’d be forgiven after reading Keret 
and Gavron’s anthology that Israel doesn’t 
actually have any classic noir fiction, and 
you’d be right. With very few exceptions, 
the stories stretch the concept considerably, 
but this is absolutely fine: the Akashic series 
would be pretty boring if everyone stuck to 
familiar tropes and clichés that are in any 
case grounded in a now-distant 1930s and 
1940s America. Tel Aviv Noir is peopled 
with the proverbial selection of losers and 
drifters—drug addicts, mafia thugs, and 
desperate widows—but it also has less familiar 
characters, such as obnoxious teenagers, 
ghosts, and even Death chatting with 
customers in a cafe. 

Not counting the otherworldly visitors in 
the latter examples, the anthology stands out 
because several of the writers deviate from the 
norms of Modern Hebrew literature and show a 
scarred cross-section of Israeli society that isn’t 
obsessed with identity—be it Jewish, Mizrahi, 
female—but isn’t flat and soulless either (as 
it is often depicted in Israeli postmodernist 
fiction). Others authors are less convincing. For 

O 
ur fondness for gore and 
intrigue is as old as the hills, but 
still you have to ask why; and 
when a writer sees the murky 
underbelly of his hometown as 
a badge of honour, it’s worth 
looking into. The American 
publisher Akashic’s Noir Series, 
which started in 2004 with the 
very successful Brooklyn Noir, 
has since become an original 
and fascinating showcase for 

dark corners around the world; and authors 
are keen to contribute. The series, which 
focuses on cities, not only includes sprawling 
metropolises that you might associate with the 
noir genre like Detroit or Delhi or Bogota, but 
more surprising locales like Cape Cod, Addis 
Ababa, Singapore, and Tehran. Tel Aviv Noir, 
edited by hip Israeli writers Etgar Keret and 
Assaf Gavron, is one of the more recent and 
unexpected additions, with Jerusalem Noir also 
now in the pipeline. 

One thing that the Tehran, Singapore and 
Tel Aviv collections all have in common is that 
the editors wanted to challenge the existing 
perception of these cities within the popular 
imagination. So, Cheryl Tan said that she hoped 
to prove that Singapore isn’t just a tiny island 
full of rules, where nothing remarkable ever 
happens; and Salar Abdoh sought to reveal the 
many layers of Tehran with a realism usually 
barred by censorship. Meanwhile, a few months 
ago, in an interview with Haaretz, Gavron said, 
“Tel Aviv deserves its status as an interesting 
city, with culture and literature and with noir 
as well as everywhere in the world. I like to be 
grouped with other cities in the world and not in 
[the] usual context that Israel is given.”

In all three cases, noir, and by necessity 
everything associated with it—crime, 
immorality, failure, greed—is a sign of 
complexity; it is proof that your city is 
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Review by Giulia Miller

Tel Aviv Noir  
Edited by Etgar Keret and Assaf Gavron
Akashic Books, 2014

‘Perhaps this is 
what Israel’s 
first Prime 
Minister, David 
Ben-Gurion, 
meant when he 
said that the 
country could 
only be really 
considered 
normal when 
Jewish thieves 
and Jewish 
prostitutes 
conducted their 
business in 
Hebrew.’
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b o o k sinstance, while Keret’s introduction is thought-
provoking, his own surreal contribution, 
“Allergies”, which Keret describes as an allegory 
of life in Israel, seems completely out of place in 
any type of noir anthology.

One story of note is Gadi Taub’s “Sleeping 
Mask”, where the narrator is a pimp who runs 
a sex-ad magazine and falls for one of his girls, 
the victim of an Orthodox loan shark who has 
suggested escorting as a way of earning a quick 
buck. The nastiness of the Tel Aviv prostitution 
scene and its impact on young women comes 
across in a fairly hard-hitting way: “She had 
this joy in her eyes, the kind of light that 
wouldn’t survive in this line of work for long. 
But in the meantime, that light was worth lots 
of money.” When you later realise that the 
girl’s younger sister has also been tricked into 
prostitution by the same Orthodox crook, the 
cruel perpetuation of the sex industry, which is 
oblivious to age or 
family, becomes 
all too apparent.

Another story, 
Deakla Keydar’s 
“Slow Cooking”, 
centres on a 
woman who works 
at a shop called 
Plenty Market. 
Her husband 
leaves her and gets 
partial custody 
of the children, 
so to pass time 
she takes on 
the unpopular 
Thursday evening 
shift, when frantic 
customers ring 
up and make 
last minute food 
orders for the 
Friday night meal. 
Although “Slow 
Cooking” begins 
with the divorcee’s 
loneliness and her 
foolish crush on 
one of her regular 
shoppers, it is 
more interested in 
the fifty thousand 
African asylum-seekers now living in South Tel 
Aviv, hundreds of whom have made Levinsky 
Park (the focus of the story) their permanent 
dwelling. Keydar’s Tel Aviv isn’t a Jewish oasis 
of beach volleyball and trendy restaurants, 
but a network of squalid, unfamiliar streets: 
“Blinking lights. Whorehouses. Makeshift 
casinos... Asians, Russians, Africans... going in 
and out of businesses.” But there is no racism 
in this tale; the Israeli mistrust of Tel Aviv’s 
African refugees that is frequently reported 

in today’s Israeli press is not replicated here; 
the protagonist, who is initially fearful of the 
park’s ‘black’ inhabitants, quickly overcomes 
her prejudices. 

The memorable “Swirl” by Norwegian 
writer and journalist Silje Bekeng describes 
the turmoil and instability in Israel through 
the eyes of an outsider—namely, the expat 
wife of a European diplomat, who is living in 
Tel Aviv during a period of political unrest. 
Unable either to speak Hebrew or leave the 
apartment, everything she knows comes from 
specialised news bulletins addressed to foreign 
personnel. Outside her elegant and secure 
living quarters, civil violence mounts slowly, at 
a nerve wracking pace, before exploding into a 
devastation of bombs and gunfire that almost 
shatters her walls. The increasing aggression in 
the streets is mirrored by strange happenings 
in the apartment: someone has been secretly 

leaving her 
thoughtful gifts: 
origami birds, 
books, postcards, 
and even a 
personalised 
playlist on her 
computer. She 
eventually catches 
sight of the 
anonymous giver in 
the hallway, about 
to leave: a very tall 
man “dressed as 
an unconvincing 
construction 
worker.” Is this 
kind and attentive 
stranger also, then, 
a terrorist who has 
been using her flat 
as a hideout?  We 
never know, but 
the possibility is 
terrifying.

Tel Aviv Noir 
contains fourteen 
stories, each one 
associated with a 
well-known place in 
Tel Aviv. They are 
of varying quality, 
but together they 

achieve the desired effect: that of a dark cloud 
moving across the city, alerting the passer-by to 
the shadows in the background that are always 
ready to pounce. — JQ

Giulia Miller is an academic and critic living 
in Keele. She is the author of Reconfiguring 
Surrealism in Modern Hebrew Literature: 
Menashe Levin, Yitzhak Oren and Yitzhak 
Orpaz (Vallentine Mitchell, 2013).

‘Tel Aviv Noir 
is peopled with 
the proverbial 
selection of 
losers and 
drifters—drug 
addicts, mafia 
thugs, and 
desperate 
widows—but 
it also has 
less familiar 
characters, such 
as obnoxious 
teenagers, 
ghosts, and even 
Death chatting 
with customers 
in a cafe.’
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b o o k s Broadway. Chicago’s Maxwell Street. Montreal’s 
The Main, Paris’s Marais district, Golders Green 
in London, Harat al-Yahud in Cairo, Tel-Aviv’s 
bustling Shuk HaCarmel, Jerusalem’s Mahane 
Yehuda, the courtyards of Warsaw’s Krochmalna 
Street. All in one paragraph. Some of these are 
streets, some markets; two are quarters or districts. 
Some of these are still populated (or at least visited 
regularly) by Jews; some have been destroyed. Can 
it make sense to throw them all together in one 
large category? And does it help us readers when 
the editors admit that, at least partly, they also 
represent a “pathway of the Jewish imagination”? 
And what would that be, exactly?

In this collection, the street stands for a 
refuge. It tells the story of generations. It stands 
for modernity itself. It tells us about the modern 
exilic situation. All such assumptions would need 
to be discussed in a whole range of frameworks: 
migration studies, urban studies, research on 
the function and meaning of streets, exile and 
diaspora studies. Add ‘Jewish cultural studies‘ on 
top of the list. Not one of these research areas is 
mentioned, not one single scholar quoted.  

What we have on offer here is a rather wild 
collection: “Ghetto, Shtetl, Metropolis” (with 
Zangwill, Rabon, Babel, Jagendrof ); “Streets of 
Gold” (from Gerchunoff via Sholem Aleichem 
to Cahan); “Refugee Snapshots” (from Bassi in 
Venice to Baumgarten in Panama); “Israelis” 
(Shahar, Birstein and Liebrecht among them); 
“New Yorkers” (Ozick, Rosen, Malamud); “Other 
Homelands” (all of them American, though); and 
finally, “The Fourth Generation: New Voices” 
(authors born after 1965). The problem with this 
book is the structure—or rather, the utter lack of 
it. These texts don’t really build on each other; nor 
do they enter into a dialogue with each other. 

That being said, there are still some wonderful 
literary gems in this collection. But as a whole, 
they simply do not work. In my imagination, all 
those stories feel uncomfortable in this forced 
convivencia, and would like to rush back to the 
places where they came from. The introduction 
quotes “the German Jewish writer Joseph Roth”—
who actually came from the town of Brody in 
Galicia, which then belonged to the Hapsburg 
Empire, and who wrote in German—with a 
particularly challenging statement: “Jews have 
discovered and written about the urban scene 
and the spiritual landscape of the city dweller. 
They have revealed the whole diversity of urban 
civilization.” This would be an interesting starting 
point for a discussion about the city, about the city 
dweller (Jewish or not), and about the idea of a 
spiritual landscape. The literary texts assembled 
here contain countless examples that could enrich 
and illustrate— quite the intellectual adventure. 
Thrown together under such a simplistic umbrella, 
however, they remain silent. — JQ

Joachim Schlör is Professor for modern Jewish/non-
Jewish Relations at the University of Southampton, 
and director of the Parkes Institute.

T 
his book has great promise—and is 
an equally great disappointment. The 
wide variety of Jewish experiences, 
in and with urban culture, is surely 
worthy of a literary anthology. Some 
twenty years ago, this reviewer had 
the same idea (Wenn ich dein vergesse, 
Jerusalem. Bilder jüdischen Stadtlebens 
(1995)), and is therefore surprised by 
the statement that this is supposed to 
be “the first anthology of Jewish urban 
writing.“ Having insisted on the need 

to ask, in any given time period, who are the Jews 
and what is ‘the city’, I found it quite astonishing 
that Baumgarten and Jaffe would present readers 
with this introductory sentence: “The Jewish Street 
is a real place.“ Is it really? 

In actual fact, the ‘Jewish Street’ is a 
construction. An invention. A literary image. 
This is something everyone in Jewish Studies 
should have learned.

There is a wonderful archive of texts written 
about the Jewish urban experience(s) and some 
of the better examples have found their way into 
this anthology. But there is a certain complexity, 
both in Jewish and in urban history, that needs 
to be addressed, and that should prevent the 
editors from painting such a straightforward and 
one-dimensional picture of ‘the Jewish Street‘—as 
Baumgarten and Jaffe regrettably do.

In their introduction, the editors refer to Max 
Weinreich, who argued that “the yidishe gas, the 
Jewish Street, not the neighborhood or the shtetl 
or the ghetto is the appropriate frame for Jewish 
cultural studies.” One short sentence—including 
quite a number of words that would need to be 
explained and contextualized. The shtetl. The 
ghetto. Jewish cultural studies. 

Libraries have been filled with articles and 
books that aim at a definition of such notions. 
Here, we get: “Everyone knows that the Jewish 
Street is where you find Jews,” and a collection 
of place-names that are indeed evocative—but 
of what? Orchard Street on a New York Sunday. 

DIsAPPoINT-
MENT sTREET
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The Jewish Street: The City 
and Modern Jewish Writing
Edited by Murray Baumgarten and 
Lee David Jaffe 
Self-published, 2014
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-for Eric H. 

The creation of
a perfect science

must piece
together shards

of the original 
vessel

to hold 
what can’t be

contained by 
memories 

like dead leaves
dancing 

on a thin skin 
of ice      
                                                               
the spectral
geology of thoughts 

without a thinker 
or speech

in the mouth of
a god who 

realizes himself 
in matter

from which he                                    
wishes  to 

escape but can’t
recall how he

interfaces with
an origin

implied but
not defined by

a stem cell
or the sound 

a wall of silence
makes when it falls DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2015.1010379 © Paul Pines 2015
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Toward the creation of
A perfect science
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books of poetry.
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I first encountered Bill Fishman 
personally one evening in 1983 in a 
living room in Ilford, where he was 
speaking to a Jewish discussion group 
about the radical Jewish East End. 
The group included several people in 
their 50s and 60s who themselves had 
grown up in the East End. We younger 
Jewish radicals, then in our 20s, had 
been invited as friends of the hosts.

It had been a traumatic day for Bill. 
Earlier, he had attended the funeral of 
his close friend, the refugee Yiddish 
poet, Avrom Stencl, but he did not want 
to disappoint his expectant audience. 
During a vivid, unforgettable talk, Bill 
expressed anger that so few people 
had paid last respects to a man who 
had chronicled the East End Jewish 
experience through his poetry and his 
publication Loshn un Lebn, as well as 
having chaired the Friends of Yiddish 
Saturday afternoon gatherings in 
Whitechapel. 

For Bill, the neglect of Stencl 
symbolised the wilful desire of many 
suburbanised London Jews to shed their 
East End past and suppress memories 
of the times when they and their 
immigrant parents endured terrible 
poverty, hostility and marginalisation, 
while simultaneously cultivating 
mentshlekhkayt and identifying with 
the underdog. Nobody did more than 
Bill to restore the Jewish experience in 
Whitechapel’s overcrowded sweatshops 
and tenements to its rightful place 
in our history. He accomplished this 
especially well in his classic 1974 
book, East End Jewish Radicals, his 
powerful 1980 collaboration with the 
photographer Nicholas Breach, The 
Streets of East London, and in East  
End 1888 (1988).

Eschewing nostalgia and 
sentimentality, Bill revealed the harsh 
conditions, but also celebrated the 
struggles for better lives and gave 
names to the rebels and dreamers who 
agitated and organised. He brought to 
life the neglected history of the vibrant 
anarchist movement grouped around 
the Arbeter Fraynd (Workers Friend) 
newspaper: Woolf Wess, Morris 
Winchevsky, Milly Witkop, and the 
genial German political exile Rudolf 
Rocker. He also praised the dedication 
of a series of Christian social reformers 

e d i t e d  b y 
L a w r e n c e  j o f f e

William (Bill) J Fishman 
Historian
1 April 1921 - 22 December 2014

determined to challenge East End 
poverty, including Salvation Army 
founder William Booth, tenants 
champion Father Groser, and Anti-
Apartheid campaigner Bishop  
Trevor Huddleston.

Bill’s meticulously researched 
books were products of an outstanding 
academic career that took him from 
teaching History and English in a 
Bethnal Green secondary school, 
becoming the youngest Principal of 
Tower Hamlets College of Further 
Education, to gaining a fellowship at 
Balliol College, Oxford, and visiting 
professorships at prestigious American 
universities. From 1972, he held a 
series of appointments at Queen Mary, 
University of London, initially as Barnet 
Shine Senior Research Fellow in Labour 
Studies, and culminating well after 
retirement age as Visiting Professor to 
its Centre for the Study of Migration. 

Bill was an eloquent lecturer and a 
gifted writer, but he was no ivory tower 
academic. Engaging and entertaining, 
he brought his passion for the East 
End down to street-level by pioneering 
legendary walks through the area’s 
dramatic social history. 

On a tour I took in 1984, he began: 
“You wouldn’t believe it, but I was at 
the Battle of Cable Street. I was 15 years 
old.” He treasured the unity displayed 
by Jewish and Irish communities that 
physically stopped Oswald Mosley’s 
invasion of the Jewish areas of the 
East End, and told us of the solidarity 
between Irish Catholic dockers and 
immigrant Jewish tailors during strikes 
in 1889 and 1912. Bill's father, born to 
Russian Jews, worked as a tailor. As we 
tramped the streets for two exhilarating 
hours, Bill graphically described 
momentous events and demonstrated 
his empathy with the daily struggles 
of the East End’s newer immigrant 
communities.

In the late 1980s, when I was 
working for the Runnymede Trust 
under Ken Leech, a radical Anglo-
Catholic and longstanding friend of Bill 
Fishman, our office moved to Princelet 
Street, off Brick Lane. Soon, we became 
an unofficial stop on Bill’s tours. We 
never knew when he would arrive, 
though on one memorable occasion, our 
normally surly receptionist cheerfully 
announced, “Bill Fishman’s in the 
area—you can hear him a mile off!” His 
visits were always a delight, as were 
random encounters in East London. 
In the mid-1990s, our family bumped 
into him in Petticoat Lane. After an 

Bill Fishman (right) speaking 
at a walking tour, outside 
Freedom Bookshop in Angel 
Alley, Whitechapel.   
P h o t o  c o u r t e s y  o f  D o r I s  f I s h M A N
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animated conversation effervescing 
with Bill’s humour, he signed off to our 
twin sons, “Remember: Fishmania!” 
They do. And all who knew Bill 
remember an inspirational, immensely 
knowledgeable and humorous man, 
generous with his knowledge, too—a 
true mentsh. 

He is survived by his wife Doris 
and sons Barry and Michael.

There will be a memorial meeting for 
Bill Fishman on Saturday 25th April, 
2.30 for 3.00 at Queen Mary, University 
of London, Mile End Road. The event 
will be open to the public, but anyone 
wishing to attend should contact info@
fiveleaves.co.uk to reserve their place.

David Rosenberg

“‘What do you do?’ people asked me,” 
wrote Michael Kustow in his memoir, 
In Search of Jerusalem (2009). “I’m 
a producer, I said, a commissioning 
editor. What I would have liked to 
have said is, I’m an animateur... An 
animator: one who breathes spirit, 
anima, breath, into things.”

Throughout his career, Michael 
Kustow was one of life’s great 
enthusiasts, an inspiring figure. 
Whether at the RSC and the National 
Theatre under Peter Hall, the ICA or at 
Channel 4, he encouraged others to be 
as creative as they could be. This is what 
made him one of the leading figures in 
British culture for over thirty years. 

Michael David Kustow was born 
on 18th November 1939. He grew up in 
Golders Green. His father, Mark, came 
from a Russian-Jewish immigrant 
family, and sold children's clothes in a 
shop in Bermondsey. Kustow’s mother, 
Sarah (always called Sadie), came from 
a Polish immigrant family. 

Educated at Haberdashers’ Aske’s, 
Kustow went on to Wadham College, 
Oxford, where he studied English and 
became involved in undergraduate 
drama. Putting on a student 
production of Chicken Soup with Barley 
in 1960, he first met Arnold Wesker. It 
was an exciting moment for a Jewish 
student interested in theatre. Wesker 
and Pinter had just exploded on the 
scene with their first plays. Bernard 
Kops, later a lifelong friend, had just 

British television to extraordinary 
European creative figures like the 
German choreographer Pina Bausch, 
and the Russian theatre director Yuri 
Lyubimov. Kustow pioneered the 
filming of modern dance on British 
television, commissioning Bausch’s 
1980 and Bluebeard, Christopher 
Bruce’s Ghost Dances with Ballet 
Rambert and Terry Braun’s Dance-
Lines. He also commissioned six 
series of Voices, where intellectuals 
like George Steiner, Susan Sontag 
and Bruno Bettelheim discussed  
big ideas, from philosophy to 
psychoanalysis. Kustow was open to 
previously neglected areas of theatre,  
from Greek tragedy to medieval 
mystery plays and great Indian epics. 
Above all, he brought passion to arts 
on television. He opened up television 
to the most interesting cultural 
figures of his time, and made Channel 
4 an exciting home for the arts.  

After Channel 4, Kustow tried 
to bring Greek drama to British 
television, collaborating with John 
Barton, Peter Hall, and Tony Harrison, 
among others. Some of these 
adventures are described in theatre@
risk (2000). He also concentrated more 
on his writing: with a biography of 
Peter Brook (2005),  and a a fascinating 
memoir, In Search of Jerusalem 
(2009), and frequent publications 
in the Guardian and for The Jewish 
Quarterly, often about Jewish culture 
and Israel, two lifelong passions. 

For the last years of his life, he 
fought cancer and heart disease. One 
of the great irrepressible life-forces, 
he increasingly withdrew. He died 
in London on 29th August 2014, 
survived by his long-time partner, 
Jane Shallice, and his two siblings, 
Lionel and Alexandra. 

The last time I saw him, at his home 
in north London, he encouraged me 
in my writing. Michael Kustow was a 
great animateur to the last, one of the 
most inspirational and creative figures 
in post-war culture.  

David Herman

Michael Kustow 
Producer and writer
18 November 1939 - 29 August 2014

written his breakthrough play, The 
Hamlet of Stepney Green. 

On graduating from Oxford, 
Kustow went abroad: first to Israel, 
then France, where he joined Roger 
Planchon’s Théâtre de la Cité. 
Planchon was the first of several 
important father-figures for Kustow, 
followed by Wesker, Peter Hall, Peter 
Brook, and Jeremy Isaacs. Many 
of these figures were in some way 
outsiders. Wesker, Brook and Isaacs 
were Jews. Brook, the son of Russian 
immigrants, later moved to Paris. 
Kustow’s image of himself as an 
outsider recurs through his memoirs. 
He describes himself as “a European 
and a troubled Jew”—never as English. 
Jewish, lower-middle-class, left-wing 
and passionately preoccupied with 
Israel, Kustow always felt on the 
margins in gentile British culture.     

Returning to England, he worked 
briefly with Wesker, and then joined 
Peter Hall’s new RSC, from 1963-67. 
There, he met Peter Brook, already 
a legendary figure in British theatre. 
In 1967, Kustow became Director of 
the ICA, before rejoining Hall as an 
Associate Director of the National 
Theatre (1973-80). While at the 
National, Kustow wrote Tank: an 
autobiographical fiction (1975).

After a brief time lecturing in 
drama at Harvard, Kustow joined 
Channel 4 in January 1982 (ten 
months before it went on air) as its 
first Commissioning Editor for Arts. 
His impact was enormous, not just at 
Channel 4, but on arts television in 
general. He set out to transform the 
relationship between the arts and 
television. He wanted, above all, “to 
innovate in form and content,” as he 
wrote in his later memoir, One in Four 
(1987). He sought “not television about 
the arts, but art television.” 

During his eight years at 
Channel 4 (1981-89), Michael 
Kustow commissioned some of the 
most exciting arts programmes 
ever seen on British television. 
He commissioned directors like 
Peter Brook, Peter Hall, and Peter 
Greenaway; writers and artists like 
Tony Harrison and Tom Phillips; and 
filmed work by leading composers like 
Michael Tippett, Harrison Birtwistle, 
and Michael Nyman. 

Kustow’s three great areas of 
achievement were forms often 
neglected in traditional arts 
television: Modern Music and Dance, 
Performance and Ideas. He opened 

Michael Kustow 
at the Institute of 
Contemporary 
Arts, central 
London, in 1968   
Photo: chrIs MorrIs/rex
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“It’s been a long winter.” I said, shuffling
along the garden path
with Isaac at my arm. The April day
wild and beautiful, howling at the shivering trees.
Now he took my hand, my grandson Isaac.
Guiding me through the Communal Garden
I had just emerged again into this crazy circus
called life.
I asked if he could see the ghost children
playing hide and seek, behind the crying bushes.
But then he smiled and sighed, my Isaac,
as if telling me to grow up.
He sat me down on a bench and threw his arms 
around me. “I love you grandpa.” He said.
We sat in silence for a while,
him slowly stroking my hand and heart.
Then gradually, gradually he pulled me up
into the world,
and ever so slowly we went back into the house.

Wandering through  
Queen Mary’s Rose  
Garden in Regent’s Park
I know Gertrude Stein once sang
“A rose is a rose is a rose.”
But have you heard that roses
have bloomed three times this year,
against all the odds? Such Chutspah!
Defying all logic, and the wind and the rain
and the howling headlines.
If only I could avoid the encroaching
terrible winter.
What magic to be born again;
and again, and again.

Walking With Peter
Walking with Peter
We were like children
Happy and silly
And singing lost sons
A trio of friends
Across Hampstead Heath
And in Golders Hill Park.
Erica and Peter and
Me in the middle.
We dawdled together
Every day we were there
Talking of angels and god not all there
And Peter hugged trees
In Kenwood in the rain.
And we laughed in the sunshine
For this was our world
In that forest of dreams
Where life was forever
And ever and ever
And nobody cried

But later he died.

DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2015.1010381 © Bernard Kops 2015
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